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Joseph Conrad : A literary Work and Career  

Joseph Conrad: A literary life  

1. Joseph Conrad, „Poland‟s English genius‟ had been a kind of puzzle for his critics, 

biographers and students. He is always ahead of his times in many respects. He stands 

historically, at the cross point of the late Victorian and early modern cultural phases. 

He enjoys in advance many twentieth century preoccupations as a creative artist in 

ideas and techniques. However, he is at once a Victorian, Romantic, modernist and 

postmodernist. As a Victorian he experiences the burden of thought in an age of 

science. He is a Romantic with a color of realism so typical as his French masters 

Hugo, Balzac and Stendhal. He is a modernist in his disbelief (skepticism) and his 

tragic sense of the extreme absurdity of man in a non-moral universe. He is 

postcolonial in his bold and visionary response to the importance of imperial attitude. 

Conrad is post modernist in his conception of reality and the use of innovative 

narrative techniques. 

The English writer George Gissing in his letter remarks, “He is the strongest 

writer in every sense of the word at present publishing in English. Marvelous writing! 

That a foreigner should write like this, is one of the miracles of literature”. (24 

December 1892)
1
. 

1. Norman Sherry, ed. Conrad. The critical Heritage, (P 140) It is the matter of 

achievement of Conrad to be able to attract the interest of scholar critics even after a 

century.                                                                                           

 Conrad‟s the full name Jozef Teodor konrad Nalecz Korzeniowski, was born 

at berdy-czow/berdyczew (Ukrainian : Berdichev) in partitioned Poland, on 02 

December 1857. 

 

1.1 Biographical: 

A) Life in Poland – 

 The Poland is the land of Conrad‟s birth having the memories and sorrows. 

Her last king, John sobieski, saved Vienna from the Turk in 1683 but being large, in 

the eighteenth century faced the powers; the Russian Empire and rising Prussia. 

Austria offered further challenge. The Partition of 1772 1773 and 1775 in which 

Russia, Prussia and Austria took part and broke up a kingdom which was renowned in 

Europe since thirteenth century. During the following century, the poles never lost the 

hope of restoration of nation. After the first world was and two decades after it, was 
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the time of fourth partition and later followed by a new restoration. Conrad‟s birth 

was at the time of deep depression in his country and every situation of his early years 

plotted to make him aware of the political tragedy. 

 Conrad explains at one place in his letters that his surname derived from the 

polish word for „root‟, and for him it was significance. He describes it as „Land-

trilling gentry‟ both the Clans of korzenowskis and his mother‟s family, the 

Bobrowskis. 

 His paternal grandfather, „Teodor N. Korzeniowski served in the cavalry, 

retired to a little hereditary estate…. Wrote a tragedy in five acts, verse, which was 

printed privately dull and remained unread. The other grandfather, Joseph 

Bobrowskis, Was a man of wit, owner of a famous stud of steppe horses. He left a 

large family a sons and one daughter, Eva (Evelina) Conrad‟s mother. 

 We find Conrad‟s sketch of his father in one of the letters: Apollonius, or 

Apollo Korzeniowski: educated in the university of st. Petersburg, Department of 

oriental studies and philology. No degree. Debts, social successes, poet ----- Arrested 

in 1862 and ---- condemned to deportation into Russia --- my mother died in exile. 

 Conrad was born and brought up in an atmosphere of sorrow and bitterness 

and this equipped with some elements as an artist. 

 

1.2 Conrad‟s childhood  

 After their marriage his parents lived for a while on an estate in the 

neighborhood of luczyniee, podotia that was managed by Apollo. With his wife‟s 

dowry of eight thousand roubles, he rented a property at mohilaw, where their only 

child was born. They lived there till the end of 1859. It was not a success and they 

moved to Jitomir hoping he would turn to profit as a translator and literary critic.  

 They lived there for two years where Conrad was baptized into the Church of 

Rome. Conrad mentions his father‟s translations in his letters. In the year 1862, 

Apollo was persuaded by his friends to settle in Warsaw. His wife and child joined 

him and Evelina knew that the cause for this was that he should help in organizing a 

secret national committee which aim was to win back independence form Russia A 

revolt took place in Warsaw in January 1863. Though Apollo was not involved 

actively in it, the Russian spies knew of their secret meetings, he was arrested and 

imprisoned in a fortress. He was ordered to be deported to a distant part of Russia. 

Apollo asked him to sent to Perm, the eastern part of European Russia with the hope 
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that the Governor may be-friend him. His wish was granted and Evelina and the child 

accompanied him. 

 During the journey towards Moscow, the child became seriously ill. The 

officers refused to break the journey and his life was saved by the arrival of a doctor, 

an old friend of Apollo. Later Evelina became so weak. An officer was shocked by 

the way the prisoners were treated and he obtained permission from headquarters for 

her to rest for some days. During the summer of 1863, because of her health she 

obtained three month‟s leave and with her child left for Nowofastow, in Polish 

Ukraine. Her brother, Thaddeus had a property, friends and relatives there, who 

showed their appreciation of her devotion and suffering. But her health was shattered 

and the only hope was the warmer climate. Permission was refused and Conrad‟s 

dream of wider family life was ended with his mother‟s death in April 1865. 

 Apollo devoted much of his energy for the child and did his best to educate his 

son. He made up his mind to part with Conrad, in May 1866 he sent him to his cousin 

at Nowofastow. At the beginning of 1869 both father and son went to live at cracow, 

where Apollo‟s last illness occurred on the evening and he died on 23 May 

1969.Apollo‟s work for the polish cause was widely known. 

 

1.3 Conrad’s schooling  

 As Apollo was not so well to travel so far Lemberg in Galicia was the 

immediate place decided on where Conrad was sent to Polish High School, though the 

teaching was not as per Apollo‟s taste. Conrad was a delicate child but showed some 

revival at Lemberg and Apollo thought himself to a more cheerful frame of mind. He 

took his son away from school that he could give him lessons himself. At Cracow, at 

the beginning of 1869, he was again sent to school. Many years later Conrad remind 

of this time saying I was a reading boy, I read! What did I not read! 

 When he was of eleven, he continued to live at Cracow and had lessons at the 

St. Anne High School. He was backward in certain subjects but worked hard. His 

grandmother together with count Ladislas Mniszek had become his guardian, and a 

young tutor named Pulman, a student at university, looked after his studies for the 

next four years. In his early fifteenth year he was doing so well in his lessons, Pulman 

was instructed to discourage him as much possible. The intention of Thaddeus was 

that a new and more reasonable craze would develop in Conrad. On doctor‟s advice 
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Conrad and tutor made a trip about three months in May 1873, to Germany and 

Switzerland, which made Conrad to decide which career was possible for him. 

 

1.4 Conrad’s Matrimony – 

 „An Outcast‟ appeared in March 1896. It was delayed by a fire at the printers, 

though by standards the speed of its publication may have excellent. At that time 

Conrad, took another step towards a good  men, may be it called. It proved one of the 

wisest of his life. He married Miss Jessie George, a young girl familiar with him some 

eighteen months earlier. 

 Miss George was the daughter of a bookseller. She herself wrote in a modest 

way. And after two years of Conrad‟s death she published a book of reminiscences, 

„Joseph Conrad as I knew him. It, without literary claim, relates in a graphic way 

many of the difficulties in marriage, to a high string, artistic foreigner who suffered a 

strange illness and one whom the sea had bring upon restlessness.  

Jessie Conrad was attractive, maternal and quite undiscouraged by practical 

difficulties, Conrad‟s friends were glad of the match, the pair with the two boys, 

Borys and John born to them, later were to make a most united family. 

    The researcher  feels it is not necessary to describe Conrad’s all details of 

early days in bold outline. The salient facts are clearly brought. 

 

2.2 Architecturing of Conrad: 

2.2.1 Making of the writer : 

 Joseph Conrad was engaged in two careers: first was as a seaman and officer 

in the merchant navy and second as a professional fiction writer. His development in 

the first career and his entry into second were supported by the money provided by his 

Uncle Tadeusz Bobrowski. Conrad traveled remote areas from Poland but he had 

always the attachment to his native land which was a nourishing naval connection for 

the voyager in distant seas or the writer at the desk. Conrad was a junior member of a 

ruling class the szlachta which had stopped to rule. Conrad‟s many novels present 

their conservative and radical elements and we see how strongly it relates to  the value 

of land After the death of Apollo the role of Conrad‟s guardian was taken by Apollo‟s 

brother-in-law, Tadeusz Bobrowski. Biographers speak about the temperamental 

conflict between Conrad‟s father and his uncle. Apollo was a poet, dramatist, 

translator and romantically idealist. Tadeusz was a busy land-owner, very practical, 
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shrewd and cautious. He was highly patriotic also and always reminded Conrad about 

the heritage and responsibility of a polish noble-man in his letters to Conrad. In Lord 

Jim Stein utters the motto „usque ad finem‟ (preserve to the very end) is the echo of a 

patriotic confession in his letter to Conrad. 

 „I have gone through a lot, I have suffered over my own fate and the fate of 

my family and my nation and perhaps just because of these sufferings and 

disappointments I have developed in myself this clam outlook on the problem of life.  

 The economic basis of Conrad‟s early career is clearly shown in one of 

Bobrowski‟s letters sent to him in September 1886. In the same year, Conrad after 

many years at sea, had qualified as a master in the merchant navy. It shows the 

economic and literary background of Conrad. The uncle writes about the money he 

has sent, will arrive soon and :  

 I don‟t Know how much longer I shall be able to manifest my remembrance in 

such a tangible form. For if Hamlet said „something is rotten in the state of Denmark, 

so it has been the case for some time in our agricultural affairs. The fall in the prices 

of grain and sugar affect the rent one can get for one‟s Land. 

 The stress by Tadeusz is to control Conrad and make aware about his 

responsibilities. The use of Shakespeare‟s quotation coming to uncle‟s mind shows 

the culturally civilized situation in which Conrad was grown up. The letter reminds us 

the income from land made Bobrowski to provide young Conrad‟s traveling around 

the world. The fields were let to tenant farmers, from their profits on the sale of the 

wheat and sugar-beet, rent was paid to Bobrowski. Then he was able to make 

investments in sugar refineries and other commercial ventures. Bobrowaski had also 

assigned half of his own inheritance for Conrad. When Conrad, in the year 1890, 

visited him at Kazimierowka, Tadeusz presented his thirty two year old nephew, the 

long and detailed balance sheet which is known as „The Bobrowaski Document. Ten 

roubles were roughly equivalent to one English pound at that time. In this way the 

making of a man out of Mr. Konrad had cost on his uncle pound 1745 when an 

English working man with a family would be fortunate to earn pound 50 per year. 

This was in addition to all the wages Conrad had earned during his hard years at sea. 

Conrad left Poland in 1874, at the age of sixteen. First, he stayed in Marseille, 

working as pilot and undertaking voyages to the West Indies. Then he traveled to 

England and served on a wide variety of ships from humble coasters to four masted 

clippers for getting experience. Meanwhile he passing the examinations obtained the 
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qualifications. His wages at sea were different and always uncertain. They could be as 

low as one shilling per month on the skimmer of the sea or as high as pound 14 per 

month on the otago.  But at this time his financial security was supported from his 

uncle. He served for no longer than two years on any one ship and it was only because 

of his distinctive manner and bearing. Other seafarers referred him as „The Russian 

count‟. When ashore he stood out from other captains by his aristocratic manner and 

mode of dress.
3
 

 

3 Jocelyn Baines, Joseph Conrad :   

 Conrad left his maritime career to become a professional writer. He was 

encouraged to take this step because that his old and sickly uncle died. Conrad would 

inherit a sum of 1600 pounds which he received in the year of publication of his first 

novel, Almayer‟s folly. Conrad was in financial difficulty, struggling to meet ends 

until the commercial success of „chance‟ in 1914, which at last, guaranteed his 

prosperity. There are many reasons that Conrad turned to a novelist‟s career. The need 

to clear inner tensions and contradictions, the desire to remind the beauty and 

strangeness of the world through which he had voyaged and the sense of interest with 

his family‟s cultural milieu and community of creative writers. „He sometimes, in his 

lonely struggle, as a writer compared himself with a tightrope performer‟. 

 During his maritime years and in earlier phase of his literary career he was a 

tight rope performer supported by financial safety provided by uncle Tadeusz and 

Woven by tenant farmers of Polish soil and by workers in the sugar-beet mills. 

 

2.2.2 Polish years : 

 When Conrad‟s father Apollo married Ewa Bobrowski in 1856, she brought 

with her a dowry of 12000 roubles and more than five kilograms of Silver. Apollo 

worked for some years as an estate manager but his real interest lies in creative 

writing and patriotic politics. Much of Ewa‟s dowry was spent and kazimierz supplied 

Apollo by 2000 roubles. Similarly Tadeusz Bobrowski provided 954 roubles (as a 

property) to clear some of Apollo‟s debts. When Conrad was a child Tadeusz supplied 

400 roubles per year (later 500 and 600) for his up-keeping and his maternal 

grandmother provided additional funds. After Ewa‟s death Tadeusz invested as capital 

250 roubles for Conrad, the left of her estate and it amounted 3750 roubles resulting 

from further legacies. Whenever an emergency arose, uncle Tadeusz was there to 
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support with money either from Conrad‟s inheritance or from his own income, which 

continued throughout uncle‟s lifetime. Bobrowski side, although patriotic was firm to 

give prior claim to the up-keeping of the family by careful custodian of the lands and 

their incomes. It was Tadeusz who met Apollo‟s funeral expenses. From his father, 

Conrad received romantic nationalism, melancholy and dedication to literary work. 

His uncle after Apollo‟s death had dominant influence on him and from him he drank 

in a spirit of skeptical rationalism and severe realism.  

 After his father‟s death Conrad was cared for by family guardians. The 

schooling, he received was irregular and he was privately educated. He wad delicate 

in health, he suffered migraines, stones in the bladder and possibly epilepsy. Tadeusz 

consented to his wish to go to sea, thinking that the sea air might be beneficial to his 

health. Another reason for Conrad‟s desire to travel abroad was practical and patriotic 

as a Russian citizen by law and as the son of a convict. Conrad would have been 

obliged to serve for possibly twenty five years in the Russian Army.‟ 

 By childhood, there was romantic appeal of seafaring for Conrad which 

impressed him by reading of novels of adventure and travels. 

 

2.2.3 Seafaring Career: 

 Conrad‟s four years in Marseille were among the most varied and adventurous 

of his whole career. In 1870, Marseille was a flourishing part and a cosmopolitan city, 

with its theatres, operas and saloons. Here Conrad came to know the plays of Scribe 

and sardou and the operas of Meyerbeer and Carmen was his favorite. His later 

writings indicated his intense love affair. He became an experienced pilot in course of 

time and each time he guided a ship into port. He made his first oceanic voyage. He 

sailed for Martinique, in 1874, as a passenger on the Mont-Blanc, a three masted 

barque of 394 tons. She returned to Marseille in May 1875, and within a month 

Conrad rejoined her as an apprentice for Saint-Pierre, again in the West Indies. With 

the viewpoint of his fiction, the most important voyage in this period was that made in 

1876 on another sailing ship, the Saint-Antoine and he was paid 35 francs per month 

as a steward. The first mate was a forty-two year old Corsican, Dominic cervoni, 

reserve and bold who became prototype of Nostromo, the vessel called at cartage na 

in Colombia and Puerto Cabello and La Guaira in Venezuela, providing some 

glimpses used in Nostromo, and a further link with that novel is that the ship may 

have been smuggling guns to the conservative rebels in Colombia.‟ 
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 Tadeusz Bobrowski provided Conrad with a generous allowances of 2000 

Francs per year but in the first half of 1876 Conrad obtained from uncle 2465 Francs. 

At this time a lieutenant in French navy would have been paid about 2000 Francs per 

year, an industrial worker 800 to 900 Francs and a craftsman 1800 Francs, on average. 

 Apart from his financial worries Conrad was horrified in December 1877 that 

as a Russian subject he had no right to serve on French vessels without permission 

from the Russian officer appointed by a government to represent it, in a foreign 

country (consul). He was thus liable for military service in Russia and no consent 

would be forthcoming. Being in heavy debt Conrad borrowed 800 Francs from a 

friend, tried to join an American squadron but failed and in frustration gambled away 

the borrowed money at Monte carlo. He returned to Marseille, put a pistol to his chest 

and fired. The bullet went through his chest but missed the heart. 

 He recovered the long suffering. Once again Tadeusz arrived to help; his ward 

and he cleared the debts, total over 3000 Francs. It was decided that Conrad should 

join the British Merchant Navy as there were no such formalities as in France. And 

thus on 10
th

 June 1878, the apprentice seaman arrived on the coal freighter „Mavis‟. 

Conrad‟s zeal and preservence took him to the highest point of a naval career by the 

age of thirty. 

 He began in England taking a berth on a small coaster, the barquentine 

skimmer of the sea which carried coal from New castle and its documents record 

Conrad‟s wages he received were as one shilling per month whereas ship‟s boy 

received twenty-five shilling. Conrad here recalled, „I began to learn English from 

East coast chaps each built, as though to last for ever, and coloured like a Christmas 

card. 

 After Skimmer, he found a berth as an ordinary seaman on the wool chipper 

Duke of Sutherland which traveled between London and Sydney. During the sixteen 

years he rose in rank; third mate, second mate and skipper. He made the run between 

England, Bombay and Australia, Struggling with English language. He learned the 

rules of seamanship and passed the investigatory examinations and in the year 1886 

he not only gained his master‟s certificate but took British nationality. Bobrowski was 

delighted by his double achievement. He was now exempted from the compulsion of 

Russian military services and has become the inhabitant of highest imperial power. 

During the service in British, he voyaged across the globe. This was the last great 

time of sail; of full loaded iron sailing ships like the „Tilkhurst‟ and Conrad was her 
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second mate in 1886. The huge clipper like „Torrens‟ carried wool from   Adelaide to 

London and as a first mate of her Conrad met John Galsworthy who was one of the 

passengers. It resulted the long friendship between the two future novelists. On these 

Journeys   Conrad become to know the foaming seas, hot sunsets, the storms which 

was later used in his books. His knowing of Singapore, Java, Sumatra and Borneo 

regions provided settings for Lord Jim and his early works. He faced those areas of 

human experience where civilized meets primitive and familiar faces to alien. He 

obtained the knowledge by doing back breaking work as a crewman, the worries of 

responsibility as a mate or captain, the fear of storm and fog at sea or the fear of fear. 

 Conrad served as second mate on „Palestine‟, an old sailing ship and faced the 

danger of death by water and by fire carrying coals for Newcastle‟ for Bangkok in 

1882. She lost her sails in a strong wind, leak so returned to England for repairs. At 

the second attempt the coals were burnt, coal-gas exploded and the ship was caught 

by fire. Conrad and the crew in open boats reached the shore. Many years later the 

Palestine was relaunched in the pages of „Youth‟ as the „Judea.‟ Conrad‟s motives 

during his seafaring career were to pick-up experiences to develop his further career 

as a writer. In Singapore he heard about A.P. Williams the seamen involved in 

scandal who tried to make good and who became one of the models for Lord Jim.  

Conrad on his voyage to Berau river in Borneo met Charles olmeijer, the trader close 

to Almayer of Almayer‟s folly. 

 Conrad met caption Ellis, the brief expressed master attendant of the harbour, 

who appears for a while in „Lord‟ Jim, „The end of the Tether‟ and „The shadow 

Line‟. Conrad took first command (1888) of his „the otago‟, a 346 ton three masted 

barque. Because of the disease (dysentery and cholera) among the crew, the voyage 

from Bangkok to Singapore took three weeks instead of usual three days and it 

resulted in his finest novel, „‟The shadow line‟. Thus Conrad‟s first novel was 

accepted for publication and in 1894 Conrad received his first literary payment. : 

pound 20 for Almayer‟s folly. The book was dedicated to the memory of  T. B. 

 

2.2.4 Background to literary Career – 

 After one sided love affair, Conrad resigned his command of the „Otago‟ and 

returned as a steamship passenger to England and got furnished rooms in central 

London. At the age of thirty one, having time at his hand and looking for another 

command he began his first novel. The manuscript of Almyer‟s Folly was with him 
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for additions and revisions for the next five years. It was also with him to the Congo 

in 1890 and he returned to recover from dysentery and malaria. On the „Torrens‟ in 

1891 he read part of it to a dying passenger, E.H. Jacques who remarked the novel 

„worth finishing‟. Conrad then joined the „Adowa‟ as second mate in 1894 which 

voyage was cancelled and he learned Bobrowski‟s death. In that mood it was 

completed and sent to the publishing house of T. fisher Unwin and it was accepted for 

publication. Conrad became a widely known author as the book appeared in 1895. 

The reviews were mixed and indicated that a distinctive writer has been on literary 

scene. 

 Conrad‟s travel from the captain to the writing table was gradual as late as 

1898 with several novels and tales in print. A number of elements were pushing away 

him from the sea and towards the literary life during this period. Conrad was well 

qualified and adequately experienced as a master and it was difficult to get posts as 

per his qualifications. Long distance sailing ships were becoming larger and more 

efficient, which required masters, in fewer numbers. Thus average 240 masters were 

becoming unemployed each year. 

The conditions at sea were worst, shipwreck was a common Thus Conrad‟s 

career in the merchant marine became a threat and by the year 1890 after Congo 

voyage, he was physically and mentally weakened. On the other end, the pressure 

towards a literary career was personal. There was love for literature in Conrad from 

his childhood. The world of fiction offered him relief from domestic grief. Apollo his 

father had gained popularity as a poet, playwright and translator. Uncle Tadeusz also 

urged him to use his travel as material for articles which might he publish in Poland. 

His aunt Marguerite Poradowska also encouraged him as she was involved in a 

literary career with some success in early 1890s Conrad read and praised her tales and 

novels. Her example encouraged him and he promptly told her about Almayer‟s Folly. 

 British imperial expansion had created the conditions in the nineteenth century 

and Conrad could get employment on ocean going vessels. It helped to create the 

readership for his novels and tales. Publishers knew that there was a vast market for 

factual and fictional accounts of remote regions. Rider Haggard was getting wealth 

from his novels of Africa, Kipling from his novels and tales of India. Conrad saw the 

Malay Archipelago as his own distinctive territory for fictional exploration. 
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 There was the expansion of education in Victorian England. A first edition of 

a novel would be mainly for middle and upper class readers by direct sale or via 

libraries. Victorian readers were well served by libraries. 

 The list of Conrad‟s publications given in chronology of the work aims to 

stress many points when we look at a collected edition of his works we see only a part 

of his total result, whatever may be the income or publicity it paved way for his rise as 

an author who was both prestigious and popular. 

 

Cultural  

 Conrad was recognized as a powerful original writer in England since 1895 

onwards and the credit of that originality goes to his cultural heritage.  

 

3.1 Polish influence  

 Conrad spoke English with Polish accent towards the end of his life while 

residing in England. He soon achieved a surprising linguistic eloquence in his writing 

since English was not his native language he carried polish idioms and French 

construction. In 1908 he told Garnett: „I had to work like a coal miner in his pit 

quarrying all my English sentences out of a black night‟. 

 Conrad‟s supreme works as „Heart of Darkness‟ and Nostromo‟ presents the 

linguistic doubt or disbelief which shows the later concerns of philosophers like 

Wittgenstein, Sartre and Derrieda. Conrad ironically portrays the contrast between 

word and fact, moral and practice. In his days Poland was surrounded by armed forces 

hence he understood the glamour and hypocrisy of imperialism. His polish years had 

taught him much. In spite of milieu some of the poles had helped his literary career. 

 

Apollo Korzeniowki 

 Conrad mentions his first reading of English literature, as a child with his 

parent‟s exile in Siberia. He read some part of Shakespeare‟s two gentleman of 

Verona in his father‟s translation. His father was fluent in English and French. He 

translated not only many plays of Shakespeare but also Dickens‟s „Hard Times‟, 

Alfred de vigny‟s chatterton‟ and various plays and novels of victor Hugo. To Conrad 

his introduction to sea-literature was because of his father‟s version of Hugo‟s Les 

Travailleurs de la Mer‟. Apollo‟s poems were widely circulated. His best known work 

was a sequence of plays: „Komedia‟ (comedy) written in 1855‟, Dla Milego grosza‟ 
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(for the sake of money – 1857-8) and „Bezratunku‟ (without help) published first in 

1866; all three having theme of patriotism Apollo was not a major polish writer but a 

significant one and Conrad received a keen sense of the harmony between creation 

and translation. 

 

Tadeusz Bobrowski 

 Conrad‟s guardian uncle was practical and deeply patriotic. We have seen that 

he has provided financial and both maritime career and his shift to literary career. 

Undoubtly Tadeusz contributed Conrad‟s complexities of thought. In his long letters 

he tried to teach Conrad, he wrote. 

 My dear lad, whatever you were to say about a good or bad balance of the 

forces of nature, about good or bad social relationships, about right or wrong social 

systems, about the boundless stupidity of crowds fighting for a crust of bread and 

ending up in nothingness none of this will be new. 

 Considering such letters one can guess that the work as „The Nigger‟ is 

thematic battle between Apollo‟s pessimism and uncle‟s faith in duty. In this 

connection W.B. Yeats wrote in mythology that „we make out of the quarrel with 

others, rhetoric, but out of the quarrel with ourselves, poetry one of Conrad‟s great 

motives in his fiction was a determination of the quarrel between the Korzeniowski 

and the Bobrowski temperament.  

 In Conrad‟s writing we see some local and specific debts to Bobrowski‟s 

Memoirs. It was the most extensive literary debt to Bobrowski‟s personality. He 

advocated principles of duty, fidelity and obedience to the task which became salient 

feature of moral reference in Conrad‟s literary works.  

The great polish writers like Adam Mickiewicz and Julius slowacki had great impact 

on Conrad. 

 As a child Conrad recited from memory Mickiewicz‟s ballads and one of the 

ballads, „Czaty‟ (the Ambush) has relationship to Conrad‟s early Malay tale „karain‟ 

(1897) Conrad said, „Later I preferred slowacki. Further he added that man is the soul 

of all Poland. 

 The works of juliusz slowack (1809-49) are extremely diverse and were 

celebrated for literary cocktails; combining elements of Shakespeare Calderon Lope 

de Vega and Polish ballads Conrad‟s admiration for slowacki have provided useful 

grounding in political skepticism for the author of Nostromo. 
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Henryk Sienkiewicz 

 Sienkiewicz, during 1880, the polish novelist and story writer, began to 

establish an international reputation. Though he wrote in Polish, his works had been 

translated into French and German. A reviewer claimed that sienkiewicz had achieved 

for Poland what Dams had for France and Wagner for Germany. His popularity 

reached its high point when the translation of Quo vadis was poblished in 1896. In 

1905 sienkiewicz was awarded the Noble Prize for literature. In two respects 

sienkiewicz‟s career has its stamp on Conrad „Blackwood‟s altered British readers to 

the importance of polish work helping more respective to Conrad‟s fiction and 

secondly there was challenge provided for Conrad by critical acclaim and commercial 

success gained by a fellow „pole‟. 

 

Stefan Zeromski 

 One of the leading polish authors in 1922, wrote a praising preface to a 

translation of „Almayer‟s- Folly. As polish critics have pointed out, Conrad‟s victory 

(1915) draws some elements from zeromski‟s melodramatic novel „Dzieje grzechu‟ 

(the story of a sin). 

 

3.2 French Literature  

 Expressing highly cynical ideas Conrad sometimes used French Language. He was 

fluent in French though not always accurate. Many times he used ancient French 

words and idioms as if they were English. Jocelyn Baines has suggested Conrad‟s 

ever fondness for polysyllabic privative adjectives („inconceivable‟, „inscrutable‟, 

„impenetrable‟ etc.) was possibly encouraged by the inflated phraseology a Pierre 

Loti. 

 Gustave Flaubert among French authors possibly greatly influenced Conrad. 

During some acute struggles Conrad sometimes compare himself with „Matho‟ (in 

Flaubert‟s‟ „Salammbo‟) although tortured, maintained his progress. Flaubert would 

have definitely strengthened Conrad‟s preoccupation. The short tale „An outpost of 

progress‟ shows how Conrad could use flaubertean material. Sounds of „Bouvard et 

pecuchet‟ can be heard in an outpost‟. Another French writer admired by Conrad was 

Guyde Maupassant the prolific writer of urbane novels Conrad claimed to be 

„saturated by Maupassant‟. 
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 When Conrad was established in his literary career he provided an 

introduction to a selection of Maupassant stories. Further, paul Kirschner has pointed 

out even a classically conradian reflection on the emptiness of life prove‟s to be a near 

translation from Maupassant. 

 As Shakespeare took ideas and phrases from Plutarch and Holinshed, Conrad 

used his French mentors.  

 

3.3 English literature  

 Conrad used to read greedily the classic and non-classic English texts. His 

works indicate the citations of Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, Sir Thomas Browne, 

Samuel Pepys, Keats and Arthur Symons. Chaucer‟s „Franklin‟s tale‟ provided the 

epigraph for „The Rescue‟ The Spenserian epigraph to „The Rover‟ seems out of its 

context in „The Faerie Queen‟ Conrad‟s knowledge of the context and it invites the 

reader to apply the quoted phrases and their context to Conradian novel or tale. A 

strong literary influence appears to be Coleridge‟s „Rime of the Ancient Mariner‟. 

Among novelists in English, Conrad enjoyed most was Charles Dickens. As a boy he 

read Nicholas Nickleby and Conrad‟s letters, reminiscences and fictional works are 

filled with Dickensian references. The similarly between the two, lies mainly in their 

powers of creation of grotesquerie. 

 Conrad‟s reading of Maupassant and Anatole France, an important influence 

was Schopenhauer. Galsworthy reports that Conrad studied Schopenhauer.  

 Conrad puts the life denying ideas in a largely critical context. Sometimes, 

reviewers classified as a literary „naturalist‟, though „naturalism‟ is loosely used as a 

synonym for „realism‟. A distinctive feature of Conrad‟s .work is symbolic power 

given to imagery of darkness. 

 Thus the culture and influences on Conrad helped him in his career and he was 

taken from the ship to the writing table garbed him as a writer who had been placed 

beside camas, Sartre as a novelist and philosopher.  
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B) Literary Career of Conrad 

I) Phases in Literary Development 

1. Beginning of the literary career: 

 A number of people helped Conrad to complete „Almayer‟s Folly‟ such as 

Marguerite Poradowska, Ted sanderson a schoolmaster who met Conrad on „The 

Torrens‟ in 1893 and Ted‟s mother and also Mrs. Reynolds the sister of John 

Galsworthy. Conrad next decided to send the manuscript to Edmund Gosse, the 

distinguished critic for advice. It seems though no evidence that Gosse might have 

advised Conrad to submit the script to Fisher Unwin as a candidate for Unwin‟s 

„Pseudonym library. Conrad became impatient because the script remained at the 

publishers for some weeks. Conrad began work on his second novel. It was read by 

W. H. chesson and also sent to Edward Garnett who commented „Hold on to this‟. 

Chesson submitted favourable report to his employer. In the meantime, Fisher Unwin 

suggested Conrad should write a similar but shorter novel for pseudonym library. 

 Chesson and Garnett in 1894 perceived at one the merit of Conrad‟s first 

work. Edward Garnett (1868-1937) worked as a publisher‟s reader for fisher Unwin, 

then for Heinemann and for Gerald Duckworth until First World War. Through the 

attempt of Garnett the career of writers as Galsworthy W. H. Hudson, Cunninghame 

Graham, W. H. Davies, D. H. Lawrence, and Dorothy Richardson were established 

Conrad suggested that, without Garnett‟s encouragement it was not possible to write 

his second novel. „Almayer‟s Folly‟ was published and before that date favourable 

publicity had appeared by W. H. Chesson. The „daily News‟ announced: 

 No novelist has yet annexed the islands of Borneo in itself almost a continent. 

But Mr. Joseph Conrad, a new writer is about to make the attempt in a novel entitled 

„Almayer‟s Folly‟. 

 A remarkable feature of Conrad‟s novels and tales is that, in brief and 

superficial summary, they seem to belong to the kingdom of popular commercial 

fiction. „Almayer‟s Folly‟ includes the isolation of individual and the littleness of 

humanity beside the in human vastness of nature. It was reviewed differently. The 

„world‟ declared the book „dull‟ the „Scotsman‟ found the novel „remarkable‟ and 

powerfully imagined. The daily chronicle‟ said : „Mr. Conrad has the art of creating 

an atmosphere, poetic romantic Mr. Conrad may go on and with confidence; he will 

find his public H.G. Wells in the „Saturday Review‟ said „it is indeed exceedingly 
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well imagined and well written and it will certainly secure Mr. Conrad a high place 

among contemporary story tellers. 

 Conrad went on with „An outcast of the Islands‟ continuing reverse order like 

Shakespeare, near the outset of his literary career (a trilogy of Henry VI) The 

„outcast‟ was published in London on March 04, 1896. His confidence to achieve 

reputation was confirmed by the reviews of „An outcast‟. Other commentators placed 

the book to the work by Melville, victor Hugo, Stevenson and Kipling. The literary 

career underwent the first of many crises, soon after the completion of „An outcast‟. 

He began a novel like „The sisters‟, long afterwards “The Arrow of Gold (1919); in 

1896 he began The Rescuer‟. The third false start was „The Return‟ which Conrad 

himself recognized as a left handed production. 

 Conrad published in magazines the tales as „Karain‟, „The Lagoon‟, The 

Idiots‟ and „An outpost of progress‟. Tales of unrest‟ was published by fisher Unwin 

in 1898. 

 

2. Henley, The New Review and The Nigger of the ‘Narcissus’. 

 Conrad was getting better terms for „The Nigger‟ than Unwin. Edward Garnett 

introduced him first to Reginald smith of Smith, Elder & co and then Sydney S. 

Pawling, the partner of William Heinemann. Pawling was encouraging and agreed the 

novel should be serialized in a magazine owned by that firm. Like „Unwin‟ the 

„Heinemann‟ and the „New Review‟ were advantageous to author. Some of Conrad‟s 

works were written without a particular magazine in mind. But „The Nigger‟s 

prospect of serialization in the „New Review‟ considerably influenced the content of 

the novel. It was a successful new departure for Conrad. The narrative of the voyage 

is partly the recalling tribute to great days of sail. Conrad has found a way to give a 

sea story the vividness. In the „Nigger‟ he has begun that great sequence of maritime 

tales, „Typhoon‟ „The secret sharer‟ and „The shadow Line‟. 

 Henley was more catholic than expected in editorial practice. „The New 

Review‟ gave hospitality in its pages to Conrad, Stephen crane, H.G. Wells, Henry 

James, Arthur Morrison, Arthur Symons and W.B. Yeats. Conrad was a constant 

reviser of his own texts throughout his life time. Serial publication of his work gave 

him an opportunity for proof checking and revision. 

 We see that Conrad repeatedly changed his sea tales. The voyage of the real 

„Narcissus‟ had terminated not in London but at Dunkirk. He changed the place. The 
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real pilgrim-ship „Jeddah‟ whose officers deserted the vessel and its Muslim pilgrims, 

had a British master. But when Conrad used the same incident in „Lord Jim‟ ship‟s 

name is „Patna‟, Youth‟ is based on the disastrous voyage of the „Palestine‟ (the Judea 

in the tale). 

 

3. The Blackwood Phase ‘Youth’, ‘Heart of Darkness’ and ‘Lord Jim’. 

 On the suggestion of Garnett, Unwin submitted the tale „Karain‟ to William 

Blackwood and this was the important beginning of an important phase in Conrad‟s 

career. The firm a „William Blackwood‟ published books and „Blackwood‟s‟ 

Edinburgh Magazine was known as Maga. So Conrad could be paid twice, once for 

serialization and once for book form. The following appeared in the pages of Mega. : 

„Karain‟, „Youth‟, „Heart of Darkness‟, Lord Jim‟, „The end of Tether‟ and two 

chapters of the „Mirror of the sea‟. The firm published the book of „Lord Jim‟ in 1900 

and the volume Youth: A Narrative and Two other stories in 1902. The „William 

Blackwood‟ who dealt with Conrad in 1890s was the third „William Blackwood‟. He 

was the son of John Blackwood who published most of George Eliot‟s novels. He was 

courteous towards Conrad. „Blackwood‟ had seen that Conrad was an author who 

would bring glory to the house. In the early stage of the relationship from 1897 to 

1900 Conrad made clear his pleasure to be writing for Blackwood‟s. 

 „Lord Jim‟ was serialized in Mega and begun well before the end. He arranged 

for Conrad fore „Lord Jim; to appear in a book form and waited for Conrad to furnish 

a tale to complete the originally planned collection of which „Youth‟ and  „Heart of 

Darkness‟ had been set in type. Conrad provided „The end of the Tether‟, an inferior 

tale, which was serialized from July to December, 1902. 

 The Blackwood phase had made Conrad to produce some of his finest works. 

In 1901 Blackwood was offered „Falk‟ which was not upto mark, „The end of the 

Tether‟ disappointing, and then one „The Brute‟ that was rejected. Thus Conrad laid 

the foundation of the academic Conradian industry. He wrote for a market but the 

correspondence with Blackwood shows that he also wrote consciously for an attentive 

generation. 

 

4. Enter Pinker 

 After the break with Blackwood in 1903, Conrad was connected with J.B. 

Pinker. From September 1900, until the success of chance in 1914 J.B. Pinker (1863-
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1922) maintained Conrad‟s literary career. Pinker‟s business deals, his confidence in 

writer‟s future served as a life-line for Conrad. The increasing professionalization 

could be seen in the literary world in 1880s. The society of Authors had been founded 

to promote the interests of its members for better terms by publishers. The complexity 

of the market provided an opening for agents as middlemen. Agents gained 

percentages. Many publishers were acting partly as agents. Because of it, many 

renowned writers like James rejected or avoided the publishers. When Conrad and 

F.M. Hauffer faced the problem of marketing, their novel Romance (Written by both) 

was given to Pinker. He advanced Conrad for the serial rights of „Typhoon‟ Conrad 

had constantly been borrowing. In 1901 his income was sufficient but used to pay 

debts and interests. He was supporting him, his wife and son and Jessie‟s relatives. He 

too maintained a gentlemanly life style. Pinker provided long term loans in the hope 

of Conrad‟s eventual success. Henry James, Edmund Gosse, the Royal literary fund 

gave Conrad pound 300. Apart from it, Conrad was awarded a civil List pension of 

pound 100 per annum. The figures of the money left by will from different people, 

publishers explain that the list of literary agents now fill numerous pages, in writer‟s 

year book.  

 

5. Association with F.M. Hueffer: The Inheritors and Romance 

 As far as Conrad‟s collaboration, is concerned it included his prestige based 

on high favorable reviews for his earlier works and impressive contacts in the literary 

work with Garnett, James, Wells, Graham, Gosse and Sainsbury. Conrad and Hueffer 

jointly authorize „The Inheritors‟ and „Romance‟ a novel. It became deceptive that the 

bulk of the writing was Hueffer‟s . Though „the mirror of the sea‟ was advertised as 

Conrad‟s work, six out of fifteen divisions were partly of Hueffer. So it was called 

Fordian than Conradian. 

 Hueffer certainly provided the bases of the tales „Amy foster‟ and „Tomorrow‟ 

and helped Conrad to convert it into a one act play. Hueffer‟s best work is to be found 

not in „Inheritors or „Romance‟ but in „The good soldier‟ (1915) an analytical 

narrative a marital treachery. It is a novel, according to Graham Greene, „Fords‟ 

apprenticeship with Conrad had borne its fruits, but he improved on the master. 

Hueffer became founder Editor of the English Review. He helped Conrad to 

publish his work and helped to establish literary modernism by providing opportunity 

to younger generation: Ezra Pound, T.S. Eliot and D.H. Lawrence. Taking part in 
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First World War he changed his name as ford Madox ford, in 1919. Hueffer‟s most 

important contribution to Conrad‟s work was actually his presence as a willing ghost 

writer should need arise. When Conrad worked on „Nostromo‟ Hueffer was standing 

by if necessary, to complete the novel. His direct contribution to Nostromo may with 

some pages, writing the most ambitious novel was greater. 

 

6. The Mirror of the sea, Nostromo and T.P.’s weekly: 

 The Royal literary fund grant at the time of writing „Nostromo; gave Conrad 

financial relief Jessie Conrad and Miss Lillian Hallowes helped, by taking dictation. 

Alfred Harms worth‟s „Daily Mail‟ printed three installments and there was a good 

ground for „The Mirror‟. It was one of the most magazine oriented productions of 

Conrad. Nostromo appeared as a serial in the popular magazine, T.P‟s weekly 

between 29 January and 7 October 1904. Conrad heard subscribers complain about 

serial difficulty and recalled that the magazine had serialized the novel. 

 The editor T.P. O‟ Connor was the liberal Member of Parliament for Liverpool 

and a prolific Journalist. He was eager to capture Conrad since 1895 when he read 

„Almayer‟s Folly‟ and wrote about the author‟s genius in the „Book of the month‟. A 

fortnight before the serialization of „Nostromo began; T.P‟s weekly offered a tribute 

to Conrad‟s‟ „Youth‟.  

 Few commentators appreciated fully the immensity of the achievement of 

„Nostromo‟. O Connor‟s readers found difficulty, „Times literary supplement called it 

an artistic mistake‟. Edward Garnett declared: „Nostromo will set the seal upon Mr. 

Conrad‟s title to rank in the forefront of living novelists. 

 

7. The secret Agent, Ridgeway’s and the Theatre  

 Between February and November 1906, Conrad wrote „The secret Agent‟ 

Pinker secured the serialization of it. Ridgeway‟s introduced the serial stressing 

Conrad‟s kinship with Kipling and Stevenson: 

 „Like Stevenson and Kipling, Conrad‟s tales last because there are more of 

them than the bare bones of plot; there is the knowledge of men, the feeling for life. In 

his new novel, „The secret Agent‟, there is a deal of plot and life. It is a story of 

diplomatic intrigue and anarchist treachery‟. 
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 The work combines several popular genres: detective fiction, crime fiction, 

spy fiction, the political thriller. F.R. Leavis in 1948 claimed that this novel was „one 

of Conrad‟s two supreme masterpieces, one of the two unquestionable classics of the 

first order that he added to the English novel‟. 

 Theatre Conrad‟s quest for popularity led him to dramatize three of his works. 

One play was „One Day More‟ based on the tale „To-morrow‟ another was „Laughing 

Anne‟ from „Because of the Dollars‟. „One Day More‟ had been performed by the 

stage society in 1905 without success. „Laughing Anne‟ was not performed at all in 

his lifetime. The play of „The secret Agent‟ was presented at the Ambassador‟s 

Theatre in November, 1922. 

 

8. under Western Eyes. 

 Conrad completed the manuscript of „Under Western Eyes‟ between 

December 1907 and January 1910. Like Lord Jim, Nostromo and The secret Agent, it 

had been considered as a short story. While working on Nostromo he had maintained 

a flow of payments by dictating the installment of „The Mirror of the sea‟ and on 

„Under Western Eyes‟ a second autobiographical work‟, „some Reminiscences‟ 

(retitled as A personal Record). Several of these were published in Hueffer‟s English 

Review and also serialized the new novel. On completing „Under Western Eyes‟ 

Conrad suffered the worst breakdown of his literary career. There were several factors 

for this breakdown. One was a quarrel with Pinker. He had also quarreled with 

Hueffer in July 1909. As the „Under Western Eye‟s‟ appeared in 1911, Conrad‟s 

income was increased but the debt and borrowing continued to meet the expenses of 

Jessie‟s knee operations and again he was dependent on John Galsworthy.  

 

9. The Later Years and Afterwards chance – 

 The novel „chance‟ was published in 1914 and it became a commercial 

success among readers. The „New York Herald‟ gave prominent publicity to the 

serialization of „chance‟ in 1912. „Chance was given the place of honour in the 

„Times Literary supplement‟ and in various national daily papers. Over the years, 

„chance‟ has proved to be a problematic novel for its critics. F.R. Leavis ranked the 

„Chance‟ among the major novels of Conrad. 
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 The name of Conrad, year by year had been advertised by the publishers and 

the book reviewers, numerous magazines on both sides of the Atlantic. Conrad had 

completed two long volumes of reminiscent self- publicity. Conrad had grown ripe. 

„Twixt Land and Sea‟ had been a success in 1912. Conrad no longer by 1917 needed 

to write for living. The success of chance had enabled Pinker to obtain advances for 

„victory‟. For „The Arrow of Gold‟ serial rights, for The Rescuer pound 1200 and 

3000. By 1919 Conrad was wealthy and his vast debts to Pinker and others were 

cleared, Film rights to his work were sold in that year. Everything touched by Conrad 

seemed to be turning to gold. Critical acclaim was increasing and reviewers 

acknowledged his supremacy among fiction writer in English. Today many critics 

agree that, the volume „Within the Tides‟ which appeared in February 1915 contained 

some of his weakest tales: “The planter of Malata‟, The Partner‟, The Inn of the two 

witches‟ and „Because of the dollars‟. Commenting about the market of „The Planter‟ 

the author himself said; “The Planter of Malata‟ alone earned eight times, as much as 

„Youth‟ six times, as much as “Heart of Darkness”. 

 „Victory‟ was published later in the same year. To many, there are echoes of 

Docoud, of Lingard and of Lord Jim‟ considering setting and situations, readers 

suspect Conrad aiming this work towards Hollywood. And „Victory‟ was filmed by 

Paramount Art craft in 1919 and by Paramount in 1930 and 1941 respectively. 

 The remote colorful and romantic features in Conrad‟s writing have long 

helped film to Makers. Conrad, coincidently emerged into international fame and 

popular success during 1914-18 war in which his elder son, Borys, served as an 

officer in the army; suffered shell shock. Conrad dedicated his „The shadow-Line‟ to 

Borys and his comrades, the novel which was finest of his last decade „Otago‟ tales 

included „Falk‟. „A smile of fortune‟ and secret sharer‟ and „The shadow line‟ offer 

rich account of sea voyage for the young captain. 

 „The Arrow of Gold‟ was serialized in 1918-20, and published as a book in 

1919. John Mansfield in the “Times literary supplement‟ guarded praise and in „New 

Republic‟ held warning: 

 „The Arrow of Gold is one of Mr. Conrad‟s few open faced novels …… 

seldom has his profound knowledge of human nature seemed to little disquieting‟. 

 „The Rescue‟ that Conrad had began in 1896, was published as a serial in 

“Land and Water‟ (London) between January and July 1919. „The Rescue to the 

reviewers was the evidence of Conrad‟s mastery, said the „Sketch‟, probably the 
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greatest novel of the year, remarked “Punch‟. Virginia Woolf in Times Literary 

Supplement‟ made clear her admiration for Conrad. “The Rover‟, Conrad‟s last novel 

to be completed was serialized in “Pictorial Review‟ between September and 

December 1923 and published as a book in December of that year. 

 Meanwhile his income remained huge. But he had to borrow to meet expenses, 

occasionally. His son Borys, who married and unstable in Employment often needed 

help, payments for the education of younger son John; Jessie‟s allowances, pension 

for Jessie‟s mother and some sum was sent to karola for a polish relative. In 1919 the 

family moved to oswalds, near Canterbury, its rent, salaries of the secretary and 

Jessie‟s nurse; Najder estimated the sum as pounds 3500 per year. 

 However, at Conrad‟s death his estate would still be worth ever pounds 

20,000. 

 Conrad hoped for a Noble Prize, but he rejected other honors : among them 

the honorary degrees offered him by the Universities of Cambridge, Durham, 

Edinburgh, Liverpool and Yale. In 1924, the Kinghood was offered by Britain‟s first 

Labour Premier, Ramsay Macdonald.  

 Conrad suffered by a heart attack in July 1924. Another attack followed on 

August 02, and at 8.30 the next morning the Poland‟s English genius, popular literary 

figure fell dead on the floor. 

 It was F.R. Leavis‟s „The Great Tradition‟ ranked Conrad „among the very 

greatest novelists in the language or any language‟ Conrad‟s range and theme and 

motif richness are indicated by the  writers as Hemingway, Scott Fitzgerald, Faulkner, 

Andre Gide, Thomas Mann, T.S. Eliot, Graham Greene, John Carre and V.S. Naipaul. 

One of the distinguished African novels of the 1940s, Ngugi wa Thiong‟ O‟s „A Grain 

of wheat‟ is clear adoption to Kenyan location of the main themes and situations of 

„Under Western Eyes‟ There are sufficient instances that his major texts have the 

capacity to pass by the cultural era of the computer, the word-processor and the video 

screen. Conrad maintained the values of honour, courage and human responsibility, 

fidelity to humanity and the care for words. 

 Conrad once remarked about his admiration for „Bleak House‟, calling so 

great that he loved even its faults: „Judge every man after his deserts, and who shall 

scape whipping?‟ asks Hamlet. The situation at his birth, political situation stamped 

on Conrad a life of loss and isolation. The final words be an expression of gratitude to 
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Conrad and to many people like Bobraswski or Blackwood helped him to collect for 

use the rich work intelligence and sensitivity. 

 

From the ship Deck to writing Table. 

 Through the ships „The Barque – „Palestine‟ the „S.S. vidar‟ and the barque 

„Otago‟ Conrad came into contact with East. He was second mate of „The Palestine‟, 

first mate of „Vidar‟ and master of „Otago‟. He was familiarized with people places 

that inspired him. The experience of these three became the basis of probably 

“Youth‟, „The End of the Tether‟ and „The shadow Line‟. He became associated with 

the geographical areas and we find reference in his writing as Singapore, Tandjong, 

Redeb on the river of Berau, on Barneo east coast and Bangkok. 

 He found berth on „Palestine‟ on 19 September 1881 of the age 24, as a second 

mate. It was commanded by captain Beard for Bangkok. We find description of his 

experience of „Palestine‟.in „Youth‟ : It was old ship, built in 1857 and owned by 

John Wilson of South Hackney. In it Conrad changed name of ship as „Judea‟. The 

voyage was troublesome, slow and disastrous, landed at Muntok, off the coast of 

Sumatra and then the officers and crew were taken to Singapore. It was the first to 

Singapore of the future novelist, and the eastern port was important to him as a 

seaman and writer. It was Singapore where he was promoted to the command of 

„Otago‟. Its impression appears in many of his stories. Here, he may have stayed at 

sailor‟s home of which reference is in “Lord Jim‟ and “The shadow Line‟. It‟s 

assumed that the places Conrad knew are mentioned in his work. 

 Conrad first visit to East in May 1883 lasted six weeks and then he took the 

passage for Liverpool on passenger steamer. 

 On his return to England he went to meet his uncle Tadeusz and a photograph 

at this time shows him the young man after his experience of eastern world. On 

September 10, 1883 he was on board ship as a mate in the „Riversdale‟ a sailing ship 

bound for the East. When the vessel arrived at Madras, he left her and returned to 

England on another sailing ship, „The Narcissus‟, he joined it, at Bombay. The 

experience provided him the material for „The Nigger of Narcissus‟. As per the time 

the „Tilkhurst‟ arrived on 22 Sept. 1883 and departed  with Conrad on board for 

Calcutta.. After leaving “Tilkhurst‟ Conrad obtained his master‟s certificate. It seems 

that he had written his first story at this time when he became British subject. The 

desire to write might have come gradually, finding first impression in „Tit-Bit‟ story. 
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It is accounted that he postponed his third visit to the East and took berth as a mate on 

the „Vidar‟ and command of „Otago‟. The ship „The Highland forest‟ was bound for 

samarang, java and Sumatra and her master was caption Mcwhirr. Conrad used the 

name for commander of the „Nan-shan‟ in „Typhon‟. He left „Highland forest‟ at 

samarang on July 1887 and he must have traveled to Singapore on some other ship. 

During the period, Singapore records refer „Celestial‟ from which he might have 

gone. It is Significant that at the end of “Youth‟ the castaway Marlow is picked up by 

the ship „Celestial‟. For some reason he substitute ship‟s name. 

 Jim in „Lord Jim‟, like Conrad himself; is disabled by a falling a ship‟s part 

and put into the hospital (1887). After that he made his mind and signed as mate of 

„Vidar‟. Having number of voyages Conrad left it in 1888, Conrad was offered his 

first and only command by master attendant of Singapore on a sea going ship. Conrad 

left Singapore on the „Melita‟ as he referred in „The shadow-Line‟  to take over the 

command of „Otago‟. Which is based on the encounter in the gulf of siam. 

 It was Conrad‟s third and last period in the East and his longest journey in 

terms of his fiction. He went on to Australia on „Otago‟ for two more years and 

returned Europe, finally. For his next voyage he arrived in Australia for Mauritius and 

then resigned his command on 02 April 1889. Conrad‟s next journey was to Cango. 

Jean Aubry and J. Baines are of the opinion that Conrad decided to go to Congo 

because of his wish in his childhood. He left Adelaide for Europe on 03 April 1889 in 

the „S.S. Nurnberg‟. His departure is recorded in the passenger list held in the 

archives of public library of South Australia. He is listed as Captain Conrad, aged 35, 

destination Southampton. This is the first time, he is referred as captain Conrad rather 

than captain korzeniowski. It is not surprising that Conrad dropped his surname when 

he became a novelist. 

 

Mirror of Eastern seas  

 His experience of the east is very significant. So „Lord Jim‟ stands as a 

hallmark among his work. It reflects accurately his voyage. The world of Singapore 

and Berau are mirrored in the novel. The important event was the trouble of the 

pilgrim ship „Jeddah‟ which is seen in first part of the book. After publication of 

„Lord Jim‟ also the case was not suspected. Sir Frank swettenham, in a letter to „The 

times Literary Supplement (sept. 06, 1923) suggested the basis of the story based on 

desertion of Pilgrim-ship „Patna‟. The incident must have attracted Conrad because of 
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the predicament of the captain and officers. Writing „Typhoon‟ Conrad took material 

from a sea yarn. He always dreamt of heroic action which is seen in „Lord Jim‟. 

Conrad makes changes to the original story in the direction to develop his characters. 

 

Visible Universe of Conrad 

 There were two things in Conrad‟s mind in selection of his source material: 

his concept of the nature of his art and life‟s predicament. During the service in 

mercantile Marine Conrad sailed in Eastern waters and „The Lord the Isles‟ in „An 

outcast‟, the „Non-shan‟ in „Typhoon‟. Ringdove‟ and „Condor‟ in „The End of the 

Tether‟, the „Ly-e-moon‟ in „Rescue‟ and „Patna‟ in “Lord Jim‟ all are the names of 

actual ships. The names and places were also important to him. Even after many 

years, Conrad recall all the aspects of man‟s age, appearance, ship‟s tonnage or river 

particulars because he was the  seaman. He is free to move from the original true 

incident by adding his experience. 

 Most of his life has spent away from society and in isolation. He was exiled 

with his father as a boy, and spoke a strange tongue as a young man and as a sailor 

was an exile. The isolation of language and nationality, isolation on ports, constant 

change from ship to ship can be seen in Conrad. Even in England he lived away from 

society and this kind of sense can be seen in his number of characters in fiction. 

 

Conrad’s Existential Outlook – 

 Joseph Conrad in his fiction and non-fictional work expresses the concept of 

„world‟ as held by philosophers of existential school. Misery resulting from isolation 

of major characters in Conrad is similar to existential writers a like Camus and Sartre.  

Stavrou shows the similarity between Joseph Conrad and Albert Camus in many ways 

in his article, „Conrad, Camus and Sisyphus‟. 

 Alike those thinkers Conrad takes the Universe as meaningless. The stress is 

put on meaninglessness of the world and human condition in every work of Conrad. 

The world to him is without order or value. As Nietzsche, Conrad‟s belief is that there 

is no absolute truth. He is atheistic in his view that God is dead. All the heroes in 

Conrad;Willems, Marlow in „Youth‟ and „Heart of Darkness‟ Jim, Nostromo, the 

young captain in „The secret sharer‟, Razumov, Heyst had a dream of ideal self. The 

character in every novel is in search of his existence. This existence has been marked 

by failure and frustration Conrad himself in life experienced uncertainty. He shares 
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the existential belief. The protagonists in his fiction are subject to sudden growth and 

change. In case of Almayer, Williems, Jim, Nostromo, the captain in „The secret 

sharer‟, Razumov, Heyst, though firm to their belief, the events take a sudden turn 

that they feel incomplete. Their incompleteness is existential. Conrad stresses the 

responsible action and decision like Camus, and Sartre for positive way to life Conrad 

stress the need to struggle. Conrad builds his fictional world on the basis of human 

experience and the life and work of Conrad has closeness to such experiences.  

 Conrad‟s novels indicate the features of existential philosophy. In “Almayers 

Folly” the Dutchman Kasper Almayer tries to give his life the meaning. He helps to 

provide Nina the wealth and prestige in Europe and set to search gold. His life 

becomes existence without love.  

 „An outcast‟ carries the theme of betrayal, the tension between black and 

white and pains of isolation. Peter willems suffers fall from a position of trust at 

sambir. He finds himself separated from nature and kind. Love becomes insufficient. 

He sees river as means of escape but meets his end.  

 „The Nigger‟ relates with the problems of existence. Wait‟s presence on board 

the Narcissus disturbs the life. They become aware of the death but face bravely.  

 „In Youth‟ it is test of a youth of twenty i.e. Marlow. When Judea bellows up, 

Marlow faces it with his action.  

 „Heart of Darkness‟ shows the human predicament by Conrad. Marlow‟s 

journey to Congo makes him aware his state in the world. Meeting Kurtz he gets 

valuable knowledge about himself and the nature of evil in the world.  

 „Lord Jim‟ tells about conscious ness of lost honour, his failure to live his life 

according to his ideal makes him miserable. He feels totally alone. The protagonist in 

„Nostromo‟ Charles could choose to reopens the mine to bring law, order, stability 

peace to the land of poverty. But it becomes his evil genius and brings evil to him and 

the other characters.  

 „The secret Agent‟ is about the cruelties in the name of political progress and 

ideology. The protagonists are separated into their own worlds. The non 

communication between them results to fatal consequences.  

 „The secret sharer‟ presents the captain as an isolated being, a stranger to ship 

and the crew as well. „Under Western Eyes‟ concerns about question of human 

freedom and ultimate purpose of life. Razu‟s confession proves the brief; of Sartre 

that man is free to choose his existence. 
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 “Victory‟ reveals the danger of Heysts‟ going away and mistrust in life. He 

inherits his father‟s rationalist pessimism. 

 Victory, Heart of Darkness, Lord Jim, The secret sharer and „Under western 

Eyes‟ portray the movement of protagonist towards another human being. 

 Conrad‟s work the give ideas of modern existentialist fiction specially of 

Herman Melville, Graham Green, William Faulkner, Arthur Koestler, Saul Bellow, 

Irish Murdoch and V.S. Naipaul. Naipual discovers in Conrad as on who has been 

everywhere before him, writing not like the novelists about „highly organized 

societies‟ but of men „as prisoners of their culture. 

 

Conrad gave supreme value to man. 

 Conrad had acquired a vast experience of life before settling down as a 

novelist. His essays, prefaces and letters supply a consistent account of his art and his 

philosophic vision. He corresponded in three languages: Polish French and English. 

The French letters are addressed to Marguerite poradowska, Gide, Aubry which throw 

a great light on Conrad‟s early career and letters to Gide help to understand his middle 

career. 

 

a) From Earlier to final phase 

Joseph Conrad‟s fiction can be divided into three categories. His view of life 

seems to have been formed very early in his writing career. It is known as the first 

statement carrying the work such as Almayer‟s Folly, An outcast, The Nigger and 

Youth the work during this phase represent Conrad‟s apprenticeship and also his 

concerns which remain to basic, throughout his career. 

We find in it the existential themes which Conrad developed in his later work. 

One of the main themes of Conrad‟s early fiction is the theme of isolation and 

loneliness of an individual. 

The Middle phase has been referred as philosophic maturity The works during this 

phase are Heart of Darkness, Lord Jim and Nostromo. The themes have been treated 

more fully than early phase. He begins the search of the dark zone of the self and 

expresses his concern for human predicament in respect of characters. These three 

novels deepen the importance of his existential themes. 

Conrad‟s third and final phase brings the development of his themes to full 

maturity so called as existential affirmation.  
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The secret Agent, The Secret share, Under Western Eyes and victory bring 

Conrad‟s existential vision into developed artistic form. The period from 1906 to 

1915 represents his last effective work. He moves towards a more deep examination 

of man in relation to fellow men and society in large. 

However, the present .research study aims to undertake only six novels to find 

out human predicament and loneliness from middle and final phase viz. 

i) Heart of Darkness ii) Lord Jim   iii) Under Western Eyes 

iv) Nostromo    v) The secret Agent and  vi) Victory. 

 

An attempt will be done to find out the human predicament, man and his 

loneliness from these novels. Though the study restricts to six of the novels all the 

sources or the texts will be used or referred whenever or wherever necessary. 
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THE NOVEL FORM 

1. THE NOVEL AS A LITERARY FORM: 
 

INTRODUCTION: 

The novel form has been recognized as a distinct form of literary art. Its 

written form is a fictious story and subject matter is life. In other words, its approach 

is realistic. Though the novel is identified with fiction it has wider meaning. Fiction 

includes not only the novel, but also the prose romance, narrative poetry and even 

drama. The early type of fiction was written in verse and prose   during the middle 

ages. When a number of manuscripts and copies were produced rapidly, prose became 

popular medium of fiction. Different critics and writers have suggested different 

definitions of the novel or prose fiction. Fielding defined the novel as comic epic in 

prose. Clara Reeve defines it as Picture of real life and manners of the times in which 

it is written. Professor Warren says, the novel is the fictitious narrative which contains 

a plot. R.L Stevenson says, the novel is not a transcript of life, to be judged by its 

exactitude; but a simplification of some side or point of life, to stand or fall by its 

significant simplicity. Again he says: from all its chapters from all its pages, from all 

its sentences the well written novel echoes and reaches its one creative and controlling 

thought. 

From all theses definitions we may say the novel, is the interpretation of 

human life by means of fictitious narrative in prose. The subject matter of the novel is 

human life. However, when Hans Anderson or Lewis Corral writes about the doings 

of birds and beasts or fairies and Kipling about the adventures of elephants or 

locomotives, their purpose is an interpretation of human affairs. A good novel is 

always symbolic having underlying meaning behind the characters and the plot. They 

tell us about the various experiences related to an important aspect of life. A great 

novelist expresses in his novel a series of imagery situations with a purpose to create 

insight and the insight can be provided through symbolization of events, characters 

and other elements in a story. 

 

1.1 The novel as a work of art: 

Some critics are of the opinion that a novel is as much as a piece of art, as a 

good poem or a play and many critics refuse to consider even the best novel as a wok 

of art. At present, undoubtly the novel is only literary medium through which a writer 
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can discuss a great majority of the problems lying in the society. There are a number 

of novels written in the modern age which are schemed to spread certain beliefs and 

principles, as its example, the novels of H.G Wells. 

Knowing a little about some aspect of life, a novelist can apply his 

imagination and his creative faculty to enlarge his vision. It is his own personal 

approach to the problem of life which plays an important role in his presentation of it. 

Whatever he writes is the expression of his personality. This is done by him providing 

pleasure to the reader. When more he please and delight the reader, the more 

successful he will be as a novelist. 

The novel has different kinds of forms like drama and poetry and unlike them 

it has no definite rules to observe. The definitions of the novel given by different 

writers and critics are also different so it is difficult to get clear picture of this form of 

literature. There are no limits prescribed for it therefore the novel is anything and 

everything. 

Forster in his aspects of the novel defines a novel as “A fiction is prose of a 

certain extent”. He further remarks: “principles and systems may suit other forms of 

art, but they cannot be applicable here or if applied their results must be subject to re-

examination”1. Seeing the limitations on literary forms as poetry and drama, these 

pioneers of the novel were purposefully trying to keep this new literary form free 

from all encroachment. 

The English novel speaks of „the fine art of fiction‟ and traces the gradual rise 

of „its finely ordered structure‟. 

Being the art form in novel the author tries to show or represent life and he 

gives an external shape to his vision of life aiming the purpose of giving pleasure to 

the reader. The main characteristics of art and literature are the imitation or 

representation of life and produce delight among readers as an art form.  

 

1.2 1) various forms of the novel: 

The novel has many forms of which four major and fundamental are: 

a. The novel of action 

b. The novel of characters 

c. The picarsque novel 

d. The dramatic novel 

1.2 1The novel of action: 
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The novel of action is primarily concerned with the description of exceptional 

happenings in such a way as to please the readers is the most popular form of fiction 

and there are more novels of action than belonging to any other form. This form 

includes Stevenson‟s „Treasure Island‟, Scott‟s „Ivanhoe‟ and Charles Reade‟s 

„Cloister‟ and „the Hearth‟ and host of other novels with adventure and crime. These 

novels often are connected with periods of history when the political and social life of 

the people was disturbed because of some rebellion and life was more dangerous and 

not normal. The basis of the novel of action is an escape from the day-to-day routine 

of dullness. This type does not occupy a high position among literary productions, 

except when in the hands of great novelists like Scott and Stevenson. 

 

1.2 2The novel of character: 

The characters in this form are static and show no any development, events are 

made to happen which bring out the various qualities and attributes of character. Their 

good and bad points do not change; the action helps us to have clear knowledge of 

their virtues and defects. 

 „Vanity Fair‟ by Thackeray is the best example of this type of novel. It has no 

hero and characters, in the novel and do not contribute to the action. The novelist is 

concerned with the portrayal of characters and every opportunity is given to them to 

show their most important aspects to readers.  

 

1.2 3 The picaresque novel: 

These novels are partly novels of action and partly novels of character and 

they seem a compromise between these two types of the novel .These are unique in 

certain interesting particulars and thus belong to a separate class of the novel. This 

type of novel deals mainly with a number of situations and a variety of characters that 

are humorously, satirically and critically portrayed and were popular in eighteenth 

century 

  

1.2 4 The Dramatic Novel: 

In dramatic novel the character and plot both are developed together 

inseparably unlike the novel of action and novel of character where characters play 

subsidiary role and the plot serves only to unfold the characters respectively. This 
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type of novel is near to poetic tragedy. Jane Austen the first English novelist, writing 

dramatic novel avoided introducing the tragic note. 

The essential feature of the dramatic novel is the intensification of action. Jane 

Austen like fielding Dickens, Scott and Thackeray portrayed characters as they 

influence the actions. In dramatic novel two types of developments, the outer or 

external development and inner development of action run side by side and help 

eachother. 

 

2. Development of the English novel: 

Novel and fiction are not properly synonymous terms at all but novel is no 

more than an exercise in fiction. Fiction is a material and novel is method of 

treatment. Though the novel proper was started in the eighteenth century in England, 

its roots lay much deeper. The origins of the novel are laid very far back in the history 

of humanity, with the beginning of story telling as the first attempt towards the novel. 

The Minstrel and the Ballad maker, who constructed their stories on the facts of 

history, were the early writers of fiction. The fiction is a kind reassembling of the 

parts of the history.                                                        

The story teller makes use of history which has no beginning and no end. It is 

very extensive and gathered by selecting events and characters and presenting them in 

a smaller and more comprehensible setting. This was the earliest type of fiction and in 

England its best example is Beowulf. Apart from it, the ministrel of the middle ages in 

England selected their stories from history and related the deeds of such figures. 

The writing of fiction in the form of historical romances was developed further 

by Chaucer. He added to it some elements which later became the essential 

characteristics of the novel. In romances he relates a good story and takes pains to 

make his fictitious characters more acceptable to common sense instead of fantastic 

heroes of romance written by minstrels       

A number of prose narratives appeared showing the steady march towards the 

novel with the invention of printing press in England in 1476. The best of them was 

Malory‟s Morte d‟Arthur, which has a quite number of essential features of a good 

novel.. The characters of Malory are human, his heroes show several weaknesses, and 

his villains are capable of bravery. Most of the translations in English prose made by 

Caxon were from the French medieval romances which were remote from actual life 

and readers were fade up of fictitious characters. 
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They required another type of fiction that connected with real life. This gap 

was bridged by the form of novel. The form had been made popular in Italy by 

Boccaccio who wrote prose tales of contemporary life. During the Elizabethan period 

Lyly wrote his Euphues as an experiment in the mode which had won popularity in 

Italy. 

A number of prose writers of the seventeenth century tried to describe in detail 

men, women and the actual world they lived in. Bunyan managed to portray realistic 

effects from the use of simple and concrete details presented in a simple language. In 

this way he brought the romance down to earth and made a way for the novel. Some 

of the essayist like Hall, Averbury and Butler and diarists also attempted brilliant 

exercises in description and characterization. 

The literary craftsmen during the seventeenth century and early part of 

eighteenth century were trying to bring the romance to readers as their mission and 

they achieved it correctly. The success for this attempts and first step is the novel 

Robinson Crusoe by Daniel Defoe. It is the first realistic novel written in England but 

having certain limitations. Defoe was under the influence of romance and the world 

he presented was like the wonderlands in early fiction but Richardson uses fiction for 

a new purpose which is too near to reader‟s lives.  

Since Richardson, in England, the practice of story telling by means of letters 

has been a favorite with authors and the psychological novel has made little progress, 

until Henry James. Fielding who was well known for depicting life as actually lived, 

Richardson‟s method was used by him widely. Fielding‟s greatest power lies in 

portrayal of character and method of characterization and Richardson looks towards 

his characters with the concern of psychologist. Smollett attempted to carry fielding‟s 

method. Fielding‟s less domestic wisdom and rough strength of Smollett brought back 

the masculine tone called by critics as the true English novel. Like fielding, Smollett 

is an expert in vivid characterization coming from life itself at first hand and he was 

the first novelist to introduce local colour. 

Goldsmith and Sterne were the two novelists who contributed the development 

of the novel. Stern‟s sentimental Journey is the most personal journey sketch ever 

written. Tristan Sandy contains some of the most effective character studies in 

English literature. Goldsmith and Sterne are capable of brilliant characterization and 

blend of humour of story telling.  
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3. The Eighteenth century novel: 

The chief literary contribution of the eighteenth century was the discovery of 

modern novel which is presently the most influential type of literature. The novel in 

its primary stage was at first established in England by two authors Bunyan and 

Defoe. The pilgrim‟s progress began as an allegory but Bunyan during storytelling 

forgets about the allegory and it makes Bunyan the pioneer of the modern novel. 

It can be said that until the publication of Richardson‟s Pamela in 1740 no true 

novel had appeared in English literature relating the story of a plain human life. 

During the eighteenth century a number of English novelists like Goldsmith, 

Richardson, Fielding, Smollett, and Sterne all developed the form of the novel in the 

form of a story. The new middle class demanded a new type of literature that may 

express the new ideal of eighteenth century and the value and importance of 

individual life. Because of the spread of education, appearance of newspapers and 

magazines through reading, it was possible to appeal directly. Under this 

circumstance the novel was born in eighteenth century expressing the ideal of 

personality and dignity of common life which became the prominent themes of the 

poets of the romantic revival. As its result, such work was eagerly read by the 

common people and the novel became a popular form of literature appealing to people 

and reflecting their lives.  

Daniel Defoe (1661 – 1731) was the originator of the novel. His none of the 

works can be placed under the category of novel in the modern sense.  

 

3.2 Samuel Richardson (1689 – 1761) is credited with the writing of the first modern 

novel Pamela or Virtue Rewarded. It was the first book told in a realistic manner. Its 

psychological approach made it the first modern novel in England and enjoyed the 

popularity because of nearness with the contemporary standards of morality.  

He probed into the inner thinking of the human mind. Dr. Johnson opines that 

Richardson enlarged the knowledge of human nature. His main contribution to the 

English novel was that he told, for the first time stories of the human life from within. 

Tobias Smollett (1721 - 1771) followed fielding in writing picaresque novel full of 

adventure. In all his novels Smollett excites continuous laughter by farcical situation 

to portray human eccentricities. 
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3.3 Lawrence Sterne (1713 – 1768) was opposite of Smollett and we find whims and 

sentiments in Sterne. The special feature of Sterne is his power of sentimentality 

along with humour. The main contribution of Sterne to English novel was his 

discovery of delights of sensibility, the pleasure of feeling heart which was followed 

by many eighteenth century writers. 

 

3.4 Oliver Goldsmith (1728 - 1774) wrote only one novel – „The Vicar of 

Wakefield‟, the best known in English language. Goldsmith deals with a simple story 

in a simple manner which is the best example of the new literary form which became 

most popular.  

The English novel during the eighteenth century evolved from a humble 

beginning into a fully developed form. Defoe gave it a realistic touch, Richardson 

introduced analyses of human heart, fielding made it full of vitality, Smollett used 

exaggerated and eccentric character, Sterne contributed sentimentality, Goldsmith 

stressed high principles and purity of domestic life. In the hands of these early masters 

the novel took a definite shape and came to be recognized as an important literary 

form. 

 

3.5 Henry Fielding (1707 - 1754) was the greater novelist of the eighteenth century 

.He wrote his first great novel Joseph Andrews to Satirize and parodies the false 

sentimentality and conventional virtues. Richardson‟s Pamela, Fielding‟s Jonathan 

wild is typical picaresque novels narrating the story of a rogue.. Fielding‟s last novel 

Amelia (1751) is written in a milder tone. Fielding‟s great contribution to the English 

novel is putting it on stable footing. It became free from restrictions and firmly 

established as an independent literary form. Fielding is called the Father of the 

English novels because he was the first to give genuine pictures of men and women of 

his age. Through his efforts the novel became immensely popular and large numbers 

of novels were produced. He put forward his own theory of novel and he was the first 

English theorist of the novel. That‟s why Sir Walter Scott rightly called fielding „The 

father of the English novel‟ and his contribution is so great. He gave English novel 

such a form that the present and the later novelist followed the pattern which was set 

by him. 

 

4. Nineteenth century (Romantic age) novel 
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The great novelists of the romantic age are Jane Austen and Scott but before 

them some of the novelist came under the influence of medievalism and wrote novels 

of terror or the Gothic novels. The origin of such writing can be found in Horace 

Walpole A number of imitators of such type of novel are there in eighteenth century 

and in the Romantic period. 

 

4.1 The Gothic Novel: 

The most popular writer of the terror or Gothic novel during the romantic age 

was Mrs. Ann Radclifle who wrote five novels. She imitated the mechanism of the 

terror tale as used by Horace Walpole and his follower combined sentiment and 

effective scenery. Apart of Mrs. Radclifle as the prominent writer of this type, there 

were few other novelists who received popularity by their writings. They were 

Mathew Gregory Lewis and Charles Robert Maturin. But the most popular of all 

terror tales was written by Mrs. Shelley. Among all the Gothic novels it is the only 

one which is popular even today. Jane Austen brought good sense and balance to the 

English novel when the age had become too emotional and undisciplined.  

 

4.1.1 

The novels in the hands of Richardson and fielding had been a faithful record 

of real life. Jane Austen provided the reform publishing six novels which placed her 

among the front rank of English novelists. She did for the English novel what the 

Lake poets did for English poetry. She is one of the sincerest examples in English 

literature of art for art‟s sake. Jane Austen is the first modern novelist of England who 

wrote pure novels. Austen and Sir Walter Scott were contemporaries but the field of 

novel writing was completely different. Scott wrote historical novel covering 

historical events of the past eight hundred years. Jane Austen created the taste for the 

novel and also aroused desire for the novel. The wide human sympathy was 

introduced into the novel by Jane Austen and this was one of her greatest 

contributions.  

 

4.1.2  

Sir Walter Scott (1771 - 1832) deals with the exciting romantic adventurous 

life of the high landers people on the border of England and Scottland. His novels 

have a local colour and based on personal observations. His first attempt of historical 
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novel was Ivanhoe .  In all these novels Scott reveals himself as a story teller. He is 

superb master of dialogues. Scott is the first English writer of the historical novel and 

he made powerful contribution to its development in England and in Europe. He gave 

the novel a firm footing in English literature. He brought together so many different 

elements of the novel contributed by previous writers during the past several 

centuries. In this way novel became a literary form which could compare well with 

poetry and drama  

 

5. Novelists of the early Victorian period. 

Novel made a rapid progress in the early Victorian period. The one chief task 

of the educated public was novel reading. The novels produced during this period 

took different shapes as social essays, philosophical discourse, poem, prose etc. The 

theatre that was taken as rival to fiction was witnessing downfall. Thus early 

Victorian period saw hey day of the English novel. The most outstanding novelist of 

the period were Dickens and Thackeray. However there were number of minor 

novelists and some important are Disraeli, Bronte sisters, Mrs. Gaskell, Charles 

Kingsley, Wilkie Collins and Trollope. All of them identified themselves with their 

age and were the spokesmen. The later Victorian period novelists were critical. Early 

Victorians were cautious of the confusion caused by the industrial revolution, the 

mass poverty and riches in a few hands.  

 

5.1 Charles Dickens was the chief among the early Victorian novelists and the most 

popular of all English novelists so far. At the age of twenty five with the publication 

of Pickwick papers, Dickens suddenly came into fame and was regarded as the most 

popular of the English novelists. He succeeded to collect the diverse threads of the 

story in systematic plot. Dickens had faith in the better element of human nature and 

his novels are a tribute to the vast army of human beings. He being an idealist was 

also a realist; began his career as a reporter and his short sketches have the air of 

eighteenth century observers.  The humour of him is an essential part of his 

characterization. His best humour is not like real life but better than real life. Dickens 

is regarded as the great and most popular novelist in England. His main contribution 

to the England novel was that he was the first English novelist to write the 

humanitarian novel. The humanitarian movement came into force in England in 

eighteenth century with the purpose to improve the poor people, introducing reforms 
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in prisons and having a humane attitude towards criminal, pick-pocketing and 

shoplifting. The New social evils have arisen with industrialization. Women and 

children were employed for long hours in factories. The organized labourers were 

suppressed by the government. He became the spokesmen of the downtrodden and the 

oppressed in his work. The approach of the eighteenth century novelists was realistic 

and objective was reason. Dickens wrote novels of idealism depicting the inner life of 

the people in a picaresque manner. Dickens created a new spirit and made novel an 

interesting medium. He introduced a new type of novel by means of his imagination 

which was at once real and unreal. The contribution of Dickens was his discovery of 

new source of humour. Considering all these contributions to the English novel, 

Dickens could be regarded as the great and most popular novelist of England. 

 

5.2 William Makepeace Thackeray (1811 - 1863) was Dickens contemporary and 

he was more interested in the manners and morals of the aristocracy. Thackeray was 

realist and moralist and judged completely by the observations. He gives in his novel 

accurate and true picture of the elements of sociality. As a writer of pure, simple and 

charming prose Thackeray is superb and he delights his reader by his easy and defined 

style. Thackeray is most remembered as a novelist in the creation of living character. 

With the publication of „Vanity Fair‟ (1846) the English reading public began to 

understand what a star had arisen in English letters. He returned to modern times and 

showed great skill in painting contemporary manners. In all his novels Thackeray has 

presented life in a most realistic manner that we feel, we are face to face in real life 

and it is the greatness of Thackeray as a novelist.     

    

He was the first novelist in England to use a novel to express a conscious, 

criticism of life. He presents his readers a systematic philosophy of human nature. He 

can discourse to the reader in the accent of fielding and Sterne. He restored English 

novel to realism which was lost since Fielding. He told his readers that it was their 

duty to face the world they lived in, with clear eyes and more critical understanding.. 

He is therefore a realist and satirist. 

 

5.2.1 Minor Novelists: 

Among the minor novelists of the early Victorian period: 
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i. Benjamin Disraeli (1804 - 81) was among the first to point out the 

improvement of the working class as a social duty of aristocracy. He was a 

politician who became the prime minister of England.  

ii. The Bronte Sisters: Charlotte Bronte (1816 - 55) and Emily Bronte (1818 – 

48) Charlotte Bronte depicted in her novels the strong romantic passion which 

was generally avoided by Dickens and Thackeray.  

iii.  Emily Bronte though died at the age of thirty she wrote a strong work 

containing many elements of romantism.  

iv. Mrs. Gaskell (1810 - 65) dealt with social problems as a novelist. She had first 

hand knowledge of evils of industrialization.  

v. Charles Kingsley (1819 - 75): actively interested in co-operative movement, 

used his generous ideas of reform in his novels.  

vi. Charles Reede (1814 - 84) wrote the novel with a special purpose.  

vii. Wilkie Collins (1824 - 89) he shows his great mastery in mechanical art of 

plot construction. 

viii. Anthony Trollope (1815 - 88) wrote a number of novels in which he 

presented real life without any change. Trollope has a great skill as a story 

teller and his character are life like. His novels present a true picture of middle 

class life. 

 

6. Novelists of the later Victorian period. 

The novel during the age took a new form and the novels written during this 

period may be called modern novels. George Eliot was the first to write in the modern 

style. Other important novelists of the period were Meredith and Hardy. The new 

novelist of England and other countries of Europe began to hold the ambition of 

making the novel as serious as poetry. The Russian novelist Turgenev, Tolstoy and 

Dostoevsy and the French novelists like Flaubert all began to look towards the novel 

as a medium of conveying profound thoughts. The seriousness of these European 

novelists was both moral and aesthetic which came to English fiction with George 

Eliot and Meredith. George Eliot lived in a much larger world of ideas and these 

conditioned her views of fiction, gave the shape to her novels. Meredith partly 

educated in Germany and was influenced by French writers, developed highly critical 

view of England and its literature. Both gave a new trend to the English novel, and 

made it modern.  
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6.1 George Eliot (1819 – 1880) : Her real name was Mary Ann Evans. When she was 

thirty eight her first work of fiction appeared and it was followed by other works.In 

George Eliot the novel tooks its modern form. The different episodes are related to 

one another and subordinated to main story. The chief appeal to the emotions of the 

reader is made by the final event and moving of action. This unity of plot construction 

was lacking in the English novel previously. This was a singular contribution of her to 

the development of English novel. Her novel reflects more clearly the movement of 

contemporary thought than any other Victorian novels. The mood of her work is like 

Mathew Arnold‟s poem. She plays a role of a preacher and shows individuals, the 

play of universal moral forces. All her novels are examples of psychological realism.  

 

The first period of English novel began with fielding ended with Trollope. The 

second period with Henry James and Meredith, Galsworthy and Wells and began with 

George Eliot. The novels of Eliot are the first novels in English literature which give a 

picture of life without following the conventions of form and character. The stories 

are determined by the logical demand of situation and character. And this modern 

form of the novel was later followed by Henry James, Wells, Conrad and Arnold 

Bennett. In another way her novels are inspired by the intellectual aspects of life and 

by religion, politics and philosophy. Thus Eliot is a distinct landmark in the history of 

modern novel. Her works are highly introspective and this was a great innovation. She 

widened the horizon of the novel to the intellectual breadth of modern world. 
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6.2 George Meredith (1829 - 1909) 

Another great figure in the general field of literature during the later Victorian 

period was Meredith; a poet at heart expressed himself in the medium of the novel. In 

his novels he cared a little for incidents or plots but used them to explain activity. 

Like George Eliot, Meredith is a psychologist. He belongs to the company of Sterne, 

Carlyie and Browning who used English language whimsically. Meredith is a great 

champion of women and asks for more freedom for women so that she may have the 

opportunity of developing her common sense and strength. He wants to be wise wives 

of philosophical men.  

 

6.3 Thomas Hardy (1840 - 1928) 

Hardy was the greatest novelist of the later Victorian period. He thinks that 

there are some hateful powers which control this universe. He yearned for England‟s 

past. He left his body of fiction unique in its uniformity. No other novelist in England 

has elaborated a region so comprehensively as hardy has done. Most of his novels are 

tragedies. The main contribution of him to the history of the English novel was that he 

made it a serious medium as poetry which deals with fundamental problems of life. 

His great quality as a writer is his sincerity and sympathy for the poor, downtrodden. 

He wrote of the south western port of England which he renamed „Wessex‟ and 

succeeded to build up through his novels and immortal region. He was a complete 

master of Wessex, the legendary kingdom. He is the writer having the definite 

philosophy of life. Hardy personifies fate in various forms in his novels. Sometimes it 

appears as a natural force, sometimes in the form of basic weaknesses of character. 

Like other Victorians he was a stern moralist and interesting in working out his 

philosophy of life and conveying it. 

 

6.3 1Some other novelists: 

There are a number of Victorian novelists during the later Victorian period as: 

 

i. Robert Louis Stevenson (1850 - 94): 

Was a great romancer and story teller who took advantage of readers demand 

for shorter novels. Stevenson introduced into novel romantic adventure and it  is his 

contribution to the English novel. His discovery of the art of narrative, conscious and 
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clever calculation in telling a story is a birth of novel of action. He gave a new literary 

dignity to light fiction. 

 

Ii. George Gissing (1857 - 1903) 

Like Dickens he paints the sordid side of life though not very popular. The 

work bears unmistakable traces of his many years of struggle against poverty and 

depreciation. He drew his inspiration from Dickens.   

 

7. MODERN NOVEL: 

In modern times, the novel has become the most important and popular 

literary medium. It is the only literary form which can compete with film and radio in 

the respect of popularity and it is in this form a great deal with distinguished work is 

been produced. The publication of a new novel by a great novelist is received now 

with the same response as a new comedy by Dryden or Congreve was received in the 

restoration period and a new volume of poem by Tennyson during the Victorian 

period. The supreme place of poetry in literature is taken by the appeal of fiction. The 

novel, the literary form which meets the need of the modern world has been the main 

reason for this change. The poetry provides squeeze of meaning through metaphorical 

language. But in twentieth century because of disturbance the metaphoric language 

will convey different meanings to different readers according to their individual 

experience.    

This is the age of interrogation, old values have been discarded and they have 

not been replaced by new values. Arnold remarks about Victorian period as caught 

between two worlds truly be applied to modern period. The society in England was 

divided into two groups, speaking different languages. The man was in duel state to 

choose communism and capitalism, belief in god and confidence in science and fear 

of atomic bomb because every belief was confused with doubts. The poet of today 

finds themselves isolated from society and sometimes their isolation is so extreme that 

remain obscure. In prose the hidden meaning can be clarified and those things, 

assumed can be easily explained in a novel. The predominant role played by science 

today insist on the analytical approach has also helped the novel to gain more 

popularity because its method is also analytical. The modern man prefers the novel 

form because the things in it are properly explained and clarified. Above all this, the 

progress of psychology in twentieth century has made men so curious about the 
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motivation of their conduct that they feel intellectually attracted when a writer 

presents the inner working of the mind of a character. And this is possible only in the 

novel form. Though various reasons have made the novel most popular literary form 

today there many characteristics of modern novel that have to be considered. 

It is said that it is realistic as opposed to idealistic. The realistic writer is one 

who thinks that truth to observed facts , facts about the other world or about his own 

feeling is the great thing. The idealistic writer wants to create a pleasant picture. The 

modern novelist is realistic in this sense and tries to include with not only one sided 

view but the mixed average human nature. Tolstoy‟s war and peace and George 

Eliot‟s Middle March had proved that the texture of the novel can be made as flexible 

and various as life itself. The modern novelist have continued this experiment still and 

trying to make the novel more refined. Under the influence of Flaubert and Turgenev, 

some novelists like Henry James have taken great interest in refining the construction 

of the novel. They have also tried to avoid adverse things against the state of 

appearing reasonable. They have introduced into the novel subtle points of views, 

reserved and refined characters, and delicacies of motive which had never been 

attempted before by any English novelist 

Secondly, the modern novel is psychological, the psychological problem 

concerning the nature of consciousness and its relation to time. Modern psychology 

has made it very difficult for the novelist to think of consciousness as moving in a 

straight chronological line from one point to the next. 

We are memories and to describe as truthfully at any given moment means to 

say everything about our past. This method to describe this consciousness in operation 

is called the stream of consciousness method. The novelist claims complete 

knowledge and moves at once right inside the character‟s minds. In this kind of 

novels a character‟s change in mood marked externally by a sigh (long breath) may 

mean more than his outward acts. More than this in such novel the main characters are 

not brought through a series of testing circumstances to reveal their true potentialities. 

Everything about the character is always there and it can be revealed by the author by 

probing.  

The Stream of consciousness novelists, like Virginia Woolf believe that the 

individual‟s reaction to any given situation is resolved by his past experience means 

every one is in some or other sense a prisoner of his own individuality. In a world of 

loneliness, there is no scope of love, because each personality, being decided by past 
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history is unique. This idea because of disintegration confirms that there is no 

common basis on values of modern society. So modern novelist regard love as a form 

of selfishness rather than affection between two people. The stream of consciousness 

novelist in the technique of characterization is responsible for an important 

development. Two different methods were adopted by the novelists, in this connection 

previously. The personalities of characters in fiction emerge from a chronological 

account of events and reaction to it, or we are given a descriptive portrait of character 

so that we know what to expect and the resulting actions and reactions of characters. 

The stream of consciousness techniques not only helps to reveal the character 

completely historically and psychologically but also presents development in 

character which is very difficult in itself. James Joyce in his one of the novels has 

made the reader see the germ of the future in the present without looking beyond the 

present. The modern novelist is frank especially in sexual matters. It is result of the 

acceptance of the „The stream of consciousness‟ technique. Sometimes a striking 

sexual frankness is used by writer like D.H Lawrence to avoid social and moral 

problems. Because of disintegration of society and an absence of a common basis of 

values, the modern novelist cannot believe that his impressions hold good for others. 

As a result, the earlier English novel generally dealt with the theme of relation 

between gentility and morality. The modern novel deals with the relation between 

loneliness and love. Fielding, Dickens, Thackeray wrote for the general public. D.H 

Lawrence was concerned with how individuals could fully realise themselves as 

individuals as a preliminary to make true contact to others. Virginia Woolf was 

concerned with rendering experience in terms of private sensibility. Thus the novel in 

the hands of James Joyce, Virginia Woolf and D.H Lawrence, Dorothy Richardson or 

Katherine Mansfield borrowed some of the technique of lyrical poetry to emphasize 

personal experience. The earlier novelists who dominated the modern English novel 

in earlier part of the twentieth century were Wells, Bennet, Conrad, Kipling and 

Forster. 

 

7.1 H.G Wells (1866 - 1946) among the writers of twentieth century, Hebert George 

Wells was the greatest revolutionary and like Bernard Shaw, he put a tremendous 

influence on the minds of his contemporaries. Wells was the first English novelist 

who had scientific training and was deeply against to the classics. The works of wells 

fall into different divisions as scientific, romance, domestic novel and stressing on 
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characters and humour and then he gained fame as a writer. He wrote a series of 

sociological novels where he showed his concern with the fate of humanity as a 

whole. As a writer of scientific romances, Wells was unrivalled He looks on earth 

from a higher level. In his romances wells has shown as extraordinary ability to look 

into the future. These were the most exciting scientific thrillers which were appeared 

in English fiction. Then Wells turned to domestic fiction. He was familiar with the life 

in London suburbs which he described in a comedy of class instincts, a comedy full of 

satire and humour typical of wells  

As a great reputed writer wells stared a series of novels dealing with great 

social problems. He was looked upon by the post war world as a teacher, prophet, and 

guide. The main contribution of wells to the English novel was, he made it a part of 

his enquiry, as to the aims and ideals of the civilized man engaged in the human 

adventure. The introduction of ideas in this forms and making it a vehicle of 

reforming mankind is his real contribution.  

 

7.2 Arnold Bennett (1867 – 1931) was concerned with the craft of fiction so during 

his time he was the most popular novelist. He followed the example of French 

novelists, Maupassant, Flaubert and Balzac aiming at recording life its delights he was 

a copyist of life and play the role of a commentator, an interpreter, so be called the 

naturalist novelist, though the term can be applied to him partially that place him high 

among English novelist. He decorates his books with a sense of beauty and universal 

sympathy .He won the hearts of his readers and became most popular novelist of  his 

time. 

 

c. Henry James (1843 – 1916) the important of elder novelists was an American 

naturalise in England. He was untouched by the persimistic sense of the age and his 

characters have no background. 

 

In his earlier novels he concerns with American European mind conflict. His 

use of narrative at second hand is the main contribution of Henry James technique of 

the novel. He transformed to the psychological novel the method of the detective 

novel. The later psychological novelists like Virginia Woolf, James Joyee were 

greatly influenced by him and his style and the indirect techniques of narration also. 
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d. Rudyard Kipling (1865 – 1936) 

Like Conrad he is very much admired, the strong, brave, silent man. He was 

born in India educated in England and returned to India at seventeen and became the 

editor of Anglo – Indian paper. He derived the material for his early stories. Though 

Kipling wrote about India in his tales and novels, yet he never got very deep into 

India. His importance as a writer lies in his rich vocabulary and  technical excellence. 

Like Defoe, he borrowed from all great writers and his opening sentences are the most 

wonderful in literature. 

 

e. John Galsworthy (1867 – 1933) Being the dramatist, Galsworthy belonged to the 

front rank of the novelists of his time. Belonging to the upper class he describes the 

life of rich living in London. The First World War brought a change in his attitude. 

This changed attitude is reflected in his later novels. He was a true artist, man of 

generous impulse who believed to fulfill and to reform.  

 

f. E.M Forster (1879) belong to the group of the elder novelists of the twentieth 

century and occupies an exceptional place in the history of modern novel. In his early 

novels he admired liberal tradition of western civilization belonging to cultural 

liberalism tradition and then became more aware of the dark side of it. As a story 

teller he is very powerful, he had gift of rhythmic prose rarely possessed by a novelist 

and an ironic spirit. In all his novels he has expressed and strongly affirmed his faith 

in the individuals and in his philosophy it is fundamental which give him honour 

among modern English novelist. 

 

The transitionlists: 

New experiments in the field of literature were made from the beginning of 

First World War of the new forces resulted from the war and broke the old traditions. 

In this respect James Joyee, Virginia Woolf, Aldous Huseley and D.H. Lawrence 

played a major part. 

i. James Joyee (1822 – 1941) born in Dublin, become European cosmopolites was a 

novelist of unique genius. He was an artist and symbolist by temperament. Joyee 

looked upon language as a sixth sense. So he tried to explore the unconscious record 

of our psychic adjustment that would be a fascinating study of a novelist. It was an 

unexplored field and offered a new world for the artist. As he was in search of a new 
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medium, took it up and did pioneering work in the stream of consciousness technique. 

In Ulysses, Joyee has introduced a new technique which exercises a great intellectual 

appeal to the thoughtful readers. 

 

j. Virginia Woolf (1182 – 1941) 

The distinguished woman writer of her generation made more exciting use of 

the stream of consciousness technique than Joyce. Having purely literary background, 

experience though not from actual life but from books, this method suited here greatly 

likes Joyce. She had a fine sense of languages and was gifted with poetic 

temperament. 

She depicts in her novel the stuff of life in the richest colour of her 

imagination and in images by her poetic sensibility. In Jacob‟s room she makes an 

attempt, first serious experiment in stream of consciousness technique. Woolf was an 

experimenter in whose hands the novel became something different from a frictional 

narraative of character. She wanted the novel to be a new literary form which will 

reflect the current idea of life and she tried to develop such a form. Therefore she is 

truly the most representative of the first quarter of the twentieth century. 

 

Aldous Huxley (1894 - 1964)                   

To understand the generation that came to maturity between the first and 

second world wars the writing of Huxley are the best guide.  

Huxley did not make any notable contribution to the technique of the novel. But he 

did for the novel form capable of propagating great ideas and thus making an appeal 

to the intellect.   

 

D.H Lawrence (1885 – 1930) 

He brought new type of poetic imagination to English fiction. He was a 

passionate puritan and his sexual idea was high and lofty. He is still for men a greater 

sex novelist. Studied from this point of view, the attitude will be different. Lawrence 

believes that man has out himself from the living cosmos i.e. God. He was a rebel and 

he continued won the flight for freedom which began with Hardy. 

 

The moderns: 
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1. Somerset Maugham (1874) who is famous as a dramatist and short story writer. 

His one thought is „naturalistic‟ as that of Maupassant and his Liza of Lambath is the 

naturalistic novel in English of human bondage is an autobiographical novel that 

contains one of the most moving accounts of loneliness in English fiction. 

 

2. J.B. Priestley (1894) another important novelist, who received vital feeling of a 

story in the God. Though there are a large number of minor modern novelists, the well 

known are: 

i. Charles Morgan is philosophical in his approach. Clive Staples Lewis presents 

his ethical and philosophical views in his novels chief among his work are 

problem of pain, the screw tape Letters, The Great Divorce and Miracles. 

ii. Herbert Ernest Bates has evolved a use of english which will be effective in 

the development of prose style. His important novels are a house of Women, 

Spella Ho, and Fair stood the wind for France. The cruse of the bread winner, 

the purple plain. 

iii. Fredrick Lawrence Greene shows necessity of the power of human emotions 

which twist men around the design they play for concerned with the life after 

death. His well known novels are on the night of the fire, The sound of Winter, 

A fragment of Glass, Mist on the waters. 

iv. In Graham Greene‟s novels „culture‟ is a living force. His belief is that man is 

good but affected by evil and his novels are the man within, Stamboul Train, 

England made me, the power and the Glory and the Heart of the matters. 

 

g. Richard church has been mainly concerned with contemporary life.  

i. Joseph Conrad (1857 – 1924) chief among those who used the technique of Henry 

James, a pole, gifted with a great love with his fellow creatures. Being a sailor he 

spent twenty years of hard life in the ship or the port. All his experience revealed him 

one central problem of human nature – tension between higher or lower selves. As a 

sailor he learns the histories of people in hotels clubs etc. he developed plots of his 

novels through a third person as if in conversation in which voice and personality of 

the narrator become suggestive from the story he is telling. He learned the attitude of 

detachment and an acute observation of environment from the French novelists 

Flaubert and Maupassant. From Turgenev and Dostoevsky, consad adopted a 
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cosmopolitan outlook and also a love for a portraying character that are in conflict 

with themselves, who are frustrated by their own passions and impulses.  

 

The masterpieces of conrad are The Nigger of the Narcissus (1898) Lord Jim 

(1900) Typhoon (1902) Nostromo (1904) these cover an immense range of human 

activity. We have in them man‟s conflict with the internal sea, wealth in a mine etc. 

the characters in them are not refined or fashionate people. They have tormented 

souls. Conrad‟s greatest merit in these novels lies in his descriptive power by which 

he, like Milton can make us see the unseen as he can see it. 

Conrad‟s works are generally analyzed from a modernist perspective in terms 

of psychological, ambiguity, and moral dilemma. However many of Conrad‟s text do 

not reveal a simple moral understanding and their superficial clarity leaves the reader 

puzzled. This has created a space for a possible postmodernist reading of corradian 

narratives. 

Conrad Poland‟s english genius remains a puzzle and a challenge for both his 

biographers and critics. Hence one would like to attempt by this research to place him 

in the tradition of English novelist as a strongest writer in every sense of the word.  

Joseph Conrad wrote is an alien language or the foreign language english. 

Being writing in foreign language he was ranked to the top of english writers. So 

some of the critical views on Conrad, on his work, his style and techniques have been 

brought here to.  

Joseph Conrad‟s reputation remains as versatile and unfireable as many of the 

incident of his unprecodonted life. Conrad is at the same time one of the most and one 

of the least autobiographical of writers. Certainly his life appears to be the material of 

art – of bad art however: summarized, it gives the impression of a superficial novel. 

The primary fact about Conrad‟s criticism is the insensitivity with which it has 

performed its tasks of discriminating among the tales and the novels of the most 

uneven of fiction writers in English. Before 1896 Conrad was an exceptional novice, 

already an innovator with his own individual tune and theme, after 1902 he was 

distinguished and at last deservedly famous professional writer writing novels, in his 

best fiction between those years he is doubtless the most original, and very likely the 

greatest, writer of novellas in english (his only rivals are Melville and James). 

Though English was the polish bosh concads adopted language, he used it 

with a power and mastery. A sea captain and as a writer, he is perhaps best known for 
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his works that are closely associated with the sea. Conrad was more than a spinner of 

adventurous sea years. He was a student of human spirit, constantly searching its 

complexities, its conflicts and its essential loneliness and alienation. The setting may 

be the sea or an exotic and remote land, he concerned with man‟s character. 

Conrad‟s power as an artist stems from both the experience and vision he 

brought to his work and from his brilliant use of a language that was not his native 

tongue. His artistry also lies is an exceptional style and craftsmanship. He achieved a 

unique mastery of his craft, combining plot and action, psychic indirection, time 

sequence and an intricate use of narrator to produce a powerful and highly dramatic 

effect. 

   Conrad emerged at the turn of twentieth century as a distinct practioner of the novel. 

In the Victorian times the english novel lost part of its literary intensity. Conrad‟s 

„Heart of Darkness‟ is in many ways a departure from the tradition though it was 

originally a serial novel as many of Dickens were. Conrad employs narrative 

techniques which involve narration within narration. Marlow is Conrad‟s chief and 

the most fascinating narrative voice employed in some of his other stories as well eg. 

Lord Jim what is most fascinating about this told tale is the way it is told. The 

narration is so dense that the work approximates to poetry and one even feels that it 

speaks more effectively through its language of imagery than through logical 

narration. Like a painter Conrad evokes the atmosphere of the locale be it the bustling 

European city or the inscrutable river and jungle. 

The symbolic significance of light and darkness are artistically subverted to 

project the chaos of the scenario. In fact Marlow seems to impoly that dark is light 

enough. The colour white and ivory which is associated with it, find their dark 

defiling pitch in Africa‟, as Molly Mahood notes. 

Reading Conrad‟s Heart of Darkness against the recent developments in 

critical theory only enhances its unconquerable vitality and profundity. In the Reyday 

of modernism and New criticism which went with it, this novel was railed for being 

complex, open-ended, as an outstanding piece of narrative. Chinua Achebe, in context 

of the work accused Conrad western readers who have thought of Conrad as a rebel. 

On the whole the post modern context of reading the novel has enlarged our 

understanding of it and increased our admiration for it. Brook Thomas offers a new 

historicist reading of the novel placing Conrad‟s politics and view of civilization in 

the context of eighteenth century notiona of history and enlightenment in „preserving 
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and keeping order‟. He project Conrad in fact as a pioneer new historicist Heart of 

Darkness captures this nineteenth century historical spirit and presents the dilemma of 

an honest European in the face of sham, in encountering his other. Concad‟s 

knowledge of the East as a sailor mayor automatically guarantees his mastery of 

eastern metaphysics and mysticism. But he is an imaginative artist of such depth and 

intuition that he perceives and a temporal truth about human nature although Conrad‟s 

Marlow is not fully equipped to grasp it. 

The civilized European Kurtz went to the Congo. After he had been these 

some time we learn that he had given himself over to „unspeakableritie‟ had 

descended into bestiality 9beast). His descent into bestiality becomes psychologically 

plausible. He becomes more „Ruman‟ and less a „Hero of the spirit‟. It is exactly this 

which has caused the critics to avoid naming of rites. It is all very well to speak as 

Lionel Trilling does of our attraction to the man who „goes down into the hell which 

is the historical beginning of the human soul‟. 

Twentieth century fiction showed great variety in their writings and by 

common consent, one of the most original of them is considered Josef Korzeniowski, 

a captain in english merchant marine, a pole known to english reader as Joseph 

Conrad with a wide experience of the sea, wrote in english in an elaborate style. I 

would like to bring the critical opinions about Joseph Conrad as the novelist by 

different critics as given here. 

George Sampson: Joseph Conrad, remarkable, though not unique even in his 

own time, is a complete foreigner who choose to write novels in english people quote 

Conrad as an astonishing ease, and forgot his contemporary Maarten (1858 - 1915), a 

Dutchman who wrote many novels as: Gods fool I unimpea cable English…… 

Conrad‟s nature was intensely artistic. He drew most richly. He perceived finely, and 

instinctively fashioned his impressions into‟ shapes and scenes. The mysterious east, 

perfumed like a flower, never failed to inspire him……. Encouraged by John 

Galsworthy, who happened to be a passenger on a ship of which Conrad was one of 

the officers, began to write seriously in 1889, but his first book Almayer‟s Folly, of 

story of an eastern, did not appear till 1895. He was at once recognized as anew and 

original force in fiction and though he was unaccountably long in gaining popularity 

and prosperity, he never at any time failed to find a responsive and admiring public. 
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That Conrad should praise Henry James and Turgenev was to be expected the 

tribute to Marryat and fenimore Cooper, less foressn, is a salute to maritime 

adventures. Conrad was in every respect a writer of a strong artistic integrity and 

thought deeply about his work, but happily raises few critical problems. That he had 

got to the Reart of the English language, more closely than many writers born to their 

tongue is evident in his first wrote not merely with eloquence but with masterly 

economy. His greatest scenes succeed by their daring. His greatest scenes succeed by 

their daring simplicity. He was not a writer who triumphed by a personal dialoet or an 

exotic locality. He had genuine mastery of language. Though in his longer novels of 

characters, he has the power of suggesting unseen influences behind human action, his 

real strength is most firmly displayed in the tales wherein the seas broad or narrow, 

play a dominant part. He got angry being labeled as a writer or sea tale; he claimed to 

be broadly a writer, with the sea as a mere fraction of his matter. But no arbitrary 

restriction in the range of his art was intended. The public instinct, usually sound, 

recognized the difference between a high level of excellence and a unique 

achievement. As a writer of psychological romance, Conrad has powerful 

competitors, as a writer of tales, presenting man in some phase of conflict with the 

elements he use unique. 

 

Cazamian on Conrad‟s language: Conrad is the most eminent symptom of 

what the new literary cosmopolitanism of the twentieth century might became…. 

Joseph Conrad‟s vocabulary shows all the concrete wealth of the Anglo – Saxom 

stock, he displays in some fields at least a rare vituarity in the use of the technical 

terms, his knowledge of the things and words of the sea, with which he is most 

intimately familiar, exceeds that of Kipling. He knows, at need, how to seek effects in 

the ample dignity of Latin vocables. So glowing, luxuriant and habitual is this delight 

in words, that it reveals, though its very development, a conscious apprenticeship of 

language, a manifest and all comprehensive mastery, that abnormal something, to 

which, on english soil, the expert and the complacent handling of linguistic resources 

career, would leave upon British ears an impressing of slightly exaggerated sonorous 

tress and rhythm. 

 

John Holloway: 

On Conrad’s art of a novelist: 
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It may seem willful to link to Conrad‟s richness of substance, deep humanity 

of insight, and comprehensive, almost faultless control, the name of Kipling….. 

Conrad‟s under western Eyes (1911) depicts the nineteenth century police state with 

the brilliance of one who knew it at first hand, and is little less outstanding in dealing 

with the extremist from Western Europe. 

Long on Conrad‟s art as a novelist one quality of Conrad‟s work has been 

strangely misunderstood by those who place him among the realist of modern fiction 

of it, he said, as recorded by James Maddox Ford in „Return to yesterday (1932), my 

task is by the power of the written word, to make you hear, to make you feel, above 

all to make you see. That would be sheer realism if Conrad had kept his steadily upon 

an external object, but that is why he seldom did. He was again like how thorne is 

portraying the effect that an object makes upon him who observes it. So he became a 

master of impressionism, which is a pole apart from realism. 

Another outstanding quality of Conrad‟s fiction is the ideal of personal honour 

which run through it like a guiding thread of gold when he pits a man against the 

hostile influences of the Tasarist regime in under western eyes, or against the hostility 

of the unquiet sea in Lord Jim, the one test by which the man stands or falls is loyalty 

to his fellowmen. Conrad is content to let a character speak for himself by his actions, 

and to save his soul or lose it by loyalty or disloyalty to a moral ideal. 

 

Allen on the modernity of Conrad 

Conrad‟s best work represents a body of achievement unequalled in English  

fiction of this century by any writer except James and reading him today one realizes 

as one did not, twenty five years ago, when he was often regarded as a sort of bridge 

between boys adventure stories and adult literature, how essentially modern he is. 

Wells and Bennett already date as a novelist such as Trollope does, plainly belong to 

an age about the nature of society and men no longer current or readily acceptable 

except by the nation of all fiction of the historical imagination of all fiction of the 

past, apart from the greatest, compels us to make. The world Conrad describes the 

moral dilemma as facing his characters are those we know today that seem to us now, 

as someone has said, almost to have come into existence in 1940. Walter Allen. 

E.M Forster on Conrad‟s philosophy. Hardy, a philosopher and a great poet, 

might seem to have claims but Hardy‟s novels are surveys, they do not give out 

sounds. The writer hits back, it is true, but the characters do not hit back. He shows 
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them to us as they let their arms rise and fall in the air, they may parallel our suffering 

but can never extend them – never I mean, could Jude step forward like Mitya and 

release floods of our emotions by saying „gentlemen I‟ve had a bad dream‟ Conrad is 

in a rather similar position. The voice, the voice of Maslow. Is too full of experience 

to sing, it is sulled by many remini scenes of essor and beauty, its owners has seen to 

much to see beyond cause and effect. To have philosophy even a poetic and emotional 

philosophy like Hardy and Conrad‟s leads to reflections on life and things. A proper 

does not reflect. 

 

Allen on Conrad’s Genius as novelist. 

Conrad has known French from childhood and was widely read in its 

literature, but he did not begin to learn English until he was twenty three. That he 

should have learnt it to such purpose as to become a master of our prose, comparable 

in felicity of language and sweep of eloquence with De Quincey and Ruskin is one of 

the most remarkable feats recorded in literary history. Yet the feat itself, together with 

his romantic extra literary career as a sailor in exotic waters, may easily blind us to 

the essential nature of Conrad‟s genius as novelist. 

 

Cazamian 

The wealth the glow and vigous of his description are second to knowing 

literature. The scenes he calls up are very varied but their succession naturally finds a 

centre in the image of the sea. It is from the deck of the ship that we witness the 

uprolling if the sights of the worlds. The smiles and furies of the Oceania, of Asia, of 

America and of those english seaports whether the linears find their way back, make 

upon intensely vivid shows which forces itself upon our glance, like almost haunting 

scenery. 

 

A.C Ward: 

His Dain Moroola is no more „Foreign‟ than his Axel Heyst or Captain 

Anthony, and no less foreign. It would be true to say that Conrad‟s characters are all 

„foreign‟ in a special sense. They move in a remote atmosphere, although they are 

actuated by the common passions of humanity. Their stature is heroic and therefore 

unlike the common stature. This universality and his foreigners are distinguishing 

features of Conrad‟s men and women. They are universal in all that Conrad‟s drawing 
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of them is „true‟ to certain general and basic experience. They are „foreign‟ in that he 

does not see them as they appear to be in the eyes of matter of fact neighbors, but 

through the dillusion lens of his own temperament. 

He did not invent plots. He was almost incapable of such invention. His 

material was reality, subjected to the transmuting processes of a lively imagination. 

Seeds of facts planted in his mind germinated under the light of his imaginative 

temperament, until they grew the completed „romantic realistic‟ novel or tale. The 

change which facts under went in transmission through Conrad‟s mind is evident. 

It is common now to see the aspects of Conrad‟s mind but to see it as Conrad‟s link 

with our own times for serious criticism as a basic requirement. Fredrick Karl suggest 

that since Conrad was an imaginative writer, a biographer can give us only an 

imagined truth about Conrad‟s life.  

Much Conrad‟s criticism has been recently concerned with the auto 

biographical implications of the novels. This is not nearly so important as the overall 

guiding principles. This aspects rather concerns itself with the techniques Conrad uses 

for ensuring that his readers will come to those moral conclusions demanded by his 

artistic purpose in writing friction 

 

Waters sailing conditions of Active Life: 

Conrad‟s Eastern (sailing) period was between 1883 to 1888 as a British 

merchant seaman. When he began to write, the East provided him the inspiration and 

the creative faculty as well. In the Author‟s note he says: „As to locality, it belongs to 

that part of the Eastern seas from which I have carried away into my writing life the 

greatest number of influences of suggestions. 

The account of these years takes up only 51 pages of Jean Aubry‟s biography 

Conrad and about 30 pages of Jocelyn Baines‟s biography. 

Though the period was brief and Conrad spent the nature of his life there as a 

mariner accounts for the short span of biographical detail in existence about it. 

Landfall and departure mark the rhythmical swing of a seaman‟s life and of a ships 

career. It is assumed that his life as a seaman must have provided him personally with 

the experiences he required for his fiction. It is accepted that such a life was 

necessarily out of the originary, filled with adventure and excitement. Henry James 

writing to Conrad about The mirror of the sea, cements: “But the book itself is a 

wonder to me really – for its so bringing home the prodigy of your past experiences: 
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bringing it home to me more personally and directly, I mean the immense treasure and 

the inexhaustible adventure. No one has known for intellectual use – the things you 

know……‟ 
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1. Man’s complex existence  

Man, being a complex character not only exists but also he knows that he 

exists. He studies his world carefully and changes it to suit his purposes. Man is 

nothing but what he makes of himself. He is free to choose to decide but economic 

social and religious pressures put limitations on his freedom. The incidents and 

circumstances of human life have not been so arranged that he can discover what he 

is, so he has to shape his destiny. Man‟s need today is to find out him again and to 

understand that nothing can save him from himself. There is belief that human 

activities are fruitless, everything has become questionable. Nothing in human life 

holds goods, and existence is no more than a state of confusion; deception and self 

deception by ideologies. 

 

 Man is confused between ideas and actions. He tries to give his life its 

meaning through action, through choice and struggle. Man‟s life gives him various 

sources and ways to struggle for survival. He has to live with his own self and own 

conscience. His desire for status, luxury, material pleasure throws him into adverse 

action and his struggle thus plays a significant role in acquiring the happiness. In his 

struggle, his desire for supremacy over others makes way to the sense of selfishness. 

Selfishness is one of the inborn instincts of human existence. In spite of the effects of 

best people the fundamental selfishness of a man turns into a wolf. This struggle 

creates for him a web to lead him towards his predicament, from which he cannot 

escape easily, though he fights hard. 

 

 As far as Conrad‟s fiction has been concerned, man‟s struggle in Conrad‟s 

fiction leads to him towards his predicament. Before going further I would like to 

provide the different meanings of the term predicament: 

A) The book of knowledge Dictionary gives the meaning as : 

i) Predicament is a troublesome, complicated or absurd situation. 

ii) Archaic: A specific state or condition. 

iii) Logic: A state or classification or existence-a category .A predicament is a 

problematic situation seen in terms of a difficult decision and implies that one 

does not know what to do and is considering it rationally. The synonyms of 

the word are – plight, dilemma and quandary. 
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a) „Plight‟ is a more serious pass which may have been imposed on an 

„individual‟ with a course of action being less clear. 

b) “Dilemma‟ refers more abstractly denotes a problem which poses two 

alternatives each of which must be carefully weighed. The term is sometimes 

loosely used of any problem. 

c) „Quandary‟ somewhat more formal suggests a complicated situation with 

numerous possibilities. 

B) Reader‟s Digest Great Dictionary of English Language offers the following 

meanings of the word predicament. 

1. Philosophy each of the ten categories in Aristotelian logic. 

2. Difficult situation first used to mean „category‟ later „state of being‟ hence 

„difficult situation‟ from Latin “Predicament” “something predicated”
1
. 

Synonyms: dilemma, emergency, fix quandary. 

Considering different meanings and synonyms of the term an attempt will be 

done to deal with Conrad‟s work and man‟s predicament as depicted in his major 

works – a man loaded with his passions, life worries and how the protagonist is 

caught in difficult or unpleasant situation. Conrad uses the fictional world to portray 

basic truths about the real world. 

As human dilemma in Conrad‟s work is concerned, each novel is a separate 

work of art and has its own separate entity. The conflict here is not between man and 

man or man against man but it lies at the centre of the drama of the work; man 

fighting with „self‟. Man has to face the problems and find solutions. Fighting with 

the situation to solve his problems or it may be a try to establish supremacy upon 

others; man meets the predicament in due course. Man is wholly himself and he 

recognizes that there are alternatives and then his action will not be a compromise. He 

wants to force a decision between the alternative he has recognized. As long as his 

present life remains possible under tolerable conditions, he will accept whatever 

comes and favor the less violent views. 

The human life order has its limitations. When man wants to be something 

more than mere life, he chooses what shall be done and safeguarded. Existence 

Philosophy in that sense is the way of thought by means of which man seeks to 

become himself. In modern times man is dependent upon himself as an individual. 

Man is always something more than what he knows of himself. He is but a process 

and is not merely an actual life but within that life, provided with possibilities through 
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the freedom, he possesses to make himself. He is dependent upon his own activity 

whereby his life is carried on towards an unknown goal. 

Man must think against himself and against what is not himself. According to 

Jaspers, there is no human existence without difference and he himself is incomplete. 

In all his understanding still man does not discover himself. According to Marxian 

concept man is the outcome of his life as a social being, considered as the mode in 

which the necessaries of life are produced. In such situation he is himself as a product 

of the place he occupies in society. 

His consciousness, mentality is based on a function of his sociological 

situation and foundation of the material realities of an actual supply of necessaries of 

human life. Man has been considered as the puppet of his unconscious and there are 

basic impulses in the unconsciousness. In psychoanalysis various elements are 

gathered together to show confused situation what man really is. All these impulses 

are found in Conrad‟s characters. These remain as the unavoidable part of feature of 

everyman. 

In misunderstanding of freedom, man turns against liberty. Joseph Conrad‟s 

characters are seen struggling for their „self‟ and existence. During their struggle they 

meet their predicament or dilemma or face the acute critical situation to prove his 

being. Thus, the characters in Conrad‟s fiction are not exception to the belief that 

expressed by Jaspers: 

 „Nothing in human life holds well, everything has become questionable, and 

existence is no more than unstopped State of confusion‟
2
. 

To Sartre, „Man is constantly outside himself in projecting himself, in loosing 

himself he makes for man‟s existing and on the other hand it is by pursuing 

transcendent goals that he is able to exist.
3
  

Man being condemned to be free, carries the weight of the whole world on his 

own shoulders and he is responsible for the world and for himself as a way of being. 

His weight for being, his behavior, his action towards his making, creates for him the 

complicated situation for which he struggle to escape but cannot. 

Thus, I would like to bring from the present study, the analysis or the 

predicament or dilemma of Conrad‟s protagonists from the selected work of fiction, 

Like any artist, Conrad use his own experience to provide him with the material from 

which to create his novels. He was really fortunate in the wealth of experience he had 

experienced in the early years of his life. He uses incidents from his own life to 
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explain the environment, the action and performance of characters and allow us to use 

these to bring meaning not only to the fictional world but to life also as it exist as 

„reality‟. Dorothy van Ghent hints at this relationship between the fictional and real 

world in her study of English novel and Conrad was aware of this relationship 

between reality and fiction. 

Conrad use the fictional world to portray basic truths about the real world, it 

means not that his purpose is didactic one. 

To Karl Jaspers No longer is anything fixed. All thing are put to the question, 

similarly the action and behavior of the characters in Conrad lead them to human 

predicament they recognize that there are alternatives and then their action will not be 

a compromise. They want to force a decision between the alternatives. 

The new world has arisen as an apparatus for the supply of the necessaries of 

life which compels everything and everyone to serve it. It destroys whatever it has no 

place for.  Man seems to be undergoing absorption into that which is nothing more 

than a means to an end and which is of no purpose or significance. Therein, man can‟t 

find satisfaction. It does not provide him with the things which give him value and 

dignity. In connection with this meaninglessness many thinkers say that existence at 

present is a mere possibility, not something possessed and guaranteed. All objectivity 

has become ambiguous: the true seems altered (or not able to be changed) lost, 

substance, puzzled; reality, a disguise. Every character in Conrad thus has been put 

under the weight of being. Each is the type suitable to act accordingly, life grows into 

finitely vast, from moment to moment; man his consciousness his realization, his 

maturity. To existentialists, the grave problem is that, the conditions of practical life 

arouse in man a sense of frustration. To them, it is a disorderly universe in which we 

live and it gives us only an experience of futility. Kierkegaard believes that we can 

discover ourselves and come to understand the human situation only then when 

commit ourselves. 

Conrad like existentialists sees the world without order and man‟s position in 

this world is unstable, uncertain. The existence of Conrad‟s characters is significantly 

marked by frustration and failure. The events take a sudden turn to show how 

incomplete the man is when brought face to face with crisis. In the „Author‟s Note to 

chance‟, Conrad‟s search for significant action and faith in human soul is expressed, 

as: “The history of men on this earth since the beginning of ages be resumed in one 
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phrase of infinite poignancy: They were born, they suffered, they died yet it is a great 

tale!.” 

 

1.1 Conrad’s heroes in predicament: 

Conradian heroes find no pattern in their own lives and they feel that there is 

no permanent escape from the condition of existence. The chapter aims to focus the 

human dilemma or predicament in the selected fiction of Joseph Conrad in brief. 

Conrad deals with or these values which he believes to be important. 

In „The secret Agent‟ for Conrad Verloc is a spy for London police and a 

foreign power selling information about a group of anarchists. The central character is 

Winnie Verloc – Mr. Verloc‟s wife and her life is devoted to her idiot brother stevie. 

Conrad calls her only human character apart from stevie and he is the central victim 

of the novel. Mr. Verloc in the novel connects different circles of action as of anarchy 

and police as a secret agent. The police sphere or called as police situation provide 

link to anarchist group and verloc‟s home life. Heat the police officer gives assurance 

of peacefulness but his information has failed. His detection skill is excellent one and 

errorless. Chief inspector Heats knowledge is having perception we see Verloc, as a 

secret agent in political context rather than a husband or a brother-in-law his domestic 

role. We all are in sense victims of same necessity, longing for livelihood. He has 

been forced to become an agent provocateur. Thus he has given free force in anarchy 

and at the same, agent of a foreign power and a police informer. He needs to keep his 

job as a secret agent because he needs the income. 

After death of stevie, Conrad reveals verloc‟s duality of situation. He remains 

as a citizen, as a husband and secret agent and his values remain the same. This is the 

reason for his failure or double failure, Conrad describes his domestic situation as: 

Mr. Verloc loved his wife as a wife should be loved that is martially with the 

regard one has for one‟s chief possession. (P. 179). 

His domestic peace has been threatened by Vladimir. His position is 

impossible, he must loose his livelihood, arrange the bomb or perform the bombing 

himself. The same dilemma we see with Razumov and Nostromo. The intimacy of 

their marriage never exceeds beyond the expression of mild concern. She never makes 

any greater gesture towards him verloc‟s character is most accurately assessed by 

Winnie‟s mother. But the dilemma is that after stevie‟s death neither Winnie nor 

Verloc come out of themselves enough to lament. Verloc‟s disturbance is purely 
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selfish. He attaches no importance to the death of stevie at all. The obstacle between 

husband and wife is caused by lack of understanding. For the first time he takes his 

wife into his confidence at psychologically wrong moments, when he remembers 

stevie, his statements show no sign of moral responsibility for the boy‟s death. 

  

‘If only that lad had not stupidly destroyed himself!’ (P. 253) 

Further, he forces more responsibility to his wife, telling it was pure accident. 

Conrad has brought the explanation as a powerful irony than anything else in the 

book. Conrad shows her the nature of his selfishness resulting from a complete 

failure. Verloc has told secrets to Winnie at the very worst possible time to try to 

establish relationship between them. He expects much from Winnie where he has 

given nothing but taken always everything she had. 

Stevie is the best example of moral positive in Conrad‟s writings. He suggests 

his duty to his sister and it is selfless, entirely. He is alone among the shore people. In 

early chapter we learn that he is really all, Winnie has to love and he also has 

compassion. In this connection when Conrad speaks, he indicates the dilemma of 

stevie that the (alleviation) state of suffering is fundamental to what is right. Stevie‟s 

mother is the character, who most seems to carry the symbolism of the novel. She is 

shown by Conrad in the opening pages, the woman wearing „a black wig under a 

white cap‟ we have to accept the strange fact of the dedicated woman being a kind of 

doom. Winnie‟s mother is for more homely, natural and cause the moral difference 

between her daughter and herself. Tillyard, points out that „Winnie fails to understand 

her mother‟s motives in leaving Brett street‟
5
. 

And we know from the discussion about her mother that Winnie‟s devotion to 

her brother is limited by a narrowness of vision. 

Winnie once was in love and broke off the engagement. The purpose was 

someone capable of supporting stevie and to herself will find. It is one of the most 

surprises of human insight in Conrad‟s writing. It is psychological transference in 

Winnie‟s life from her previous young man, the period of self-sacrifice, lost happiness 

of that marriage onto stevie. That‟s why Winnie is dependent more to him. This 

devotion has become the sole end and purpose of life for her. When she tries to mix 

the husband brother link, Winnie lacks the foresight which leads to real family crisis. 

This lack leads her towards her dilemma. Next, she is allowed some pleasure to see 
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Verloc and stevie going for walks together like father and son. For Verloc, to many 

critics she suggests him to use stevie in the planting of the bomb. 

Her relationship with the butcher‟s boy has been briefly described. Conrad 

stresses Winnie‟s youth her neatness and possession of the sort of sexual desirability 

which attract character like Ossipon. 

Winnie Verloc was young woman with a full bust in a tight bodice and with 

broad hips. Her hair was very tidy (5) 

But of too much obsession with stevie she refuses the butcher‟s boy. In the 

novel we see the plain narration of Winnie‟s sacrifice. All these references tell us how 

Winnie‟s sacrifice has been great in personal terms. This relationship of depth Winnie 

experiences before stevie‟s death. With her mother, even she fails to maintain the 

emotional bond caused by her devotion for her brother. Because of her severe 

philosophy, her outlook and the cause of her own personal tragedy; her lack of 

interest; Verloc was able to continue his agency without her interference. Apart from 

it, Conrad shows the colouring of her every action. All her indifference creates one 

half of her total personality which concerns for stevie‟s welfare. The novel is great in 

the language because of the mastery and brilliance of Conrad‟s translation of this 

psychological analysis into all the complexities of a frustrated human being. Conrad 

clears on the page 195 that “her only real concern was stevie‟s welfare stevie has been 

disturbed by the anarchist‟s talk in chapter-iii and Verloc get Winnie because only she 

can manage him. It indicates isolation of each from the other. This increases to the 

emotional exile at the time of Verloc‟s death. Their relationship is on the footing of 

emotional divorce. 

It is significant that Winnie plants in the dull mind of Verloc, the use could be 

make of stevie „you could do anything with that boy, Adolf‟, Mrs. Verloc said, „He 

would go through fire for you ------„ (184), secondly when assistant commissioner and 

Heat arrive she remains undisturbed. But as stevie‟s mention, she alarm. She tries to 

overhear the conversation in the next room between Verloc and Heat. Her outburst is 

not limitation of her character but her love for stevie. Conrad uses the ring as a 

specific symbol for her sacrifice she has sacrificed her own happiness for stevie‟s 

safety, but he has been blown up to little bits. 

Verloc in turn seems totally blind to the bitterness of his wife‟s despair is his 

dilemma. He asks her what would have been if you had lost me. (P. – 234) Conrad 

make Winnie remember butcher‟s boy. It refers and includes her vision of the past. He 
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has been the one bright spot in her miserable existence. The main half of her life has 

gone out. So she does not enquire into motive, nor wishes to learn more. And 

helplessly says: 

 „He took the boy away from me to murder him‟ (P – 246) Conrad brings us 

Winnie‟s dilemma. Now she experience the freedom; from all earthly ties‟. Her 

mother has become a foreigner to her. The need to associate to her husband no longer 

exists. So her freedom means freedom from Verloc and from earthly system of 

morality. The fact mentioned here is that their marriage has never been a true 

marriage. She is no longer bound by any ties, she thinks of her revenge, the form 

taking a life for a life. 

Winnie is the victim of her own family circumstances. Conrad illustrates the 

distance between wife and husband and symbolise the distance from the beginning. 

Verloc did not realize her reasons for marrying him. Both her happiness has been 

destroyed. The first she voluntarily rejected and the second involved stevie‟s life. All 

these, bring change in Winnie, that she is once more a creature of passion, with the 

instincts of the female animal. The situation is forcing here into a new role. She is no 

longer obedient, behind the counter of Breet street shop to serve made customers with 

bottle of marking ink. She has become she devil of her own childhood protecting 

stevie from their father but now at Verloc. She is possessed by devil truly, by stevie, 

thus Verloc is killed by stevie and by Winnie, murdered by a passionate impulse 

coming from grief and despair. And Winnie breathes freely but only for a while. She 

becomes aware of legal pressure and obsessive fear of gallows. 

Conrad develops the different features of morality and human predicament. 

Winnie is both victim and exile. Her loneliness causes her tragedy. The loneliness is 

not a result of her own family circumstances but by the whole environment of the 

novel, by society at large. In a sense, stevie even is a betrayer of his own sister, while 

Vladimir, Heat, Verloc and her own mother. Vile Ossipon is the ultimate betrayer. 

Winnie is truly friendless now and the thought of suicide fasten her. Ossipon 

on a night prowling attempt to „stick close to the woman‟ comes across her. Conrad 

provides us some ironical relief but not relaxing tension at all. Ossipon thought that 

Verloc was the victim of bomb-blast. 

The whole story is narrated to Ossipon by Winnie of her life a denial, long 

remembered love etc. The speech is made powerful. She believes herself loved by 

someone who will care for her and help her escape. She is totally blind to the part and 
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unable to make the simple judgments about characters. She sticks to him as a „radiant 

messenger of life‟ (P. 274). He takes advantage of her every opportunity even not fails 

to relieve her of her „safe‟ banknotes. 

Conrad continues with the suspense. Ossipon has to switch the gas off at the 

meter. Next to it, the testing of the door by the policeman on duty permits Conrad to 

maintain the tension and remind us a Verloc‟s police agency. We are confirmed about 

the terrified Ossipon, the anarchist editor of „The Freedom of the Proletariat‟ (Lowest 

class of community). 

He was so frightened that for a moment the insane notion of strangling her in 

the dark passed through his mind. And he became more frightened than ever. (P. 291). 

Here, the political protagonist is faced a domestic crisis. Though Ossipon 

appears to be freed first by the train and then by Winnie‟s suicide Conrad tells us 

purposefully of his future. 

We learn of Winnies death afterwards and then of Ossipon and the professor. 

Conrad giving general conversation between professor and Ossipon provide the moral 

scheme. The professor‟s speech on Michael‟s biography is purposefully included to 

show that he is the only real anarchist. In Conrad‟s word he is „unsuspected and 

deadly‟.  

Though his aim is the production of the perfect detonator, he has a moral view 

point in relation to society. By it, we understand that strength and weakness are 

entirely relative within the society. Winnie is strong compared to stevie and her 

devotion is praiseworthy. With his death, her strength no longer exists. Ossipon, 

compared to her is strong, but unable to do any sacrifice for her. The whole novel 

presents the interplay between strength and weakness in case of different characters. 

Dealing with Winnie‟s death Conrad uses the delayed narrative technique and 

his power of writing lies in the use of the simple phase like: 

As if they were in some awful trouble (P. 308) 

From our knowledge of Winnie we reject the professor‟s analysis, his cold 

hearted impersonal analysis of human traits as madness and fear. Winnie‟s life is a 

compromise between loyalty to her family and search for an outlet for her passionate 

nature. She is the victim throughout, first of her father, then of her will and action in 

her relationship with the butcher‟s boy. Her sacrifice remains unrewarded. Conrad is 

not disrespected as were Augustan satirist. He is within the body of mankind realizing 

what man is; he shows the irony on a personal level, of the woman driven to anarchy 
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by an anarchist who is really anti-anarchist. All the men, anarchists, diplomats and 

police are self concerned. Even Verloc never thought of enquiring his wife‟s motives 

in marrying him, Stevie, his mother stand for positive morality. 

Out of them stevie is straightforward, But being an idiot he is destroyed. 

Conrad points out that the simple in outlook are not allowed to exist. To some extent 

this is the reason for Winnie‟s suicide which remains her dilemma. Both die of the 

complications, that society forces around them, the conspiracy and the legal code. 

Stevie and Winnie suffer as members of society. It is the society which is corrupt and 

corrupts. Murdering her husband, Winnie performs an anti-social action so at once 

become answerable to society. Though her behavior is justifiably in terms of the 

family context, as a member of society she should pay attention to public morality. 

This fact is similar to Verloc. His public role is forced into action by Vladimir. 

Having founded his life on morality where his public self provide to his private 

comfort and he is thereby defeated Conrad shows the conflicting relationship of 

public and private moral schemes. 

Ossipon is linked with Winnie Verloc, time to time. He has less direct 

connection with Greenwich explosion. He is an ex-medical student so claims to deep 

scientific knowledge which he uses for lecturing in the interest of revolution. He lives 

by cheating money out of lonely women. He suffers from a sense of inferiority. He 

meets his predicament driven to drink and sinking to the gutter of that teeming 

London he has so cheerfully exploited. 

Michael‟s is the best of the anarchist trio, for whom Winnie has any regard. 

During his imprisonment, after a youthful participation in a disastrous attempt to free 

a prisoner has left him incapable of holding his own. His friendship with the lady 

patroness that leads the assistant commissioner to bring himself on his behalf and lay 

bare the trail of crime to the door of Mr. Vladimir. 

 

The professor is the perfect anarchist though holds aloof from rest of 

anarchists. His dilemma is that his anarchy is motivated by a past of personal failure. 

Conrad uses the professor to point out really dedicated anarchist position on the social 

order. 

 

Although Heat is competent policeman, he lacks the breadth of mind 

necessary. Heat is used by Conrad to point out the conflict between anarchy and 
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society. Conrad places his police force in a consciously ironic framework. Within a 

single page of referring to the true nature of the world, whose morality was artificial, 

corrupt and blasphemous (P.81) he has shown us the police as – 

„The great edifice a legal conceptions shattering the atrocious injustice of society „     

(P. 80). 

 

1.2 Under Western Eyes 

 It is a story a Razumov, the illegitimate son of a Russian Prince. He becomes 

involved in a political assault by Haldin – a fellow undergraduate. He misinterpreted 

Razumov‟s scholarly withdrawal for political silence and supposes Razumov is a lone 

anarchist. Razu is so captured by the circumstances, that compelled to help Haldin‟s 

escape and also reports him to the authorities. They after making the arrest send 

Razumov as a political spy to Switzerland. It is to the community where Haldin‟s 

mother and the sister are the members. Razu here, falls in love with his sister, unable 

to tolerate the falsehood of his position, betrays himself by giving confession. 

 Conrad, in this novel treats the theme of exile. The spiritual exile of Razumov 

from his fellows is symbolized by the physical exile. We meet him as a student. In 

fact he is the son of Russian aristocrat, exiled from his family and dreams of a 

university career as the source of his own personal security. He becomes banished, 

alienated from university and forced to go to Switzerland. As a result of it, he 

becomes a victim of a break-down in that moral quick mental insight. It is his first 

action as the centre of the novel. Being in love, lack of any moral support to rest on, 

he betrays himself and becomes the victim of Conrad‟s masterly ironies. Conrad gives 

us as story teller a sort of political Marlow in the person of the professor of languages. 

Conrad‟s chief concern was not with their fictional quality, but with the fact that they 

dealt with genuine existing issues, dilemmas and quandaries. 

 

 Razumov wants to be left alone to work out for himself, to build a successful 

student career. But Conrad turns this member of a suffering humanity into another 

verloc, but in different situation verloc and Razu, apart from their choices and action 

both lack a true and simple moral orientation. Razumov‟s career though interests us; 

his need is the basic human one. When coming into contract with Haldin‟s personal 

anarchy, he chooses to be disloyal to the government for purely selfish reasons. By 

this he becomes a secret agent. In closeness with the anarchists in Switzerland, he 
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suffers different forms of banishment. As the result of his action he has been exiled 

from a university career. So he moves into the surrounding of greater anarchy than the 

university. He joins the life of active anarchists. By his falling in love with Haldin‟s 

sister, he is forced to betray himself confessing everything to her. This final exile 

betrays him and also the trust that government has bestowed on him. Thus he is 

alienated spiritually as well as physically from his father, who symbolizes the Russian 

authorities. He begins with voluntary exile from has fellow students, joins the 

authorities by betraying his friend. Finally he is himself betrayed not by the 

authorities but by his own actions. 

 

 He is not like the anarchists in the secret Agent but opposite to it. He is not 

working for his own comfort but motivated by deeply felt convictions. 

 

 The moment Razumov turns informer, he is committed to act the rest a life as 

the tool of autocracy. When General says to Razumov „Nobody doubts the moral 

soundness of your action‟ (P. 47) he is assessing his usefulness as a Pawn. But this 

does not prevent the general treating Razumov with grave suspect and beginning of 

the course of events which begin with Razumov‟s room. As its result, his sending to 

Switzerland by Mulkin, his exile from the university where he had hoped to become 

an eminent professor. 

 Conrad with typical irony shows us a group professed, apparently led by peter 

Ivanovitch, the great feminist where women gain sympathy than men. He provides the 

great aspect of irony in the novel; it is he who analyses Razumov‟s predicament for 

us. Apart from Tekla, we find our interest in Sophia Antonovna. She alone of the 

declared anarchists shows any concern for the human condition and for the suffering 

individual. She believes that Razumov was Haldin‟s political comrade and expressing 

sympathy over Haldin‟s death says to Razumov „Don‟t I know how it feels after 

baring a comrade in the good fight? 

 

 She is torturing Razumov. It is from her that the professor of languages learns 

the concluding chapters of Razumov‟s story. From her too, Razumov receives 

forgiveness for the part he played in Haldin‟s downfall. 
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 Tekla is the personification of struggling humanity and in ignorance cares for 

Razumov through out the last months of his life. She is the woman who cares for 

others, may be the individual, a cat. Only Razumov sees her natural usefulness for his 

own particular concern. He develops her friendship but it is his predicament that this 

does not turn to be „a piece luck for him‟. Conrad shows us in the pages that Tekla 

have more awareness of the depths of human nature than any other person. May be, it 

that she is one of the few true anarchists in the book. On private and personal level 

she has sacrificed herself and has lived a life of hell, among the revolutionaries. She 

asserts that morality is never a complete way of life. So Razumov manages to reach 

her on a personal level. Tekla finds a reward and meaning in life nursing Razumov. 

She is never disillusioned Razumov. She never learns the true nature of Razumov‟s 

appearance in Switzerland. She can devote herself to him that he is still the hero. 

Conrad tells us that “there was nothing in that task to become disillusioned about” (P. 

397) particularly when her very existence has been illusion. In the end she finds a 

purpose and a fulfillment on an entirely personal level, human being to human being 

which is the height of her achievement. 

 

 These are Conrad‟s Swiss anarchist‟s disreputable group of men with two 

women. There is unanimity in their opinion and slaviness is the main trouble with 

Russia. There we find as little equality in the chateau Borel as there was in autocratic 

Russia.  

 Peter Ivanovitch himself gives way to the attraction of aristocracy when he 

points out that a „Leader can not come from the dregs of the people‟ (P. 211). His 

whole philosophy rests on his confusion to what constitutes the dregs of the people. 

Certainly, the peasantry is not dregs, nor the matters are nobility, the princes and the 

councilor Mikulins. The dregs are formed from everything that is not genuine 

Ivanovitch is right about this but perhaps fails to follow the argument through logical 

conclusion Conrad wants to convey that the dregs of a people gather together as 

places like the chateau Borel.  

 

 Tekla lacks the advantages of Nathalie Haldin‟s youth and sweetness Miss 

Haldin‟s influence on Razumov in Switzerland is therefore of different nature. His 

relationship with her is as disastrous to him as his contact with the anarchists. she 

functions as technical link between the professor of languages and Razumov. 
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Nathalie‟s part is as integral as Tekla‟s and she heightens Razumov‟s despair into self 

betrayal. She does this by the sweetness of her character. Miss Haldin stands outside 

her mother‟s belief both political and otherwise. Her life she leads on a purely 

personal level. Her life revolves on the characters of her mother and her brother. With 

the help of Haldin, for his family‟s welfare, his mother and sister are safely 

established in Switzerland. So when her fear is verified by a news paper and the effect 

on Nathalie, she is morally paralyzed. However Nathalie has the moral and physical 

stamina. 

 

 Her comment on her brother‟s death provides us the analysis of Razumov. 

 He may have been betrayed by some false friend or simply by some cowardly 

creature (P. 117) when her relationship with Razumov is in warmth she encourages 

him that, she wants „to remain faithful to his departed spirit. Conrad takes the 

opportunity to point out ironic possibilities of this situation. Nathalie and her 

predicament is that for her brother‟s sake Nathalie allows Razumov to fall in love 

with her. But Razumov‟s love has been arisen from the hatred he feels for everything 

and everyone connected with the name of Haldin. So Nathalie, unknowingly revenge 

her brother. In his dilemma Razumov‟s love for her and the hatred of deceiving her 

which force him is a confession. 

 

 First we may feel that Razumov is at pain to avoid Haldin‟s relatives, But it 

serves to increase Nathalie‟s sympathy for him and prove his conduct she leads all the 

actions when they meet. So, Haldin‟s knowledge becomes a bond between them. The 

professor takes as towards it. 

 

 „I understand well enough that all their conversations must have been referred 

mentally to that dead man who had brought them together. That was unavoidable. (P. 

201). 

 Razumov feels bitter at the presence of Haldin that he has forced him to leave 

the university. On the other hand Nathalie suspects herself unworthy of closeness with 

her brother‟s friend. She has realized that Razumov feels shut in his part. 

 

 „He is observing and studying her‟. 
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 The presence of Haldins among the Russia population rouse great hope among 

the Borel group. Nathalie seems unsuitable for a Maude Gonne type of activity but it 

is not taken in account by anarchists. She is the sister of the hero of the hour. It is the 

point in her favour and peter must have disciples, so their anarchical activity is to 

attempt at persuade Nathalie to join the group. During it they encourage Razumov‟s 

friendship with her. It seems one of them, does not want to turn her into second Mme 

de S ------. This is Tekla who order Razumov not to bring her. 

 

 Razumov‟s confession to anarchist is in fact what saves her from a life of so-

called anarchy at the chateau Borel. The change in her is immediate. She is put to the 

same state as her mother „who seemed to watch a beloved head lying in her lap. (P. 

355) There is simplicity in her reply to Razumov‟s confession, which makes us to 

express sympathy with her suffering. But there are features in her action which grant 

strength of sincerity as in case, or same way of Takla. She is spared an existence 

founded on falsehood and she is saved from the clutches of Peter Ivanovitch. Finally 

when we here news of her, she is doing social work in visiting jails and homes. So 

Nathalie suffers a sort of redemption. She ends up serving the needs of people Tekla 

lessen suffering in the particular. 

 

 Razumov‟s role in the novel is entirely central. This is his story more than any 

other individual.  

 All Conrad‟s sympathy are directed towards Razumov Conrad writes : 

 Why should he not be? He is an ordinary young man, with a healthy capacity 

for work and sane ambitions. He has an average conscience. Being nobody‟s child he 

feels rather more keenly than another would that he is a Russian – or he is nothing  

 

6. Author’s Note P. ix. 

 We can see, on a simple level that he falls in love because he never 

experienced that sense of belonging which grows out of the privilege of living as a 

member of the family unit. He needs love and security which was denied by his 

illegitimacy. His great misfortune goes to a sort of arrogant pride on his part like other 

heroes of Conrad. It is misfortune of environment. More than it, it is the misfortune of 

personal circumstances in a hostile world, a personal alienation. His banishment is 

self banishment brought by his unadjustment or inability with the conditions of birth 
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and living. His birth and illegitimacy combine to form his destiny. His every action 

refers back to the isolation of his situation. When we first meet him, he is presented as 

almost appartion like quality and an indistinct image of his appearance portrayed. His 

personality is summed up in two generalizations. He was easily swayed by argument 

and authority (P. 05) and his quiet readiness to oblige his comrades even at the cost of 

personal inconvenience (P. 6) 

 

 It is these two features and conflict that provide the drama in the novel. He is 

sent out to Ziemianitch to assist Haldin, secondly he is forced to Geneva as a political 

pawn. 

 

 Conrad introduces him as the child of Russia, rather than of a specific father 

the artistic function in the novel‟s framework. Razumov‟s loneliness is caused by his 

family circumstances which gives his studentship a serious intensity. It acts as 

chemical reaction upon his desire when become to know his father is an aristocrat. He 

decides to become a celebrated professor. And in the beginning of the novel he is 

shown writing a prize winning essay. One can expect his immediate reaction to 

Haldin‟s confession as horrible or disheartening but it comes not from the nature of 

confession but the in bursting of Haladin has interrupted the work on the crucial 

essay. 

 When we see the novel as a political proposition, may move away from the 

true centre of art work which highlight on the individual. However there are political 

feelings in Conrad‟s writing. So the title of the novel is justifying. And one must not 

let the dilemma of an individual be separated Conrad writes, in the early pages of the 

novel. 

 But consider that the true destroyers are they who destroy the spirit of progress 

and truth not the avengers who merely kill the bodies of the persecutors of human 

dignity (P. 19) Conrad thinks about public and private morality which helps to make 

what is good. 

 

 Conrad follows up this with thoughts on the personal side of morality which is 

going to be critical to Razumov. Razumov never doubts that his dilemma is moral one 

showing his considerable foresight he thinks over: 
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 „What is betrayal? They talk of a man betraying his country, his friends and 

even his sweet heart. There must be a moral bond first. All a man can betray is his 

conscience. And how is my conscience engaged here, by what bond of common faith, 

of common conviction, am I obliged to let that fanatical idiot drag me down with 

him? 

 This is the turning of what Razumov makes him hero. He is inexperienced and 

ignorant of the world, he has little space for establishing personal relationship and 

trying to know people he makes his particular situation such as hopeless unclear 

concept as „true courage‟. His lack of background, his isolation pulls him from his 

courage to the doubt. He is unable to see further or realize the mean of present 

situation so, go for assistance to Haldin. Haldin cares for Razumov‟s safety. Conrad 

makes this a force by commenting on his way to the drunken Ziemianitch on his 

journey of salvation for Haldin hates a beggar woman, when he beats Ziemianitch, it 

is typically human reaction. Taking an advantage of his intoxication, Razumov uses 

his strength to relieve his own mental misery and frustration. 

 

 When his mission to Ziemianitch fails, his isolation increases his dilemma. He 

has no one to turn to.  

 

 Razumov continues to receive our sympathy. He is not so fortunate and been 

forced into a miserable position. His loyalties are pulling him in two opposite 

directions until final decision. He experiences even after his self revelation for advice 

or moral support. This is his weakness. His inspiration does not come out of his self 

so when he goes to the authorities, he is not loyal to his father because the situation 

was not beyond control. Here, Razumov‟s moral immaturity to the natural behavior of 

a child is seen when the danger threatens. He is unable to think that such action can 

put him under the mercy of aristocracy. Conrad shows us Razumov‟s secrecy about 

Ziemianitch episode which involve selfish attitude to the situation. He also refuses to 

admit the emotional change in himself, is his moral binding. 

 

 As Razumov realizes the loss of his security, his hatred towards Haldin is 

increased to the point that he desire to strangle him. The hatred is aroused from his 

own guilt having betrayed Haldin. By a more need he was bound to Haldin or the 

government. He does not act wholeheartedly on his own either by Strangling Haldin 
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or by genuine helping. But he goes to Ziemianitch and then to the police. Here he 

lacks a true moral positive action and to examine the situation. He creates himself 

such kind of situation that he is compelled to become a secret agent which becomes 

double job. This may be called in tragic terms: he dikes (embarkment or dam) for 

Razumov‟s arrogant pride. And this provides the material for the novels development. 

Razumov is shown to us as unfortunate as an innocent and inexperienced girl. The 

reader identifies him as injured Razumov, disturbed in his room and deprived of his 

ambition. When he lies in bed in the same position as Haldin, it symbolizes his future 

role as a follower of him into the world of victimization. He sees himself as a suspect 

and wonders for long. He starts trying to free from the blame for his behaviour 

towards Haldin. This is the skill of Mikulin. He is almost personification of 

Razumov‟s destructive horror. Razumov‟s going to Mikulin‟s room; make the way to 

his downfall. It is his predicament that he is pushed from both the sides. 

 

 In this part we see the development of moral circumstances for Razumov. 

First, we have for us the background significance in the Russian (Miss Haldin) point 

of view made to English professor. 

 “-------- you hate revolution, you fancy it‟s not quite honest. You belong to a 

people who have made a bargain with fate But we have made no bargain. It has never 

offered to us – So much liberty”. (P. 134) 

 

 This comment is dual in application, directly spoken to the professor but can 

be applied to Razumov. And Nathalie thus joins Razumov to her. It puts them in the 

same boat in respect with race and liberty. At the same time these words make 

Razumov an outsider. The Russian community in Geneva or even the professor, left 

alone with him is unable to understand why Razumov has stayed away from the 

Haldins. All the professor‟s judgments become wrong of the misunderstanding of the 

nature of Razumov and Haldin relationship. The important key to this section is his 

bitterness at his wrecked life. At this stage his need of confident and desire to express 

himself become perfected in his diary writing.  

 

 Ivanovitch remarks him a „marked personality‟. Haldin saw him as a lone 

conspirator. Mikulin calls him a man born for the job of secret agent. We know that 
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Razumov expected only one thing in life, the right to work alone towards his own 

aimed goal. It was that he should be recognized by his own family. 

 

 The Borel group is blind to Razumov‟s faults of personality. Their willingness 

to accept him as „one of us‟ remains a contrast to Razumov‟s reaction which has the 

desire to murder Peter Ivanovitch. In the first part Razumov‟s working were very 

simple, ideals getting enough scholarship for his personal recognition. Now it has 

gone out of life. It is the result of his development in hatred who have deprived him of 

his university place, aristocrats and anarchists. At first he seems cold and realizing his 

confidence be attempts to cultivate her. He has a deep psychological need to tell, to he 

understood and to experience the satisfaction of a relationship with another human 

being. He says: 

 

 „Ah Peter, if you only know the force which draw – no, which drove me 

towards you! The irresistible force‟. (228) This confession shows his business on 

secret work of his own. It increases his sense of loneliness. He sees himself as a pawn 

that can be moved or throw back. Razumov must build a protective shield to defend 

from the government and anarchists between whom he is torn. So he has no 

alternative and must find a way to live between these two. He thinks that he was alone 

in the past, betrayed so no need of human company. He does not realize the amount of 

his own sympathy to Tekla and this is the reason and development his love for 

Nathalie. Further his character‟s aspect is provided by the example of his relationship 

with Antonova. We learn that he could not hate her as he hated all the others (p. 242) 

Sophia‟s direct speech makes Razumov to say which show the irony and technique of 

Conrad here. 

 

 „I am very much in earnest about any mission‟ (P. 244) we mean by this is his 

function of secret agent to pave a way to his hatred of anarchists. Anarchist use the 

term „mission‟ means Nathalie‟s making his mind to join their ranks. The changes in 

him consist Razumov‟s movement towards the three women connected with the 

chateau Borel: Tekla, Sophia Antonova and Nathalie. Mme de S- is no soul mate for 

any human being. Peter Ivanovitch is only loyal to her, he hopes to benefit by her will 

but frustrated. Sophia is more critical of Razumov. All of them realize that Razumov 
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is motivated by bitterness and the predicament is that his bitterness could be directed 

against them.  

 

 The death of Ziemianitch is the regret not for Razumov but of himself. 

Razumov alone is the part of the story and he has confessed to none is his 

predicament. He is safe on surface level. The only person who could have exposed 

him is dead. But emotionally he is in worse situation than ever. The action and 

location of writing the diary provide moments of life, a relief. This is not mean that he 

is more confident of his power to survive is the dilemma. More than ever he is 

conscious of Haldin‟s death. 

 

 Razumov‟s wants to be alone and his great need is supplied by his diary. The 

actions that he believed to be right personally were opposite, in fact.  

 

He trusts and respects Nathalie‟s opinion and also feels the need of release 

from guilt. He is now feeling regret himself but find no release from it. He has none to 

go to and she was unable to see the truth on his tips. In the melancholy of love he 

picks up the veil. 

As Razumov walks home through the thunderstorm he feels that he is “washed 

clean”, purged‟. Physically and symbolically the storm also purges him. His diary in 

not whimsical confession, we learn. It has been addressed to Nathalie. She has been 

his chosen confident from the time when he first began to write. He sees himself as 

being successful in „stealing her soul from her‟ (359). He believed, his own had been 

stolen from him. 

 

What is really important for him a free spirit. He has suffered since the 

beginning of the novel. He is cared by Tekla. She has lamented her shattered illusions 

but as true anarchist. She does her duty to nurse the anti anarchist. Her life has found 

a meaning in caring for Razumov‟s last months.  

 

Nathalie had been the recipient of Razumov‟s diary, wrapped in her returned 

veil and her words are real conclusion of his story. 

 

„But at last the anguish of hearts shall be extinguished in love‟ (P. 377.) 
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So the left characters, Nathalie and Tekla are left devoted to the cause of love. 

Razumov‟s life also has refound its meaning. His love may have defeated him in 

physical sense but achieved self-esteem. 

 

Morality is shown here as being as complex as the individual‟s psychology. 

Haldin‟s bomb-throwing provides us with goods example of the complexity of 

different pattern. 

 

1.3 Nostromo 

 Nostromo has been so finely blended that we don‟t feel it having separate plot 

or sub plots. It is the story of one individual and mine community. Nostromo is the 

Italian captaz of the local cargadores, employed by Oceanic steam Navigation 

Company at their depot at Costaguana. Here is the Gould concession unworkable 

silver mine. It is heavily taxed by the government. It is inherited by Charles and 

Emily Gould and they reopen it, to make a success aiming to relieve the oppressed 

population of costaguana. Being South America, every political leader has an eye on 

the wealth. 

 Because of the fear of its misuse in politics, Gould arranges shipping out of 

worked silver by a lighter. He intends to transport it secretly to United States which is 

not happen. But the silver is hidden on one of the islands in the gulf and the lighter is 

sunk then.  

 

 The matter is known only by Nastromo and Martin Decoud who operates a 

political news paper in Sulaco, where the Gould‟s live. Conrad shows us that Decoud 

is not motivated by political ideals but by love for Antonia Avellanos a 

Costaguaneran. He is left alone on the island with only the silver and soon commits 

suicide by drowning with weight of two silver bars. Nostromo gained public glory in 

the past so he has desire for a substitute reward. He pretends that the lighter was sunk; 

actually it was on board, thus steals silver. He is compelled to act under cover of 

darkness in his life for the first time. 

 

 Towards the end the safely of sulaco has been established by separation. The 

miners provided fighting force which protected Gould from execution. The mine is 

also saved. Nastromo returning to visit his silver, dies. He has grown rich slowly and 
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calls himself captain Fidanza. But change in name does not change character. He has 

betrothed to one of viola girls. But constantly declares his love to the other. He is shot 

in error by the father old Giorgio viola who is now the light house keeper of the island 

where the silver is hidden. He was introduced earlier as a Café proprietor and a loyal 

Garibaldino. 

 

 Captain Mitchell is the O.S.N. representative a loyal sea – dog of some of 

Conrad‟s other writing. He has the qualities of the value of British Merchant service. 

He is unable to realize his own danger but courageous to defy the terrorists Dr. 

Monygham‟s moral force is appreciating especially in respect to his relationship with 

Emily Gould. The inner in him seems mental and physical as well. Monygham fell to 

the mercy of the tyrannical Guzman Bento who loosed his chief torture on the doctor. 

He has become bitter of his guilt and shame due to his political lies to end his torture. 

Conrad forces us to feel sympathy with him. He was not released even after his 

confession and kept in total darkness until the fall of Bento regime. 

 

 In case of the novel, material interests have debased morality, have caused a 

moral pollution. The characters are classified into four groups. 

i) Gould, the owner of the mine, in him, as his father comes an obsession and 

for him the mine becomes an end.  

ii) There are characters like Holroyd, Montero, Sotillo and Hirch. In their 

action and motives they express concern for material interest and welfare 

instead of care of people. 

iii) The third group consist of the characters as Don Jose Avellanos, Mrs. Gould 

both showing greater concern for the public and spiritual welfare of the 

costaguaneros and later, sulacans. They feel that the mine will be beneficial 

to the people who live near it or work in it. 

iv) Finally we come to the personalities of Nostromo and Decoud. To them 

silver reflects the turning of natural resources which belong to the 

community on larger level by right. For both of them the use of mine is 

completely different and it will be shown during the discussion. Their 

grouping will be advantageous because their downfall is similar to each 

other and motivation is the same. 
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Conrad writes with very real affection in his author‟s notes of my venerated, 

friend „Don Jose‟ Avellanos, and his „fifty years of Misrule‟. Jose performs in the 

present novel, the moral function as professor of language in Under Western Eyes. 

His occasional appearances are passed with sympathy of expression when we are 

confused to good and bad, unable to make moral judgment we turn to Jose because he 

represents total good. He always acts from the best possible motives. By the title and 

introduction of capataz de cargadores we expect a lot from him. There are plenty of 

characters as central to its morality. Decoud does the right things but for wrong 

reasons. 

 At his death we come to close to him. His death may a short while affect us as 

the illness of Don Jose‟ or the loneliness of Mrs. Gould. The one character who seems 

to be on both sides and seems to care for others. Yet to be completely selfish is easy 

to understand Dr. Monygham is the moral agent along with Decoud and Nastromo 

Till the third part of the novel we are unable to understand his bitterness. Doctor 

achieves our sympathy in the account of his suffering at the hold of father Baron 

Guzman Bento‟s inquiry. He had been a difficult victim. His torture is longer and 

acute Conrad‟s account of Monygham‟s liberation is simply vivid. It is his past 

suffering made him weak of his anklets. He suffers from moral degradation, 

spiritually. For his end of suffering he gives full details of non existent conspiracy. 

Thus hates himself for it. But of his past experience his moral outlook is made. His 

morality is one which is apparent to other characters in a very limited way because it 

is made on his past. Though bittered, he is an idealist. This idealism is focused into 

personal loyalty to Mrs. Gould. His adoration of her is aspect of his interest. His 

concern is not so selfish. And he goes so far as to care for charle‟s safety to overlook 

Charles as the husband of the woman the doctor loves. As a character Monygham is 

modest, he feels that any death is too good for him, any sacrifice too noble it is of his 

long torture. His success as a person is spiritual so he is rewarded in spiritual terms 

that is by friendship a deep meaningful with another man‟s wife. There is no physical 

basis to their relationship.  

 

 Conrad makes us to express sympathy for Monygham and show him as an 

important moral agent in the novel. His conversation with Nostromo in the 

customhouse is a most important concerning the morality. His interpretation of 

Nostromo helps us to understand Nostromo‟s later character. Dr‟s. Gould‟s moral 
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outlook is simple and important. All his actions come from love. Monygham has 

developed a moral sense, sotillo has none. The doctor has not been acting for his owns 

sake but for Mrs. Gould‟s. The good of Mrs. Gould means welfare of her husband and 

the son Tome mine. So the doctor from South America is „Machiavelli of Goodness‟ 

does everything in his power. Like Mrs. Gould he takes the silver least important and 

shows conscious concern of all for what is happening to the human beings involved. 

Though completely innocent he suffers probably as much as any human being that to 

suffer is his predicament. 

 

 Nostromo and Decoud appear to be acting for the public good. They are 

acting, in reality, for private ends and for selfish gain. Monygham did care about 

welfare so stands for what is good so he is present with Mrs. Gould and Giselle at 

Nostromo‟s death. They are the three who care for people because they are people. 

 

 Like Nostromo, Decoud is the central character to the moral structure of the 

plot. His moral position is quite dissimilar to Monygham because his moral actions 

are of selfish motives we are introduced Decoud as an „idle boulevardier‟ who „was in 

danger of remaining a sort of nondescript dilettante all his life” (P. 153). 

 

 He voluntarily migrated from Paris to sulaco. In fact he is a native 

costaguanero. He uses the false reason of a godfather‟s request as an opportunity to 

renew his relation with this same godfather‟s daughter Antonia Avellanos. There 

seems duplicity of purpose. His friendship with Don Jose and his like for Antonia 

makes his stay in sulaco after completion of his gun-running mission. So he becomes 

the journalist of sulaco, editing the „Parvenir‟. But we know that his position is a false 

one. His journalism is only false reason for adoring Antonia. Thus he has become a 

man who has lost the power to understand himself. This is the initial cause of his loss 

of faith and his suicide. His predicament makes him to realize the falsehood of him. 

conrad‟s account of tea party at the casa Gould in chapt-V part ii, make us to see this. 

 

 His anti Montero cries do not deceive him as his position (Decoud‟s) He 

knows that he is writing deadly nonsense. The private conversation between Martin 

Decoud and Antonia on the balcony of the casa Gould is full of moral import. In 

presenting his moral outlook to Antonia is treating with contempt one set of value for 
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the sake of another. Here he behaves completely for his private self. He is of some use 

as a journalist and this usefulness has forced him into the dilemma. Thus he develops 

a plan for the separation of sulaco. The immediate result of the adoption of his plan is 

that he can use the false reason of silver‟s safety as an excuse for saving his life from 

running away. His attempt is incapable of Antonia‟s influence. 

 

 His presence on the lighter is an attempt to save his own skin. Both Decoud 

and Nostromo Can‟t see the private ends to which the silver will lead them. They are 

blind to their deaths once they come into close contact with the silver. 

 

 Decoud even at this stage is acting only for private motives we know that he 

has in his pocket a speech to be delivered at the separation ceremonies and this shows 

his falsehood of his moral position. We are led to the irony of Decoud‟s death in all its 

futility. He has no real belief, not enough strength of will to live. In total self 

realization he takes his own life. Decoud died from “solitude and want of faith in 

himself and others” (P. 496). The hypocrisy of Decoud‟s life is reflected in the irony 

of the comments about him, when dead. He leaves a legacy of empty statements. As 

the servant of the community, Decoud was not interested in politics, only as the 

servant of Decoud. Mitchell is also misled by Decoud‟s plans. 

 

 Of the minor characters, Mitchell is most important and probably Hirsch. For 

Hirsch though small, an important moral role has to play. His first appearance is 

another aspect of the influence of material interest on sulaco. His significance quickly 

changes in the light of his coward act and fear when he first meets Nostromo. This is 

strengthened by his appearance on the silver laden lighter and removal onto sotillo‟s 

steamer. He collects enough strength for a final act and spirit into sotillo‟s face. 

Sotillo, moving violently shoot Hirsch. Putting him into this position he has 

constructed a confession from Hirsch to get justified his action in the eyes of his own 

officers. Hirsch has found thus release from his pain of torture, from nature and his 

coward act which worried the hides of explosives. Hirsch can be described as the 

victim of his own imagination, Mitchell is opposite. Lacking imagination in this way 

it is correct to regard him as the captain Macwhirr of Nostromo. Being careless of 

himself, Mitchell reminds us of Decoud. Decoud is now along with the silver on an 

island. Mitchell is occupying the strong room where the silver should have been 
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Mitchell is proud himself on finding of Nostromo and for having appointed him to the 

position of capataz de cargadors. So his final evaluation of Nostromo is important 

because it shows us the difference between the appearance and reality of Nostromo‟s 

motives. Mitchell builds up for us the portrait of Nostromo. Even at the end Nostromo 

has began to become rich slowly. 

 

 Nostromo is central to the plot, ever present, appearing in all the incidents, as 

a general organizer and administrator for the railway, for rescuing Ribiera, lover of 

the girls of sulaco and as the protector of travellers and honest citizens. It is a vehicle 

for irony; Nostromo is the greatest thief of any of them. He is beyond reproach. We 

know from Hirsch‟s account of his meeting with him. 

 

 The night voyage on the lighter brings Decoud halfway to the proper 

understanding of his companion. His increased intimacy with Nostromo does not give 

him any greater insight. His evaluation is external and does not show the real nature.  

 Decoud admits the appearance of them, but goes no deeper. He does not in this 

progress as for as Teresa viola wife of the Garibaldino café owner. She does not 

realize the full truth of her taunts. She provides the clear picture of the situation which 

Decoud has seen half of it, on lighter. 

 

 The poverty, misery and starvation which Nostromo is going to suffer are not 

literal or physical but moral and spiritual. Monygham is also responsible for 

Nostromo‟s attempt to gain a reward for himself by stealing the silver. Nostromo 

confesses to Decoud, he had come to sulaco to “Make his Fortune”, P. (220.) 

Nostromo betrays the grater moral outlook by finding his own personal reward. He 

becomes observed with the nations of betrayal and loneliness. He has become nothing 

to himself, the world for him a vacuum. The sense one of the big factors involving 

theft of   the silver stays with Nostromo up to the time of his death. Teresa had ruined 

all that for him. Though his „name is known from one end of Sulaco to the other‟ (P. 

489) even this does not save him. Because he has betrayed “first a woman then a man, 

abandoned each in their last extremities for the sake of this accursed treasure” (P. 

502). The treasure comes to possess him and claim him as its victim. 
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 It is not only silver that tortures him but his loneliness like Razumov, becomes 

less bearable having no confident. Giselle his lover is much faithful than him. She 

cares for him as a person. But she has no idea of his returning to the islands. 

 

 Nostromo is the only character who knows about the silver or understands 

what happened to Decoud. His public self was based on a sound private morality. He 

continued serving public ends but in reality he was acting for private gain. 

 

 Material world or interests are personified by their missionary in sulaco, 

Holroyd. In treating the San Tome mine as a hobby he becomes for us the 

embodiment of outside commercial interests. Mrs. Gould pointed out, he even regards 

God as a sort of business partner and even the building of the san Tome is American 

in their architecture. Holroyd is interested in things not people in future not the past. 

Progress can be only material in his eyes. 

 

 Gould is an idealist and it is not concerned only into working matter. He sees 

the silver as the future servants of sulacans and castaguaneros. In this way he gives 

hope to the idealism of Don Jose Avellanos. But he is on dangerous ground. Taking 

over the mine he is taking over what formally been as a symbol of tyranny and 

oppression. With the opening of mine as a dramatic force in his life he has developed 

a moral scheme for mine‟s use. It is in the hope of using the mine to improve the 

conditions of native population; Gould supports the political regime of the Ribiera. 

But Gould‟s moral perspectives become limited under the influence of the mine. His 

title the „king of sulaco‟ becomes ominous only because he is no longer motivated 

solely for the good of the people. Decoud speaks about horrible truth. For the sake of 

the mine Gould rejects the world, even his wife.  

 

 Charles Gould as everything also rejects sulaco, its needs, inhabitants and its 

politics. His attitude of „mine‟ or „nothing‟ horrifies Hirsch when he is making 

enquiries about dynamite. We learn that he has now only one motive. In the spirit of 

material interest they become an end in themselves. To Gould the mine means silver. 

Don Pepe and the Padre see the mine in terms of the people who work there and who 

live in its three villages. Because the workers will march upon the town, Gould led 

out by the occupying forces, who intend to shoot him. 
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 Gould remains inflexible in his outlook. After Montero‟s defeat Charles 

ignores this lesson. We know that the existence of mine depends on Gould‟s safety. 

Emily is (Dona Emilia) the positive spiritual power behind the novel, while her 

husband is falling prey to his obsession. She seen sulaco as it is and her idea of 

progress is human concerned. When she hears of the death of Decoud her first thought 

is for Antonia, not for him, perhaps she suspected his motives in accompanying the 

silver. 

 

 Her unhappiness comes from an external source. To husband and wife silver is 

a symbol for goodness. The Ribiera regime is a source of great happiness to her. Her 

joy is short lived and we are not surprised at the collapse of the regime. However her 

faith is stronger, she is loyal to her cause; wish to keep mine independent of 

conspiracies of power politics. Doctor and Emily share same forces of motivation. 

Her survival becomes hostile to her because she stands for the spiritual value of thing 

rather than material. This is her predicament.  

 

 The success or failure of all characters in the novel is related to the spiritual 

value. Mine is no success or failure in terms of moral values. The domination of the 

mine symbolizes the material interest which causes suffering, moral decay and 

unhappiness. We see sulaco as a moral failure and capitalism has made it unpleasant. 

The characters like Mitchell without imagination could not see it worstly, every 

character in the novel is influenced. Nostromo and Decoud are destroyed. Antonia 

Avellanos is captured by permanent mourning.  The violas suffer as much as anyone 

else. Even the Isabel‟s lose the brightness. The temptation becomes fatal for 

Nostromo. It has killed him bodily a long before. His realization of this can be traced 

back to his quilt feelings at the betrayal of viola‟s wife and of Decoud. With his 

statement of love for Giselle all is redeemed and before his death he achieves spiritual 

wholeness. We feel some measure of comfort and consolation. 

 

 We see that Monygham and Mrs. Gould work against the materialism of the 

mine in spiritual terms. They are virtually powerless in terms of physical reality. So 

Mrs. Gould is left comfortable in a worldly sense but absolutely unhappy. This is the 

power of mine again. She is spiritually isolated from her husband and her only 
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companion, on this level is Monygham. Here the power of materialism lies and its 

insight it is where much of power of the book lies. It is not happy ending where we 

can find relief from the world of intolerable reality. 

 

1.4 Lord Jim and His Predicament: 

 Lord Jim (1900) is the story of a ship which dashes and falls to ruin at any 

time during a silent sudden gust of wind. The rust eaten old ship is known as „Patna‟ 

is voyaging across the Indian Ocean to the red sea. There are eight hundred Muslim 

pilgrims a board who are traveling to holy place. Terror captures the captain and 

several his officers who jump from the ship and thoughtlessly abandon the sleeping 

passengers who are unaware of the danger. 

 The details of shipwreck have been provided in the words of narrator captain 

Marlow who struggles as an individual, what his morality should be. He is a young 

seaman, Jim, who serves the chief mate of the Patna and who also jumps. Jim 

visualizes himself as „example of devotion to duty and as fearless as a hero. But his 

heroic dream of saving people form sinking ship remove, cuts away masts in very 

destructive form. He falls from grace and who break faith with the community of 

mankind which is crime. Jim‟s aspirations and actions underline the difference 

between idea and reality. He is also the story of a man in search of some satisfaction. 

His enthusiasm for adventure, courage and dream of success make a romantic illusion. 

 

 Jim‟s abandonment of Patna brings to him a severe moral crisis. It forces him 

come round to the view that only details, particulars of statement would bring out the 

true horror and terrifying reality of things. 

 

 The Patna affair forces him to peep into his deepest self and give up then the 

charm of illusion.  

 The Jim of Patna undergoes the inquiry and tested by those events of the sea 

which show the worth of a man in the light of the day. It also reveal his temper which 

reveal his resistance and the secret truth not only to others but to himself also. The 

experience of a moment and of a lifetime is gained by Jim. 

 

 It is a story of Jim, focus on his life and character, what he has done and his 

failure as a seaman. It is also the story of his predicament and his fate, the destiny of 
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his soul. His dilemma is of his high expectation and the great opportunity missed. We 

see him in an unending moment of crisis. He is overburdened by the knowledge of 

death when he imagines the scene. He stood still looking at those lying down bodies, 

a doomed man aware of his fate surveying the silent company of dead. 

 

 The Patna as it ploughs the Arabian Sea on its way to the Red seas is close to 

sinking, with its engine stopped steam blowing off. He does not think so much a 

saving himself as it is the tyranny of his belief. His dilemma is only seven life boats 

and eight hundred people on ship. Conrad‟s Marlow perceive in him a connection of 

helplessness. Jim is a victim not only of his imagination but of his moral situation. His 

soul seems possessed by some inseparable partner of his existence, torn and defeated. 

The inevitability of disaster and as he could do nothing or act for the loss of 800 

passengers cause him helpless and rob him of any life saving action. We perceive a 

disarmed man in Jim. 

 His predicament then becomes his moral isolation in which Jim‟s desire of 

peace declines. His mind frame here recalls Jean Paul Sartre‟s relevant comment in 

the Age of Reason (1945). That‟s what existence means: draining one‟s own self dry 

without a sense of thrust. 

 

 Everything in Jim‟s background points to his success as a career of seaman. 

His wish on sea was from his early period and he served on a training ship for 

mercantile marine. We learn that on one occasion a gale suddenly blow forth with a 

strong wind and rain and tide. Jim is on the point of leaping overboard to save a man 

overboard but fails to do so. There is pain and a conscious defeat in his eyes. The 

captain shouts: Too late youngster Better luck next time. This will teach you ….. 

 

 This incident occurring in first chapter of the novel prepares Jims action later 

on the Patna and it also points out a kind of error in his behavior at the time of danger. 

 

 Jim as a seaman refuses to admit his fear of fear and this shows making will to 

escape the truth of reality. He must confront if he is to go beyond the dreams and 

illusions that charm him. He must finally conquer if he is to find his moral identity. 

His early experience on training ship makes him a marked man and late on the Patna 

makes him a „condemned man‟. Nothing remains secure in the midst of feeling of 
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certainty, danger lingers peace depends upon mercy of the whirl of the world are 

inescapable conditions of human existence. Theses contradictions are depicted in 

„Lord Jim‟ which are testing human life. A seaman in exile from the sea, Jim is 

continuously in flight when his identity broken again and again by the knowledge of 

his Patna connection for years it followed him. His perception finally takes him away 

from seaports and white men to the virgin forest the Malays of the jungle village. The 

consciousness of lost honour is Jim‟s burden of fate. Time and memory become his 

oppressors. 

 

 The official court inquiry of Patna episode take place for several days in early 

August 1883. Most of the details are supplied by Marlow in his long narrative. His 

certificate is withdrawn, his career destroyed. In his confession he feels desperate. But 

Jim, in fact does jump overboard but „a jump into unknown‟, and help them to desert 

Patna. He feels his part in deserting people. By such action he is infected, disgraced. 

His dilemma is how to separate himself morally from the captain and his Engineer. 

He reminds us of tragic heroes in ancient Greek drama whose encounter with dustiny 

involves risk and moral instruction. Conrad suggests us that we have conceived life as 

a tragedy. The basic questions how one to face the darkness of unknowable distress 

Jim does. As there is no any help he decides to fight this thing to punish his sin. He 

loved well to imagine himself a glorious racehorse now condemned as hawker‟s 

donkey. His suffering revolves around his loss of honour. 

 

 Jim‟s moral sense is violated by his actions.  There are hidden threats which 

attack Jim‟s peace and awaken him his actual circumstances. His is the story of man 

who perceives not only the trap of this imagination but need to free himself from it. 

 

 Conrad portrays the pattern of this process as these develop amidst pain and 

tear roughly, the judgment of total human personality. Jim‟s sense of repulsion is 

renouncing (all giving up) as he enters to recover from his habit of day dreaming. In 

the end Jim hates his condition. He accepts the need to see his trouble as his own so 

he makes himself to appear before official inquiry held at Eastern Port. In Marlow‟s 

opinion his positive, come from right place and he was one of them. Jim‟s 

determinately refused to help the others. Their wild excitement, self saving actions 

made Jim angry. The Patna abandonment is filled with confusion of terror. It shows 
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the contrast between Jim and the other officers between honour and dishonor, loyalty 

and disloyalty. It means the contrast between strong desire and coming down of 

human behaviour. The dangerous situation seems to be greedy to Jim. He surrenders 

to the weakness and doubt. Futility lingers around Jim at the last moment. Feared Jim 

stumbles over the legs of the dead man lying on the bridge. And from the life boat 

below, three voices shouted horribly one shouted, another screamed, one cried loudly 

requesting the man jump. They did not realize that he was dead of a heart attack 

(George). This command pricks Jim‟s internal condition of fear and terror. In his this 

confused state his body and soul are caught “Chance missed‟. This attack of nature on 

Jim is central point of his life. These inner and outer elements are pushing him to 

heroic desire and human frailty. Jim as replacing the dead officer lying on dark of the 

Patna jumps. Conrad writes: If was as if I had jumped into a well into an everlasting 

deep hole. Jim see it as if every thing was over. The other three shipmates in the boat 

mistake him for George and when recognize startled and curse him. The boat itself 

seems filled with hatred, suspicion and villainy. The boat itself becomes typical 

example of wretched failure and alienation from mankind. Everything around and in it 

reflects division of soul captured in the solitude of the sea. Conrad stresses Jim‟s 

bewilderment of inner condition and shame which make him violently angry for being 

in the same boat. They are picked up and the Patna is safely towed to Aden by a 

French gunboat. The captain and two officers made a story but Jim choose to face his 

action. Marlow chances to meet French lieutenant and get clear key thought from him. 

He was boarding officer from the gunboat and remained on Patna for this, by hours. 

 

 In Jim Conrad sees every man. No anything can tempt him the outcome of 

decision and indecision which capture him like shades and ghosts. The deep idea in 

him of moral sense is his inner voice. Montague Briefly commits suicide a week after 

the official inquiry jumping overboard. Like him, Jim will not do unjust to himself. In 

his state of disgrace he was to work as a ship chandler for various firms. Marlow was 

trying for him to find opportunity Marlow visits Stein a successful merchant 

adventure. To Marlow stein can help Jim, who lives in Samburang. He thinks over the 

problem of human existence. 
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 „Man is amazing but he is not masterpiece ----- man is come where he is not 

wanted where there is no place for him‟ he say to Marlow. He goes on observing that 

man wants to be a saint and he wants to be a devil. 

 

 Marlow‟s meeting with stein provides philosophical search of some of the 

fundamental ideas of life. The human condition is the part of his search, Jim moves to 

Patusan one of the Malay islands. It is as he had been sent into a star of the fifth 

magnitude. At a point of river from the sea, in Patusan will relieve a Portuguese – 

Cornelius, the stein and Co. manager. At the age of thirty he in 1886, arrives in 

Patusan. The political situation there is unstable and insecurity for life and wealth was 

the normal condition. In the condition of dirt, mud-stained natives he soon becomes 

known as Lord Jim (Tuan Jim). He has to wrestle with native opposing forces of 

Doramin, stein‟s old friend – chief of the second power there, Rajah Allang, a brutish 

chief quarrelling over trade and leading to casualties. Jim‟s chief goal was to win over 

the idiotic jealousies. Doramin and his son Dain Waris believe in Jim‟s bold plan. His 

dilemma is in question here; will he succeed or repeat past failure?  

 Jim attains much power and influence there; he dominated the forest and the 

old mankind. Under Jim‟s leadership old Doramin‟s followers defeated their enemies. 

Jim becomes a legend. The word Lord Jim was the truth of every passing day. 

Because of heroic feats and courage Jim traveled a long way from Patna to Patusan. 

Here his fame is „immense! He conquered the ground for the sole of his feet and the 

blind trust of men. If Patna affair was doom, his fame and adoration define his newly 

won greatness. The stained first mate of Patna in the Indian Ocean is now illustrious 

Lord Jim of the forest of Patusan. 

 

 Constantly Jim faces the responsibilities. The moral pressures on him never 

free. Concerning the events in Patusan Marlow speaks of Jim‟s love for a Eurasian 

girl Jewel, who becomes his mistress. Cornelius the Malacca Portuguese is her legal 

guardian. He married her late mother after her separation from the father of the girl. 

He is another repulsive hard case for Jim. Cornelius is malicious and hateful to Jim. 

He asks who he is?. What does he want here? The big thief. He is a big fool. But 

Marlow is not disturbed by his evil. Jim also is not disturbed by this Jim tells Marlow: 

I am going to stay here‟. 
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 The concluding of the novel is a kind of moderately slow passage which 

conveys sense of ending. Marlow‟s long narrative is coming to an end with last talk 

with Jim and his own departure from Patusan. We realize that Marlow and Jim will 

never meet again. Jim accompanies Marlow to the mouth of the river. Jim watches the 

schooner taking Marlow to the other world. Marlow sees Jim‟s figure slowly 

disappearing „no bigger than a child‟.  

 

 At the end Jim feels himself a prisoner and he finds himself a victim of 

treachery. Gentleman Brown a supreme form of evil that. Jim must face Jim‟s fate is 

so overpowering because he never stops struggling against evil forces of destruction. 

If his inner world at the beginning is turmoil it is outer world that is collapsing into a 

ruin smelling with blood, in later part of the novel. Marlow receives a thick packet of 

handwritten material. Marlow‟s note to it is illuminating. A narrative is in a letter 

form with the details of the last episode. He has fit together the broken pieces of Jim‟s 

astonishing adventure as to record understandable picture of last year of his life. This 

narrative here is based on the exploit of a man called Brown. 

 The son of a lowest British, Brown is famous for leading a lawless life, known 

for his hate for mankind. We learn that he hung around the Philippines in his rotten 

schooner. It sails into Jim‟s history as a dark power. Brown who has gift of finding 

out the best and the weakest spot in his victims survey Jim‟s character and capability 

Jim feels Brown and his men as agents in his retreat. Feeling the threat of Brown and 

his followers, Jim takes the entire situation cautiously. His one thought as he informs 

Doramin is „for the people‟s good‟. 

 

 Around the fort preparations for battle take place. The native feel anxiety and 

hope that Jim will resolve everything. As his moral binding he is concerned with the 

safety of Patusan. But he underestimates Brown as his tendency. He thought that as 

himself. Brown wants to avoid bloodshed. In this respect illusion victimizes Jim. The 

way is made clear for Brown to withdraw from Patusan. His purpose was not only to 

escape but to punish the natives for their earlier resistance to his thrust in. Reaching to 

the coast his men deceitfully open fire on an outpost of Patusan, killing natives, as 

well as Dain Waris – the only son of N. Doramin. Earlier he had consented to Jim‟s 

request that Brown and his party should be allowed to leave without harm. Once again 

Jim draws back in his insight and in leadership, is his predicament. Jim trusts in his 
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illusion, unaware of his evil power which drives Brown Later, his schooner sank and 

the deceitful Cornelius was struck down by Jim‟s loyal servant, Tamb. It hardly 

compensate he destruction and deaths took place as a result of Jim‟s failure of 

judgment. 

 

 Jim did not want to see all his good work and influence destroyed by violent 

acts so he provides free passage to Brown thinking about Patusan safety. A failure of 

moral vision brought by moral pride blinds him to real danger. Jim misjudged 

Brown‟s character. When Tamb-Itam returns from the outpost to inform Jim about 

what happened Jim is staggered. He measures fully the effects of Brown‟s cruel 

treachery. He understands that his own safety in Patusan is at risk. His feeling of 

isolation is bursting as he realizes he has lost all men‟s confidence. The dark power 

robs him twice of his peace of life. He should fight for his life against Doramin‟s 

invetable revenge. Tamb Itam says. Jim cries, „I have no life‟ Jewel, too request him 

for the possession of her happiness and begs him to fight or try to escape. But Jim 

does not care for her. He wants to prove his power in another way. sDan Waris‟s body 

is brought the old Nakhoda roars like a wounded bull. The women wail together, they 

mourned. Jim appears silently before Doramin, who is sitting in his arm chair with a 

pair of pistols on his knees. „I am come in sorrow; he cried out to Doramin. He stared 

at him with an expression of mad pain. Lifting his right hand deliberately that his 

son‟s friend through the chest. 

 

 At the end Marlow remarks that Jim „passes away under a cloud inscrutable at 

heart forgotten, unforgiven and excessively romantic‟. All the aspects of Jim‟s life are 

measured and presented in a full view. No one is mercilessly exposed to the world 

than Jim. No one stands raked before our judgment than he. Marlow make out well 

Jim‟s supreme aloneness in his struggles to find himself in himself. The predicament 

is that the pains of struggle surround everything and everyone in the novel. 

 

 We see, Jim is „one of us‟ he is our „common fate‟. The official court of 

inquiry takes place throughout Lord Jim from a moral point of view. Jim never rejects 

to react to the challenge of cowardice and irresponsibility. He never blames other for 

his own errors. In view of the moral sense Jim remind us Edmund Burke‟s words: 
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“The lines of morality aren‟t like the ideal lines of mathematics. They are broad and 

deep as well as long. They admit of exceptions, they demand modification”. 

 

 Edmund Burke, the philosophy of E. Burke, A selection from his speeches and 

writings ed., by Low‟s I Bredvold and Ralph G. Ross (Ann Arbor 1960) 41.  

 

 Jim‟s dilemma is his high mindedness and character problematic and human 

values are romantic, excessively. He is too noble to accommodate real life situations. 

His moral virtues are finite. His fate is shaped by his tragic flaw. However he has the 

quality to face the darkness in himself and in world around. If his death shows the 

power of violence, of the evil one can not take Jim‟s struggle unnoticed. 
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1.5 Heart of Darkness 

 It is a special sense that „Heart of Darkness‟ should begin in the mouth of 

Thames, a place where the Nigger ended the men on the deck of the Nellie, like their 

in the „Narcissus‟ share the bond of the sea. But three of them are also landsmen and 

businessman: a director, an accountant and a lawyer each severing commercial 

purpose. Marlow is a tested seaman. He does not represent his class. He has learnt the 

lesson of the sea and his integrity wholly committed in word and deed. The four man, 

who are the audience of Marlow are products of powerful maritime civilization. They 

talk among themselves, waiting for the tide to turn Marlow‟s response to the effect of 

the novel is profoundly disturbing one. „Light came out of thus river since you say 

knights? But darkness was here yesterday. 

 Marlow‟s narrative provides an appropriate physical setting for the tale. The 

sea is an absolutely alien element and the land locked jungle is part of man‟s 

residence. A voyage on the „immortal sea‟ can be seen as a journey into the jungle, 

also a descent into man‟s history. Heart of Darkness is man‟s loyalty to the general 

tradition of civilization. Though Marlow has passed the test of sea, he can distinguish 

between words and deeds, he not yet undergone the or deal of the Congo jungle and 

doing so he is cut of as every body else. Marlow sees on his arrival in African 

collapse. He find that the whites instead of retaining possession of civilized norms, 

have become possessed by a flabby pretending, weak eyed devil of a rapacious and 

pitiless folly (P. 65) Thus the trial of the jungle is like the trial of the sea. We see 

Marlow‟s relations with his fellow – whites seem problematic. The company official 

whom Marlow meet can he classified in two categories : the established traders whose 

task is exchange trifle ornaments for as much ivory as they can lay their hands on and 

a new kind of agent who are sent out is defense to the pressures. When Marlow 

arrives at Congo, calls the brick makers of the central station „the gang of virtue. He 

suspects that the two groups are engaged in some sort of power struggle. If becomes 

necessary to look more closely at his relationship with the manager of the central 

station, the leader of the „exploiters‟, then with Kurtz the chief agent of inner station 

the representative of the civilizer‟s. 

  The Manager who is Marlow‟s immediate employer reveals himself once as 

the very type of exploiter. His single virtue revealed is unwounded (Physical and 

mentally) health, frees him from the check operative in Africa. In all other respect he 

is like the pilgrims who loiter about the run down station. He is incapable of any 
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guiding principle other than maximum profit for minimum effort. Marlow sums up 

the qualities of his employer and at the same time it defines the dilemma for him. To 

serve as employer to such manager is very different offer. During his whole stay in 

the Congo, Marlow meets only a single case of integrity of work i.e. the accountant of 

the lower station. His particular detailed book keeping, with his tailoring correctness 

strikes him as the evidence of real backbone. His exception only raises the problem in 

a more acute form. 

 The accountant‟s competence is achieved at he cost of inhuman detachment. 

when he make correct entries of perfectly correct transactions in company‟s ledger he 

remains unaware of horrible acts of exploitation done outside his door. In such 

situation it is very difficult for Marlow to justify the loyalty towards such hands. He 

concludes that events reduced form the ideal of service is not sense. Marlow takes the 

work of repair the steamer that it has been accidentally wrecked by the manager. He 

sets out to rescue an apparently unwell Kurtz. Though Marlow does not point it, there 

is something disturbing about this accident. Though manager feels general sense of 

restless he does not suspect him. 

.  Marlow learns about Kurtz, his singular success as an ivory collector and 

about his variety talent, as the painter of justice, as author of an eloquent tract against 

savage customs, as musician, orator, journalist, he is hated by his colleagues. He 

receives his first information about conspiracy against him when hears manager‟s 

agreement anything can he done in this country. Then the manager tells him about 

delay of rescue of Kurtz. Marlow becomes conscious about the affair which lay 

deeper under the surface when manager claims that the repair will take three months. 

Marlow is surprised by „the affair‟ – whether it refers to the repair of steamer or to the 

destruction of Kurtz. Marlow‟s dilemma is that he has to face something more for the 

rescue operation which he had been professionally entrusted. It is more surpassing 

that he feels himself caught in such situation that he refers; my speech or my silence, 

Indeed any action of mine would be more futility. Morlow in his relationship with 

manager of the station brought into contact with moral cynicism, with Kurtz he is 

faced with phenomenon of idealistic self deception. Kurtz seems to he a passionate 

defender of the policy which is against the more practical views of manager Marlow 

is surrounded by the exploitation that have no more moral purpose, that can be 

understood. Compared to manager Kurtz seems to be a person of exceptional talent 

and culture. He appears to be a very ideal of that civilization which the African 
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wilderness has destroyed. All Europe contributed to the making of Mr. Kurtz, says 

Marlow. 

 As Marlow moves upstream towards Kurtz, he enters more and more deeply 

into the wilderness and his feelings towards it undergo a sufficient change. It is not a 

merely alien environment; it acquires the force of a positive presence. We are made 

familiar to took upon the fastened form of a conquered monster, he tells his listeners, 

there you could look at a thing monstrous and free‟. The sight and sound of savage 

dancing so much a part of its primeval setting awakens in him the sense of his „remote 

kinship with the wild and passionate uproar. Marlow is agree with it because of its 

savagery. In it he finds what he calls, truth stripped of its clock of time – that is a truth 

which prefix the truth that civilization has brought about, and which is therefore 

timeless or permanent. Having admitted that the primitive is fundamental, he at once 

sets up a contradictory truth a „man must meet that truth with his own true stuff-win 

his own inborn strength – I hear I admit, but I have a voice too, and for good and evil 

mine is the speech that cannot be silenced. Civilization in this view is thought of not 

merely as a given but as something achieved – something purposefully constructed 

and upheld. This concept of reality in which the recognition of a basic truth prompts 

the affirmation of a counter truth is at the centre of Heart of Darkness. Without is we 

cannot fully understand the fall of Kurtz. 

 When Marlow reaches there, we see that what distinguishes Marlow from the 

manager is his refusal to facial expression, the exploitation of the primitive. Now we 

see what makes him different from Kurtz is his refusal to overlook surrender to the 

primitive. A man cannot shed his in heritance of civilization with excuse, for 

primitivism. Like innocence once out grown or last cannot be recovered. Kurtz has 

wrapped himself of all the cultural values he took so unnecessary displaying into 

Africa. He has in Marlow‟s words, „taken a high seat among the devils of the land (P. 

116) 

 Marlow‟s meeting with Kurtz is held by an encounter with a subordinate 

figure the Russian Sailor who makes more unexpected appearance in remote upper 

station than the Accountant did in Lower. Kurtz has managed to survive the jungle, 

not like the Accountant, by remaining completely incapable of registering experience. 

He is explained by his dress, which suggests a man without a fixed ideality. His extra 

ordinary eagerness, his cheerfulness his child like spirit of adventure seems to Marlow 

to have consumed all thoughts of self? But this is not moral strength. It is moral 
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simplicity. Marlow quickly discovers that he has become a kind of beginner and he 

asks him (sailor) what Kurtz‟s talk is really like. It was in general. It made me see 

things – things. This replay indicates that the young man‟s enthusiasm is completely 

uncritical. 

 Marlow‟s encounter with the young Russian enables us to see that what finally 

damns Kurtz is nor has the horror of the shrunken (smaller) heads which decorate his 

house, not the cruelty of raiding but the fact that he taken upon himself the role of 

God. This is said equal to that he has entered into a state of final deception. Again the 

young Russian suggests Kurtz is the victim of his own gifts – especially the gift of 

speech the expression is a fatally contradictory power an instrument of truth or of 

deceit. The gift of speech enables Kurtz to establish supremacy over the blacks. At the 

same time it permits him continue to believe in himself as the god of disinterested 

unselfishness.  The virtue added to inviolable power instantly produces self position 

of God. But though he may be very dangerous, this new God, being hollow at the core 

is complete pretend. 

 Though Albert Guerard has arisen contradiction in Conrad‟s portrayal of Kurtz 

Marlow‟s diagnosis is this „Everything belonged to him – but that was a trifle. The 

thing to know was what he belonged to how many powers of darkness claimed him 

for their own. He who wants to be a God becomes a devil, is his predicament. In the 

context of Kurtz‟s self deception, his gift of speech turns from a „stream of light into a 

flow----- of darkness. 

 Kurtz is a living incarnation of everything Marlow claims to hate. His 

condition of dishonesty establishes the view hat lying is related to death not because 

his self deception is the immediate cause of his collapse but it dissolves the substance 

of his moral identity. 

  It is Marlow‟s meeting with Kurtz that makes solid the decisive crisis of the 

book in The Nigger a choice has to be made between two alternatives. But these 

alternatives no consist of men who affirm and men who deny the ideal of service. 

They are the manager and Kurtz. Marlow‟s predicament is not like the member of the 

crew of „Nigger‟ The face to face situation takes place as Kurtz at last been packed 

into his cabin. The manager Known Kurtz is finished tries to protect Marlow‟s 

support.  

 Marlow‟s association with Kurtz produces what one may call his ordeal by 

darkness. Its sense is brought by the incident which takes place during the evening 
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which followed his conversation with manager (PP. 140-5). As Marlow is unable to 

sleep, he took into  Kurtz‟s cabin and finds it vacant. As the first thrill of terror, he 

realizes that the sick man has managed to escape. Marlow with out disturbing the 

sleeping guards slips ashore.. The difference between Kurtz and Marlow is not that 

Kurtz has been exposed to different kind of temptation but all his gifts has been 

proved incapable of his profession. So going after Kurtz Marlow becomes familiar 

with parody of civilization. 

 When Marlow comes up with Kurtz crawling in the long grass he discovers to 

his horror that there is nothing in him to which he can appeal Kurtz‟s theory of self 

knowledge become so perfect that he seems to have kicked himself loose of the earth 

that is to have last contact with everything outside himself. 

 Marlow is left with only one possibility to pray God only. It is the similar 

situation as Kurtz of seeing any contradiction between his work and deed between 

professed values and his actual practices he remains a creature in conflict. He is torn 

between European ambition and his African lusts. He shows his existence by putting 

his tribesmen to attack the steamer coming to deprive him off it and then persuading 

them to allow rescuing party to take him away from it. Marlow serves a moral idea 

with his encounter to Kurtz. To prevent Kurtz from returning to the jungle, for 

Marlow is not only necessary for his physical survival. To bring back Kurtz to his 

cabin is a sort of spiritual victory. Marlow commits himself to Kurtz and doing so he 

is unable to affirm civilized values. He has taken a way Kurtz out of the clutches of 

the wilderness in the name of his ego only. The philanthropy he now shows is more 

false, sealed up in his self deception. 

 What Kurtz says is contradicted by what he is, whether it is said to himself or 

Marlow. As Marlow remain faithful to Kurtz to the last Kurtz also justify Marlow‟s 

faith in him, though keep in suspense. The scene of Kurtz‟s death and particularly his 

last cry has become perhaps the most well known bad puzzle of interpretation in 

modern literature. He cried in a whisper at some image at some vision he cried out 

twice, as cry was no more than a breath – 

 „The horror! The horror!‟ 

 „I blew the candle out and left the cabin 

   „Heart of Darkness‟ P. 149. 
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Marlow has witnessed also the killing of steersman at the inner station. But the 

steersman had no restraint like Kurtz. As he dies he does not actually say anything. 

He casts on Marlow a glance like a claim of distant kinship. The death, the moment 

has a meaning that is relevant to all mankind so what the dying Kurtz perceives may 

not true to himself as an individual but he significant for human at large. The moment 

of death as Marlow presents it not as a cause of terror but a condition for insight. As 

Kurtz is concerned, for the first and last time, he sees his part as it has truly been, the 

point, his values at last connect. With his life and reveal it to be a „darkness‟. 

 Kurtz has achieved self knowledge but these by we has also achieved 

knowledge mankind. His examination against himself is also an examination against 

human life. Looking back on Kurtz‟s death he now assesses Kurtz, „indeed a 

remarkable man‟. 

 One of the major assumptions about Heart of Darkness rests that if he want to 

find out the „real‟ truth about man. What his „essential‟ nature is we must inquire into 

his origins. In this sense Marlow‟s journey to the inner station to the heart of African 

darkness is a voyage into his ancestral post. Kurtz in the end discovers that the ideal 

of European life farm no part of man‟s essential self. Both Marlow and Kurtz and by 

perceiving the same things Marlow might he taken for the ordinary man, in relation to 

everyone else in the story he represents, he is surely the moral man. To him the dual 

reality revealed by the test of the jungle poses a dilemma. Kurtz perceives horror on 

his death bed. 

 His last cry like that of Faustus is the cry of a man who can only learn what his 

soul is worth as he discovers. If Marlow is the moral hero, Kurtz becomes the tragic 

hero. 

 Marlow‟s interview with Kurtz‟s „Intended‟ is abruptly unexpected. What 

disturbs him most about her is not deceived about what Kurtz really is but her 

integrity of faith in him and her fidelity. Marlow says „I perceived‟, she was one of 

those creatures who are not the playthings of time. Her trustfulness who earns her 

right to be told the truth, and for Marlow, the truth to tell must destroy the basis of 

that truth. This Marlow does, by telling her a lie. He makes her believe that Kurtz‟s 

fidelity to her and to the ideals she holds has been unstained to the very last.. He 

presents his lie as the guarantor of a certain truth. It preserves the innocence of 

Kurtz‟s Intended. Marlow‟s lie is itself an act of darkness. It is concluded that if the 

world we propose to serve is corrupted, it leaves two alternatives – to give a way to 
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corruption and leave all nation of service, cynically or to ignore the corruption and 

continue to uphold. 

 It is one of the aims of the major works of the first half of Conrad‟s career as a 

novelist; enable to do full justice to the contradictions within his own nature to his 

urge towards his need for faith. 

 

1.6 Victory 

 Conrad‟s Author‟s note points out that he completed writing Victory in 1914. 

All that Conrad has said about the original of Heyst, Ricardo, Jones and Pedro and 

also Lena shows his indebtedness to the originals for their outer appearances. The 

atmosphere of victory is highly romantic. It studies man‟s predicament in the universe 

Conrad once more returns to the gorgeous East, the East with its loneliness for a white 

man, Morrison seems to be a Lingard short lived, Davidson a Marlow who follows the 

course of development of Heyst as Marlow did in Lord Jim. Conrad in his letter to 

Henry Canby, after ten years of publication writes: It is a book in which I have tried to 

grasp at more „life stuff‟ than perhaps in any other of my works. 

 Axel Heyst, the protagonist struggles hard with the problem of freedom and 

responsibility in deep issues of morality. He is bound to remain free from the 

meaninglessness of existence. But he finds himself involved with others. Heyst‟s 

father is a man of letters having a philosophic mood of mind. He was the writer who 

was writing his last book in a London suburb. He was a dissatisfied person, with his 

country and the world as well. Many critics show the similarity between Conrad‟s 

father with that of Heyst‟s. Heyst left school at the age of eighteen and remained 

under his father‟s guidance near about three years. It was bound to leave in the boy a 

deep mistrust of life we see in the pages of the novel.  

 After his father‟s death heist started off on these travels for fifteen years. 

 When we consider the theme of Victory we conclude the generalization about 

the change came to Conrad. Axel Heyst intends to do good but brings evil. It is 

because the principle towards good to others and coldness in his personality becomes 

cause for it. The feature partly is inherited from his father possibly. As the beginning 

of the book we become aware of a conflict between the paraphrased theme and the 

actual effect the novel carries. Much of this conflict centers around Heyst. He appears 

as the object of all Schimberg‟s hatred and this can be enough to prejudice us in his 
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favor. Schaumberg is a villain of Conrad‟s later type villain with least of any trace of 

goodness or even kindness because Heyst aids Schaumberg‟s establishment. 

 Heyst has all the qualities which stand in contrast to his enemy‟s baseness. He 

is presented as a romantic figure, indeed as a stock character. When Morrison speaks 

violently in despair against Portuguese authorities who have trapped him and listens 

to his story with that perfect good society manner of his Native delicacy is one of his 

most notable characteristics. Heyst like Anthony in „chance‟ is shown as lover of the 

silence of lonely places. Heyst is an isolated person and this philosophy is the result of 

his father‟s disillusionment of life. This view is advocated strongly by him as his 

philosopher father. He decides to detach himself from life. 

 After fifteen years of wandering around the world he finally settles down on 

the island of samburan in Malay Archipelago. Being lonely by choice he has no 

longer a reason for his presence on samburan. There are inherent qualities of coal and 

diamond is him coal is practical commodity and diamond a mystical one. And this 

practical and mystical have prevented, Heyst from leaving Samburan. The rejection of 

religious and moral principles about life philosophy and practical action made the 

character Heyst. He has been in the islands for years. And so there are many rumours 

about him. He is thought to he queer chap. Once he declared to the bank manager. I 

am enchanted with these islands. So some people started calling him as „enchanted 

Heyst‟. He gets the name hard facts‟ when tells Mr. Tesman that he is interested in 

hard facts. When he playfully invites the drunken old McNab for a drink, it describes 

him, „an utopist, a pressure of chimaeras (P. 09). 

 When the novel begins, Heyst‟s Tropical coal company has been dissolved. 

Heyst, the manager in the tropics for this company, has located most of the coal 

deposits on the various islands as his aimless wanderings. Like Almayer, Heyst does 

not have any desire for wealth. His purpose is go for ward in the universe. His 

philosophy leads him to with draw from life. He avoids commitment. He is free from 

social contacts. And an unexpected event comes in his life through his visit with 

Captain Morrison. Moved by Morrison‟s fear of losing ship because of the fine by 

Portuguese, helps him and thus he choose involvement with others.  

 After eighteen months of lonely existence after the collapse of Tropical Coal 

Company, he visits sourabaya in case of some business with. Tesmans and stays at 

schomberg‟s hotel. Having no interest in entertainment, he spends his evenings on the 

verandah of the hotel. Nothing to do he comes to hotel concert room and feels 
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disgusted with what is going there. He feels pity for the hopeless orchestra girls who 

are exploited by the hand leaders. The zangiacomo band was not making music, it was 

murdering silence. He is impressed by a girl, particularly one of the hand members 

who is on the stage. She has captured and awakened Heyst‟s observation. Heyst goes 

to her and expresses his concern for Mr. Zangiacomo‟s pinching her on the stage. In 

his mind the sympathy to rescue her is created. She accepts his offer and he is 

attracted by her voice. He has the new experience seeing Lena. 

 As his emotion for Lena is concerned he is unable to remain attached with his 

philosophy. We see his philosophy and his action stretches him to extreme ends. He 

was isolated from the world, here before, but is on the other side and it pulls him into 

involvement, again. As his philosophy becomes weak to act he helps Morrison. The 

reader can be bewildered by his act. The involvement with Morrison leads to their 

partnership in native trade. Schimberg, the inner keeper spreads the hearsay about 

Morrison and Heyst, describing them „the spider and the fly‟ and tells his listeners 

that never go near Heyst, or will caught in his web.  Morrison‟s natural but 

unexpected death leaves heist in pain. Once again he feels his previous isolation. He 

tells Davidson that he has had a taste for solitude, always. He suffers from the grief of 

Morrison‟s death. Davidson, the narrator rightly grasps his situation. He is not hermid 

by his constitution (Mental). He concludes that heist never wil be able to amid 

involvement with other human beings. 

 Lena describes him her forlorn conditions when she was a child her mother 

deserted her and father who was a musician. And the poor girl was compelled to take 

an employment in Ladies orchestra of Zangiacomo. She is just twenty when she meets 

Heyst. He has lived his life with books, tables, chairs, pictures from his father‟s house 

being only the reality. His dilemma is that though he has promised to help Lena he is 

uncertain. He becomes restless for nights to find any logic for his action. 

 He enters into a new phase now. As the encounter with the girl, he suspects, 

his physical appearance has changed during the night. The emotional experience has 

confused him. He feels of different person now. Though he rescues her, he is unable 

to stand firmly. Lena relying to Heyst makes him to realize his responsibility for her 

existence. She tries to make her identity dwell in him. 

 Before renaming her as Lena, the girl had two names which suggest her dual 

character. Her first name was Alma which is Latin means soul and other was 

Magdalene means a whore or a street girl. 
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 With the arrival of Jane‟s, Ricardo and Pedro at Schomberg‟s hotel, a 

threading or wicked element is introduced. They are described as the agents of 

corruption evil. They consider themselves outside to human civilization. They have a 

hatred for humanity. Jones is termed as evil in elegance, Ricardo as savagery and 

Pedro as brute force. Relieve their boredom they come to Sambnran. Schomberg uses 

Heyst as a bait and provides them of the wealth acquired Heyst and using Morrison. 

Ricardo is drawn in the light towards Heyst. 

 Heyst‟s dilemma is that he is unable to act as he is not sure or trust Lena or it 

may be his own feelings for her. Realizing his involvement with Lena and it‟s 

significance he says, there must be a lot of the original Adam in him after all. (P. 

173). His choice to run away with Lena recalls him of his father‟s teaching. His 

dilemma leads to a sarcastic comment on his relationship with Lena. He is unable to 

decide whether he should have fled with Lena. Even his Chinese servant, Wang 

suspects his relationship with the girl contains the unexpected elements of good and 

evil. Even in Lena‟s company he cannot put away his feeling of disappointment. 

Heyst‟s dilemma is expressed by the speech of Lena: Sometimes it seems to me that 

you can never love me for myself, only for myself. It is her dilemma too that she 

sometimes unable to understand the meaning of what he says.  

 Lena also suspects Heyst‟s relationship with Morrison. When she tells him 

about schomberg‟s story about him, he is disturbed by the lies about Morrison‟s 

death. He has attempted his morality and ethical values but is shocked by the 

complexities and contradictions. 

 During their stay for three months on the islands they spend many honrs 

together trying to understand each other. She tries to awaken him of schomberg‟s 

attack. He is torn between the love for Lena and father‟s Heyst recalls the pages of the 

chapter „storm and Dust‟ where elder Heyst says that life offers no real consolation. It 

is really ironical that Heyst welcomes the devilish trios who have come to destroy his 

world at samburan. When they reach there they are thirsty and unable to talk. Heyst 

provides them the water which becomes miracle for them. They don‟t understand the 

human feelings as friendship and loyalty and they plan to rob and murder him. It Lena 

stands for life; they stand for death and destruction. They have come from the world 

which Heyst has tried to escape from. He is unable because of his constitution of 

personality to face the meaningless world. When he realizes the danger he prefers 
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Lena‟s responsibility. When his revolver lost he is unable to defend Jane‟s and his 

two companions. He feels separated from Lena. 

 Ricardo is concerned with practical side of every situation.  

 When he enters into Heyst‟s bungalow and surveys its interior he is surprised 

looking the books Heyst had. He does not understand the presence of these books and 

its significance. He stands for destruction of Heyst‟s philosophy. 

 Ricardo‟s visit to Lena for the first time is the test for her when opportunity 

comes she rise to the occasion she overpowers Ricardo and resist him with out 

hesitation. By doing so she establishes a bond with Heyst. Lena wants to save Heyst. 

 Heyst feels predicament of an existential protagonist. He experiences a sense 

of uncomforted. He suffers from the danger by Ricardo so Lena keeps Ricardo‟s visit 

a secret from him. He seems defeated victim of blind fate. Surrounded by his 

philosophy of man‟s insignificant place in this world he does not feel the seriousness 

of the danger at the door. When he faces Jones in the bungalow he fails to take an 

action against him. He does not move. His condition has been described by many 

critics as Hamlet. He suffers from moral paralysis. Jones learns about girl‟s presence 

in bungalow. 

 Heyst‟s faith in life is again shattered when he learns Lena playing the part of 

a courtesan to Ricardo. He doubts Lena‟s fidelity. He misunderstands Lena and firm 

of his father‟s teaching. Jones feels hateful when he sees Ricardo lingering at the feet 

of Lena. Jones tells Heyst that he will have to shoot Ricordo and not Heyst.  

 Ricardo promises Lena a meaningful existence. 

 Lena acts with complete self assurance. She thinks herself responsible for 

Heyst‟s being in trouble. She knows very well to stand by a man skillfully, she 

disarms Ricardo by taking the possession of the knife using her physical charm to do 

this. Protecting Heyst Lena dies a woman capable of ultimate sacrifice. Her last words 

to Heyst are. 

 „I have saved you! Why don‟t you take me into your arms and carry me out of 

this lonely place? (P. 406). 

 But, taking her into his arms he is unable to make a total commitment even at 

this stage. His mistrust about life and women keep away true cry of love from his lips. 

He cures himself for his un-ability to speak about love when Lena is dying. 

 Heyst shows positive faith in human condition though there is evil in man. He 

fully appreciates Lena‟s love for the first time in his last words to Davidson. Ah, 
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Davidson, woe to he man whose heart has not learnt while young to hope to love. In 

Lena‟s death he has grasped the need of a deep entrust to human love. 

 Heyst feels the need to put himself and his father‟s books to the fire along with 

Lena‟s corpse to purify. It is symbolic rejection and his predicament of his former self 

and presentation. 

 All these selected Novels by Conrad present the human dilemma or what has 

been termed by some of the critics as moral schemata. Every protagonist decides to 

make himself out of the circumstances around him. He tries his best to gain to suit his 

purpose and doing so he meets his predicament, caught into dilemma. He tries to 

escape from it but cannot. Mr. Verloc performs his double role as a sph. He is 

connected and involved in his task to the extreme that prevents him from his entrust 

with his family. His use of his brother-in-law stevie in bomb-explosion creates 

himself inescapable situation. He helps to destroy stevie into bents. He brings upon 

him the total bitterness. Because of the incident Winnie Verlock becomes betrayed. 

He has been also betrayed of family pleasure. Winnie Verlock stabs him. Because of 

the fear and having no one to rely upon she turns to Ossipan. He takes the advantage 

of her helplessness and meets his predicament sinking in the gutter. Winnie‟s affair 

with butcher boy also indicates her predicament. Leaving him for the sake of her 

brother, stevie she marries Verloc. She is the victim of own family circumstances. Her 

loneliness cause her exude. Towards the end we learn about the death of Winnie 

Verloc, Ossipan and the professor. Everyone tries to give life its meaning but through 

their choice and struggle for their existence face human dilemma and meet 

predicament.  

 Razumov decides to develop his career as university professor, but has been 

forced fared to become a political spy. Belonging to aristocratic family as an 

illegitimate son, exiled from family and becomes lonely in the meaningless universe. 

Falling in love results in his betrayal. To build a successful career he wants to remain 

away from all. It forces him to become a member of suffering humanity. Apart from 

all his desires as a human being his need is basic one as all of us which pulls him 

towards his dilemma. Coming into contact with Haldin he becomes disloyal to 

government authorities. And in his closeness he experience different kinds of exiles in 

Switzerland. He realizes the loss of his security what is his need is free spirit. 

 Charles Gould‟s reopening of sliver mine for the betterment of costaguana 

creates suffering from this or that respect and meet their predicament. The misuse of 
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power, politics and irresponsibility creates for the major characters a dilemma. The 

fall of Nostromo signify his irresponsibility Gould‟s struggle for the cause turns him 

into Woolf and he takes away the silver. Martin Decoud, his selfishness and double 

morality leaves him on lonely island to face his predicament. Doctor Monygham, 

Emily Gould also met their predicament and suffer. The influence of mine cause 

suffering to the characters involved or concerned with it. 

 Lord Jim‟s dilemma remains with him throughout. It is as the silent sudden 

wind on the sea. It is the story of life, adventure Ideals and his predicament as a 

seaman. His dilemma is high expectations and great opportunity missed. Jim faces 

common fate and life dilemma. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Loneliness: An age old Phenomenon    

1. Loneliness as an age old phenomenon.  Man has felt lonely ever since the 

very beginning. Now, it has spread almost all over the cores of human Life in our age. 

The man feels totally lonely in social, practical and religious fields which have 

developed a highly destructive tendency of self- centeredness. The rapid growth in 

industry, science, technology helped to increase an awareness of alienation in human 

life. Man feels lonely before the vast external world. His loneliness is intensified 

when he feels the lack and loss of contact with his fellow men. And this leads him 

towards the sense of belonging him nowhere. The cruelty of time can also be a cause 

of loneliness. The time continuously destroys man made things. The loneliness has 

been highlightened in modern literature through an account of certain factors like 

urbanization, dehumanization that changed man's attitude. The man has lost the sense 

of togetherness; he lives broken, isolated life and has nothing to do with others. As 

far as Conrad's fiction is concerned, the sense of loneliness has a special significance. 

He shows the isolation of major characters and their grief resulting from their 

isolation. The man in his fiction is lonely before universe. The grave problem is that 

the conditions of practical life arouse in him a sense of frustration. Modern man felt 

extra ordinary lonely in modern times. Hence, loneliness is a prominent element in 

modern literature. The term such as loneliness, alienation isolation is synonymously 

used in our discourse. 

 

 

 

 Different meaning of Loneliness 

1.1 Lets see the varied information about the term 'isolation',  loneliness as it is 

used in literature. According to encyclopedia Britannica the idea of alienation remains 

an ambiguous concept with  hidden meanings as given below; being most common: 

a) Powerlessness: The feeling that one‟s destiny is not where one's control 

but is determined by external agents, fate, luck or institutional 

arrangements. 
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b) Meaninglessness: refers either the lack of comprehensibility or consistent 

meaning in any field of  action or a generalized sense of purposelessness 

in life.  

c) Normalness- means the lack of commitment to shared social prescriptions 

for behavior. 

 d) Cultural estrangement:  The sense of removal from  established values 

in society. 

 e) Social isolation- The sense of loneliness or keep out from social 

relations. 

 f) Self-estrangement- perhaps most difficult to define and in a  sense the 

master theme. 

  The recognition of the concept in western thought has been  similarly 

escaping. Though, it did not appear in major reference  books a social sciences 

until 1935, the concept existed implicitly or explicitly in classical sociological works 

of 19th and 20th century by Marx, Durkheim, Tonnies, Weber and simmel.  

  The roots of the idea of alienation can be found in the works of 

Plotinus and in the theology of St. Augustine and Martin Luther. The most powerful 

pre-marxian source was Hegel from whom Marx took the word alienation and 

secularized the concept. For Hegel alienation was an ontological fact rooted in the 

nature of man's existence in the world.  

 

 Encyclopedia Britannica: 

  There was an inherent dissociation between man as a subject and man 

as an object. (man as a creative subject seeking to realize  himself and man as an 

object influenced by others). This view  rooted in German idealism and in a 

metaphysical outlook became  the basis for a radical critique of society and its 

institutions by  those philosophers who received Hegel's ideas and gave them 

 socialistic interpretation. Responding to the social crises of the  1840s the 

German philosophers Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-72) and  Marx in particular 

transformed alienation into a secular and materialistic idea. For Feuerbach, the source 

of alienation lay in the  institution of religion: the: myth of divine power. To 

Marx, it was  man's nature to realize himself in work, but the possibility of doing so 

was denied to him by the economic system. The Marxian  tradition represents one 

stream of thought concerning alienation.  
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  Perhaps the clearest expression of this theme is contained in 

 Durkheim's notion of "anomie" (from Greek anomia,"lawlessness"), a social 

condition characterized by individualism and the disintegration of binding social 

norms. Weber and Simmel, both carried the Durkheimian theme further. Weber 

stressed the  fundamental drift towards rationalization and Simmel emphasized the 

tension in social life between the subjective and personal. The  same theme, 

stressing the importance of subjective experience over  objective knowing offered 

by soren Kierkegaard; continued into recent work of Martin Heidegger, Jean Paul- 

Sartre and other existentialist philosopher. The classification of modern definitions 

given in the first paragraph of this article- powerlessness, meaninglessness, serve only 

rough guide. 

1.2 The contemporary writer often develops rapidly different  conceptions. Thus 

with respect to self estrangement one can be 'out  of touch' with oneself in several 

quite different ways: 

 1. The psychoanalyst, Erich Fromm and the philosopher Herbert Marcus 

indict modern civilization for failing to realize the  creative potential of human 

nature. Perhaps the most profound form of alienation, in this view, is the estrangement 

of those who have adjusted themselves to alienated life styles without being aware of 

the distortion. 

 2. For Sigmund Freud and hid followers, the self estrangement is seen to 

lie in the split between conscious and unconscious forces  in the personality. The 

individual is out of touch in the sense that repressed and unacknowledged desires 

motivate his behavior. 

 3. For Sartre and other existentialists, self-estrangement is a natural state 

of affairs in a world. By either Marxian Social innovation or Freudian clinical 

understanding the absurdity of existence is held to be fundamental. To the "authentic" 

is to have clear consciousness that life is indeed meaningless and yet commit oneself 

through active choice. 

  It may also read to mean that the individual is out of   

touch with his inner self because of not truly involved in the task at hand or the task is 

not rewarding. Alternatively some writers, most commonly American, stress that 

alienation is a socio-  psychological fact it is the experience of powerlessness, the 

sense of estrangement.  There are at least five casual theories concerning   alienation: 
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the economic, technological, sociological, philosophic-existential and psychological: 

economic is identified with Marx, technological Lewis Mumford in U.S. 

  The modern sociological thesis is that alienation   arouse from decline 

of local community and emergence of society based on large scale mass action 

leading to a sense of alienation i.e. powerlessness, isolation etc.  The philosophic 

existence theories  associates with Martin Buber, Paul Tillich,  and in secular form of 

Sartre and Albert Camus emphasizing  alienation  inherent  in finite and isolated 

character of man's  existence as a 'Stranger' in the world. On psychological side there 

is frustration inherent in civilized society. The main principle to be recognized is that 

alienation is not free floating element or force but operates within limits of social 

structure. 

 'Alienation' is widely used in modern times and it refers to mental 

temperamental and social conditions. The psychologists refer it to an extra-ordinary 

variety of psycho-social disorders including loss of   self- status restlessness, loss of 

beliefs and values and so on. 

 The Lexicon Universal Encyclopedia also discusses the term and conception 

from the beginning to modern views: 

'Alienation is a term widely used to describe and explain a state of estrangement from 

work political and social norms, other people or one self. It's broadly and consistently 

used, where as psychiatrists tend to see alienation as a symptom of an individual's 

maladjustment to society. Some sociologists and philosophers assert that a society can 

be 'Sick' or simply foreign which may not be individual alienation.' 

1.1 Alienation:  Christian Concept: 

 St. Paul taught that man by his innately sinful nature alienates himself from a 

loving father (God), this concept assumes a particular view of man's nature and 

familiar relationship between god and man.  According to the technological concern, 

man's nature is essentially evil. 

 Alienation occupies a Central Place in Georg Hegel‟s phenomenology (1807) 

in which he assets that man strives to attain what he is potentially but that this 

realization is meditated by consciousness and will.... then; it is manifested in physical 

object and more.  One of delegates disciples, popularised by this, the term self- 

alienation proposing that religious belief cause a separation in man's consciousness by 

his received ideas of the world and the world he experiences. 
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 'Alienation ' is consequence of social organization and culture is a key 

generative concept of modern sociology. It underlies the analysis of Emile Durkehim, 

Weber, and simmel. Emile used the term 'anomie' to describe rootlessness that 

resulted from the breakdown of traditional community and more. Simmel used it to 

denote 'the tension within a person seeking to', "preserve his autonomy and 

individuality in the face of social forces, external culture and of technique of life." 

 Everyman's encyclopedia  gives  the concept meaning  that the terms 

originated by Hegel but  used more significantly by Mark to describe a pathological 

state in which  men experienced  their  own work and its product as some how an 

alien  force directing them from outside. For Marx the term had a reasonably clear and 

precise but widely used to refer almost any kind of modern individual or social. This 

kind of analysis tends to emphasis feelings at the expense of social situation. 

Melbourne, Zoronto-1978 Ed by- D.A. Sirlina (J.A. Baster) T.M. Dent & Sons Ltd. 

London. 

 According to 'Dictionary of world literary Terms' "alienation is the deliberate 

withdrawal of Artist from society and its concerns.'(esp. poet). (Dictionary or World 

Literary terms. Ed. Joseph Z. Shipley. George Allen & Unwin Ltd., Raskin House, 

Museum Street, London  1943 P.P.10) 

 Considering the different conceptions of alienation by the philosophers, 

thinkers we come to quote that the term depicts man‟s different reactions: mental, 

physical etc.   In this connection Peter Townsend defines it as, "isolation and 

loneliness;" while discussing these terms and the relationship and  the difference, to 

be isolated socially is to have little contact with community and family, the lonely 

have an unwelcome feeling or lack of companionship." 

 The loneliness has been lightened in modern literature on account of certain 

factors, like urbanization, industry, which engaged man's attitude towards life.  The 

man seems lost his sense of togetherness. He is living a broken isolated life with 

nothing to do with others.' In 20th Century alienation has acquired a special 

significance and has reached to almost all spheres of human life. It is for the first time 

man has become self-conscious to such an extent of his aloneness. Man has come to 

look upon himself as a lonely creature in every field like - Social, political, economic 

and religious. As a result, he has become to feel totally isolated and has developed a 

highly extreme tendency of self- centeredness. Even the account of the causes of such 

loneliness indicates that several inter- dependent and interrelated factors have caused 
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it among modern men and women. The rapid changes in Sciences industry, politics 

have extremely changed men's attitude towards life, society and government and 

themselves. 

 It puts to an end to the old ways of life, values, faiths, traditions and frame 

work of society. There are no certain guiding value have been placed before society. 

As a result man has felt, powerless, helpless among the rushes of civilization, and 

man-made environments. 

 In 18th Century, the revolution born and grew rapidly in England and spread 

over the larger part of World. It resulted people running for earning and modern 

people become city birds at heart. The rapid growth of science and technology 

increased awareness of alienation in human life. The togetherness of man was 

negatively shattered by transport system.  The modern facilities alienated modern man 

from each other. A crisis was created in him. He feels lonely in the face of vast 

external World. The sense of being away means, intensity when man feels the loss 

and lack of contact with his fellow men. It leads him to the senses of belonging 

nowhere.  The increase of freedom and independence has made man isolated. 

Everyone attempts to seek full growth and expression of his individuality. The 

individual has made man ultra conscious and self- centred. 

 The cruelty a time can be also considered a cause of loneliness.   Time 

conquers everything. Death a function of time is stamped upon human being and their 

doings. It's universal truth.  There is fear of time and death, fear of hopelessness that 

is unavoidable. And end as death makes man think of himself as a lonely creature 

travelling from one dark to share to another dark. It is going from temporary light to 

the eternal darkness. So the current psychological phenomenon of death has become 

another side of loneliness of man. 

 The modern man has felt extraordinary lonely. Literature holding up the 

mirror to nature, it is natural that the theme of loneliness is richly interwoven in 

literature of our own. It the powerful theme in modern literature loneliness is a 

reflected in several masterpieces of World literature and it has acquired a special 

significance in 20th Century life. The thorough changes have been occurred to man‟s 

attitudes and environment due to politics and revolutions. As a result man has become 

self-conscious of his loneliness. He has become as an isolated creature of a species 

alone totally in all walks of life social, political and economics. In modern times a 

theme of loneliness has got associated with current philosophy of existentialism. 
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i) Existentialism - way of life and loneliness. 

 The main aim of existentialism is to focus on the problem of human existence 

and the leading existentialists have supported the importance of the subjective attitude 

towards life. It was revealed in Germany and France as a way or a philosophical 

attitude to make             human existence secure. It is a philosophy of freedom and a 

responsibility which has be set the people of twentieth century in all aspects of its 

culture and civilization, private and public. Existentialism is a way or philosophy of 

life which makes every human being to lead an authentic mode of life. Karl Jaspers 

defines existentialism as.' the way of thought by means of which man seeks to become 

himself....'. 

 In this connection Friedrich   Nietzsche thinks that there is 'no ideal, no 

religion, no soul and no god, and 'man is the master of universe'. 

 Later existentialist thinkers suppose man is nothing but a sum of his choice 

and action and there is nobody or nothing either to guide him or to lessen his misery 

and suffering. Thus existential philosophy reveal  or bring to notice with human 

situations  to know the basic conditions of existence  and to establish  mans' 

significance  coming out of those conditions. Existential thinkers consider man a 

unique being ruled by his passion and driven by his desire for consolation and 

contentment in the World which he is placed. Man is free to have harmonious co-

existence with the community. He is responsible for whatever he does according to 

his nature and preoccupation. He suffers not because of any external forces but 

because of his misuse of freedom and responsibility. Mans' future is uncertain and 

existentialism is solely concerned with the problems of mans' life. 

 The term existentialism was first used by Danish thinker Soren Kierkegaard 

(1813-1885) to stress the importance of authentic mode of human existence. He 

advises man to experience life for letter understanding and this thought was later 

developed by French thinkers- Marcel, Jaspers, Nietzsche, Ponty, Heidegger etc.  

They believe that there is only one being and that is man and superior to all forms of 

life. Apart from the controversies, they all consider man as the complete master of his 

environment and material World. However his life is interrelated to environment, 

society and his own inner self. 

 

4.2 Existentialism in Literature: 
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 The existentialist attitude spread and grew everywhere during post war-I, for 

man's search to secure a stable and harmonious human existence.  The new phase  

produced a great galaxy of existentialist,  philosophers, thinkers and writers like Soren  

Kierkegaard in Denmark, Sartre, Marcel, Camus, Ponty  in France, Nietzsche, Jaspers, 

Heidegger, Wahl in Germany, Berdyaev in Russia, Gusset Jose and Buber  in Spain 

and Abbagnano  in Italy.  We also see the existentiast writers as Kafka, Gide, Hardy, 

Greene, Murdoch, Beckett, Ionesco and Mailer on the scene. The literary work and 

philosophical works of these great men reflect one or another aspect of existentialism. 

Kafka, Murdoch, camus, Hardy are enough to understand the impact of existentialism 

on literature in the present century. The works of Kierkegaard and Nietzsche show 

deep influence of existentialism. 

 The philosophy of existence can be traced back to Blaire. Pascal (1623-62), St. 

Augustine (324-430) and even to Socrates; though it seems to be quite modern. It was 

fully developed in nineteenth and twentieth century.  It spread everywhere in the field 

of science, Social reform, politics and literature.  In literature, writers were either 

theist or atheist began to think on new lines. Nietzsche, Tolstoy, Bentham, Mill and 

many others reacted against the traditional way of life. They were of the opinion that 

human life must be changeable and adjustable according to the need of man's 

existence. Kierkegaard reacted against traditional religion and this thought was later 

developed by existentialist thinkers as Sartre, Jaspers, Heidegger, Marcel, Buber and 

others. Those thinkers gave great shock to the orthodox religion, the concept of god, 

goodness of nature, society and traditional way of life. Jeremy Bentham, the father of 

utilitarianism   pleaded for the greater good in the field of social reform and politics. 

J.S.Mill, the great social reformer of Victorian England taught people the importance 

of individual liberty. Lyell's work on Geology. (1830-63) reveals, the earth was 

millions years old and man lived on earth for a longer period than given in the Bible. 

Darwin‟s monuments work 'origin of the species (1859)', related to the man‟s lower 

form of life. 'Descent of man ' (1871) provided that man has descended from the ape. 

The discoveries of science agitated man's mind and brought a new sense of human 

existence. The influence of existential philosophy is greater in the field of 

literature and all the writers all over the World come under the influence, directly or 

indirectly the basic beliefs of existentialism.  People in modern times, realized that 

god is indifferent to misery and suffering of human being. They thought religion 

mixed with dogmas defective and man‟s existence in society, difficult.  The 
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possibility of happy and harmonious existence in never denied in the philosophy of 

existence. The study of the works of Camus and, Kafka, Gide, Sartre, Berdyaev, 

Greene Murdoch, Beckett, Mailer and Ionesco, reveal that man must be aware of his 

sense of duty, limit of freedom and a responsibility to achieve self realization. 

 The Philosophy of existence is also seen in modern fiction. The novels of 

Charles Dickens, George Meredith, George Eliot, Graham Greenzre, show the 

influence of existentialism on fiction. Dickens depicts individuals' struggle for 

existence, man‟s relationship with   his environment, society and evils of social and 

moral order. George Eliot, Meredith, Thomas Hardy and other dealt with different 

aspects of existentialism. The main idea in them is if man lives in perfect harmony 

with environment, society he may get what is best or he may end to self- alienation. In 

the works of the thinkers like, Sartre, Camus, Kafka, Dostoyevsky, we see how an 

individual tries to establish a new order of life and how he fails due to his limitations 

and social codes. Sartre‟s protagonist tries to adjust with society but he finds co-

existence difficult he alienates himself from it. Kafka's   hero suffers from an 

eccentric system of government. In Camus and Dostoevsky we find clash and conflict 

between an individual and society for the establishment of supremacy. 

 Almost all, directly or indirectly are aware of the importance of existential 

philosophy. So they express their views on Man, Nature, Society and their 

relationship with one another. The phioloscopy stresses man‟s emotional aspects of 

existence. It tries to give man his dignity as a human being. It marks the most 

important stage in the story of human self consciousness and introduced a subjective 

way of life in which an individual continues to be himself and fulfills his destiny.  

 As existentialism is associated with the theatre of absurd, its typical beliefs as 

aright choice, thought, action and responsibility, feeling of nothingness marks the 

existential ethics.  The existentialist writers and thinkers are mainly realist. They write 

about man's struggle for existence. They plan various means and ways for the 

liberation of human existence. 

 The common themes of existentialism are freedom, choice, decision, action, 

responsibility, atheism, agnosticism and dread. Apart from the accusation as radical, it 

concerns with the practical problems of human existence, it is certainly a philosophy 

with a purpose. 

 Conrad‟s' fiction also present the chief aspects of existentialism which were 

revealed by Albert Camus and Jean Paul Sartre in mid- twentieth century. 
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4.3 Different facets of loneliness: 

 Atheistic existentialism was propounded by nineteenth century German 

thinker, Nietzsche and later   was developed by Sartre, Ponty, Heidegger and others 

who deny the existence of two powers- soul and god which played an important role 

in human life in the past. Man's close connection with the biological environment 

(Nature) community (Society) and conscience (inner self) cannot be denied although 

modern man does not believe in the religion oriented traditional way of life. Thus an 

individual is related to the following three dimensions. a) The biological environment 

(unwelt) by the society (Mitwelt) b) The inner self (rigenwelt). There has been a close 

bond between man and Nature.  Nature is all in all, the creator, the preserver and the 

destroyer of both living creatures and objects. Man is also an intimate part of nature. 

He relies on her for food, shelter for happiness, fulfillment and harmonious co-

existence. His love for nature needs him to love his fellow beings. In short nature has 

been regarded as a form of life. 

 Man and Nature are inseparable, man is rational creature and he has superior 

conscience and will power. So he has to decide whether he should be friendly with 

Nature to achieve selfhood. Or he should remain hostile and will be ruined by her 

hateful forces. The important thing is his attitude and relationship towards nature. 

Many philosophers because of it have warned man to treat nature with love and co-

exist, since the time of Aristotle.  They have also warned man that he must not depend 

on, entirely for everything because Nature is not 'prefect'. To them Nature is imperfect 

and blind. Jaspers, supporting this view, describes: 

Nature as "..... the encompassing being, which  is all, from which all is, it is the total 

to which we ourselves belong completely, or nature is assumed to be the given, the 

other as contrast to ourselves." it is the unconscious, that which is merely occurring 

without freedom, without choice. 

* Karl Jaspers. 'Nature and Ethics'' Science faith and Man -European tough since 1914 

Ed. by Warren Wagner, P.126. The existentialist thinkers hold different views 

concerning the Man- Nature relationship or her kindness towards human existence. 

 Jaspers firmly believes the kindness of nature towards the existence of human 

beings. To him she is an ample source of food shelter, happiness and beauty and man 

may get the profit and pleasure from Nature.  On the other hand, he does not deny the 

reality that nature is also a destroyer of human existence when man opposes here. He 
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tells man to treat nature not only as a friend or a fellow being but also a friend, a 

mother and deity.  If the relationship is based on love, respect, regard, sacrifice, to 

Jaspers man can achieve selfhood. In short Man-Nature relationship should be ideal 

and durable. This kind of relation is called as the 'I- Thou', which helps every man to 

get self- realization. But in reality, it can be very difficult or different because of 

advancement of science and technology and the mechanical human existence in every 

sphere of life. Everything, because of science and technology is measured in terms of 

practical utility. Human values are misused on the pretext of social welfare. Man has 

become extremely materialistic and has started to exploit the nature, to stock up 

wealth, for getting the real worth of Nature. As a result his co-existence with nature 

has come to end. 

 Sartre, the leader of atheistic existentialism rejects Jasper‟s view that nature is 

not hostile to man unless he is hostile to her. Further, he considers nature as not only 

neutral but also unaware of the misery and suffering of human being. To Sartre, 

Nature is nothing more than a mine of scattered wealth and disorganized masses' of 

the purposeless universe. 

* Mary Warnock, the Philosophy of Sartre. P.96. for Sartre, man's relationship 

with nature is marked absurd or merely an illusion; "Absurd, irreducible." nothing, 

not even some secret deep down madness in nature could explain it." J.P. Sartre, 

Nausea, tr. by L. Alexander, P.171. * 

* Nietzsche supports Sartre and remarks that the biologists have to build up 

strong individuals instead of working on the evolution on new species. These thinkers 

are often worried about the natural calamities like flood, drought and storm which 

affect the positive aspects of life by their horror. Sartre thinks that Man- Nature 

relationship is highly impossible because of nature's indifference to man. Nature lacks 

a coherent system of its own. As Aristotle warned man not to depend upon nature, 

many thinkers recognized nature‟s imperfection. Sartre also denies   the possibilities 

of cordial relationship between Man and Nature. Because of all these aspects of non-

adjustment perfection, lack of adequate system, man alienates himself and tries to 

seek consolation in this own community. This alienation prevents man from 

harmonious co-existence and leads him to disappointment. 

 

4.5 Man’s alienation from Society 
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 Because of the detachment from Nature man turns to his fellow beings or what 

thinkers term it as „Mitwelt‟ for consolation. For this he tries to adjust with society or 

with neighbours. To establish a peaceful and productive social relationship, the loves 

and respects his neighbours. He understands and trusts them and during this process 

sacrifices some thing for the welfare of his fellow beings. He also plans various 

means and ways to harmonize his relationship with society. In short, he attempts to 

establish a cordial social order of life. 

 The thinkers like Jaspers and Ponty think man‟s relationship with society as 

indispensable and accept man‟s uncertain nature.  However, they support the need of 

human desire for mutual understanding and co-operation. They stress the need of 

virtues like love, sympathy and sacrifice in human being for good relationship. To 

them man must be aware of the world he discover and experiences and his existence 

within the space and time.  They believe that the relationship between an individual 

and society is usually successful, with exception of some conflict. 

 Man's relationship with others, good or bad is a need and without it the 

existence may end in failure or conflict. Ponty remarks in this connection. "We are 

involved in the World and with others in an extricable tangle. " 

*Merleau Pouty, qt. by R.C. Solomon, from Rationalism to existentialism *(P.307) 

Man is in society because he finds himself among other people.   He is in the World 

because he is surrounded by the biological and material environment. Heidegger takes 

this man's condition of involvement in society as an essential phenomenon. To Karl 

Jaspers, the three     elements: 'I ' (the subjective), 'World' (the objective) and 

„Society‟ (the transcending) are inseparable from one another and he calls it as 

'communication'. It establishes the harmonious Co-Existence of human being. To 

Sartre 'Being -in-itself' (the world), if (the man or nothing her) all combine the 

concept of existence. Man, thus has to unite with others to stand in life to fight with 

his difficulties. 

 According to Jaspers, man -women or 'Man- Society relationship is based on 

enemity, cruelty end in man's alienation from others. Such person is deprived of his 

freedom in society as its result. The relationship with others is necessary for one‟s 

freedom which depends entirely on the freedom of others.' To Sartre, if man is aware 

of himself he is also aware of others and others are important as him. If he 

understands himself, wholly he can understand others as well. To Kierkegaard even in 

sexual relationship the virtues of love, respect, cooperation and sacrifice are very 
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essential for higher co-ordination between man and woman. Similarly, the 

interpersonal relationship on the broader level in society is based on equality, liberty, 

respect as well. The man may attain selfhood if he can adjust with society is the view 

of existential thinkers led by Jaspers. They also believe that man is a social animal 

and the relationship will be successful. 

 Sartre, with his different view say that man‟s nature is flexible and his future 

in uncertain, so the relationship will be hardly successful. To him, mans' vices, 

pretends, false habits, self deception- and to dominate others affect the relationship. 

Man's greed, ambition, enmity, desire for wealth and misunderstanding mislead his 

way of life. In existential ethic this relationship is marked as „I-It term'. 

 Many existentialist thinkers express their contempt for the society which 

prevents individuals‟ way to prosper. They think, man is kind, but men (society) are 

cruel. Kierkegaard describes, Society as 'Crowd' and their is always conflict between 

the individuals and crowd as he feels crowd is the greater destroyer. The crowd in its 

very concepts is the untruth. As crowd is merciless, hateful and irresponsible, it st not 

a company. And this aspect is also in the works of Shakespeare, Sartre, Camus and 

Kafka. 

 The thinkers like Sartre, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche express negative view of 

Man- society relationship and because of pride, prestige it is subject to fail and results 

in man‟s alienation from society. Thus he is driven to solitude and his ambition of 

supremacy is affected by this alienation. Sartre, in connection with this remarks that 

man's life will be success or failure depend upon choice and action. The clash and 

conflict between   man's inner conscience (cit= awareness)   and 'outer commitment' 

(Kriti= action) leads to self- alienation. 

4.6 a) Alienation from fellow being and self. 

 In recent years, existentialists has concentrated on the problem of alienation 

which include extraordinary variety of psychological disorders as ambiguity, dread, 

despair , anxiety, loneliness  nothingness, isolation, permission, absurdism, loss of 

faith, rootless ness  and meaninglessness. Kierkegaard stresses the need of alienation 

to restore human destiny and individuality. His follower says, it is necessary to 

exercise man‟s freedom of choice and action. Heidegger and Sartre opinion that this 

existence in the world is fundamentally with other but active attachment to others 

results in loss of identity. Marcel and Buber say about freedom of man that man is 

condemned to be free and his alienation is necessary to make better use of freedom to 
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achieve selfhood. To Russian existential thinker like Berdyaev alienation is 

rewarding, it opens the gateway to truth and authenticity. 

 Man's separation from society, fellow beings and his own self helps him to 

readjust himself. Camus and Nietzsche recommend man to create his own order of life 

to raise his existence among misfortunes.  After his alienation from those facts to 

project man his right choice, freedom, action and responsibility play an important role 

to self realization. These virtues are interrelated. There is no decision without thought, 

no choice without decision, no action without choice and no responsibility without 

action and none of these without 'Freedom'. To Nietzsche, man taking burden of 

freedom and responsibility raises himself to authentic existence.  Existentialists think 

that man will not get any help from God or Nature. To them, “No one gives man his 

qualities neither god, nor society, nor his parents and ancestors."* 

* F. Nietzsche, The Portable Nietzsche tr. by Walter Kaufman (P.500).

 Thus man is alienated from society, fellow beings, family and his own self. 

Hence 'Man is Mans' future.' 

* Ponge qt. by E. mounier, Existentialist philosophies, P.99. 

 It is true that, the Norwegian dramatist Henrik Ibsen (1826-1906) observes: 

"The strongest man in the World is he who stands most alone." 

* Henrik Ibsen, ' An Enemy of the People'. P.247 Indeed.” the man is hero who 

can stand alone in the World taking guidance from his conscience - that man is, a 

hero". 

* S.Kierkegaard, Kierkegaard‟s' Authology P.429. 

 Joseph Conrad‟s' fiction shows the meaninglessness of the World and of the 

human condition. Like the existentialist thinkers Conrad views mans‟ existence in this 

universe as a kind which cannot be comprehend or controlled. To him, man's 

frustrated by his experience in the World.  Man must set his own behaviour and assert 

positive values to face the hostile World. Man has to create his own values. 

3. Fiction 

2.1 Almost all Conrad‟s herores, willems, Marlow, Lord Jim, Nostromo, the 

young captain (The secret sharer), Razumov, and Heyst have the ideals which do not 

suit to the hard facts of existence. The protagonist in each novel is in search for 

existence. As a lonely being he has to live with his own self and conscience.  Their 

existence is marked by failure and frustrations. Conrad, shares thus the existential 

belief that man is always becoming, never is. The protagonists are capable of sudden 
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growth and change. Almayer, willems Jim, Nostromo, the captain, Razumov, Heyst 

all of them are like in their beliefs. One of the themes of Conrad in all his major 

works is the theme of isolation and loneliness of the individual. 

 In Conrad's novels man is alone before an unfriendly universe. One of the 

early critics, M.D. Zabel points out Conrad‟s' affinities with the essential philosophy 

of existentialist writers. "By diverting him or her  of the  familiar  supports and 

illusory protection of friendship, social privileges, or love, by throwing  the individual  

violently  out of an accepted relationship with family or society, this crisis suddenly 

makes him aware of a hostile  or unknown world which  must be learned a new,  

conquered or mastered, before survival is possible..... It is this drama of alienation and 

spiritual recognition which appears..... in the novels of the French existentialist, who 

have given  tragedy a new  dimension  in the irrationality  or absurdity of the 

Universe. " 

* M.D.Zabel, ' Joseph Conrad. : Chance and Recognition,"The Art of Joseph 

Conrad:  A critical symposium, ed. Robert W. Stallman (East Lansing Michigan State 

University Press, 1960) P.28." 

* Stavrou shows how the thought of Joseph Conrad and Albert Camus   is 

similar in many ways. Adam Gillon in his article notes that Conrad like Sartre, was 

aware of the absurdity of the nature and human condition.* 

* Adam Gillon, ' Conrad and Sartre', Dalhousie Review XL. (1960) P. G1. 

Palmer John A. feels  that Conrad‟s response to the void at the heart of human 

condition is broadly  existentialist  response : "Themes of isolation, alienation and 

guilt, a willed commitment  to human solidarity  in the face of metaphysical void, and 

the like, exist in all these writers (Conrad, Camus, Sartre)is some broad form." 

* John A. Palmer, Joseph Conrad‟s fiction: A study in literary growth (New 

York, Cornell Univ. Press- 1968) P.196 

 Irish Murdoch, in her brilliant book, considers both Conrad and Sartre as 

phenomenologist. 

 A number of critics have showed similarities between Conrad and the 

existentialist writers. Some attempts have been made to examine specific novels 

within an existential framework. The aim of this chapter or the study is to go through 

Conrad‟s major fiction in the light of the different facets of loneliness as an existential 

philosophy and to prove how Conrad belongs to its humanistic school, the one who 

holds the values of existential humanism. 
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MAN AND SOCIETY 

 When Nature becomes a destroyer of harmonious human existence, preventing 

human beings from attaining perfection, man turns to his fellow beings for 

harmonious co-existence through which he hopes to attain selfhood.  This attachment 

to his community becomes in evitable. 

 The reason for the failure of M-Nature is mainly of two reasons: Man's 

hostility to nature due to his materialistic attitude and his desire to control biological 

sphere and his ambition to lead luxurious life and secondly Nature's indifference 

towards human existence.  Man's exploitation of Nature created a kind of imbalance 

and this also lead to calamities for man and man cannot live without her support. 

 Man realizes that he cannot lead a fruitful life amidst Nature and that alienates 

him from Nature.  Man's alienation from his biological environment compels man to 

have personal and social relationship so an individual tries to have sexual and social 

relationships with 'other' and 'others' - other stands for 'Partner' and others - for 

community. 

 In philosophy of existence, an individual's personal relationship with his 

'Spouse' is built more on biological factors than on economical and sociological 

grounds.  Man-woman relationship is to be based on love, regard and sacrifice.  

However the negative emotions as cruelty selfishness have to be avoided and 

discordant distinctions like caste, class, economic factors and beliefs should be 

undermined.  In existentialism (Sexual incompatibility between Man-Woman) man 

woman relationship is characterized by 'I -  ' and this relationship has to be ideal if 

they want to attain selfhood.  Existential philosophers like JASPERS and SARTRE 

give priority to womanhood for the betterment of familial life. 

 Some thinkers have tried to trace the causes of broken relationships or an 

individual's alienation from others. 

 Existentialist thinkers believe that the reason for these crises is man's 

superiority complex, desire to dominate others and a man's wealth for personal glory.  
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Thinkers aspire that the society as a collective entity becomes responsible for an 

individual ruin.  It is true, since the dawn of human history, all civilized societies have 

been dominant on account of the doctrine 'might is right' (social Darwinism). These 

rises i.e. male dominance', greed for possession and indifference of society' have 

created confusion and conflict in human life. 

 Corresponding to the levels on which human beings exist, three reasons may 

be noted for man's alienation from his fellow beings. 

1. Psychological reason corresponding to the psychological level. 

2. Social reasons corresponding to the social level. 

3. Sexual reasons corresponding to the instinctual level. 

1.  On the psychological level, cynicism, erratic behavior maladjustment 

and misunderstanding of either man or woman can often hinder the course of their 

life.  This leads to conflicts and clashes between two and result in the defeat of bath. 

 

2.  Social distinction such as class (Europe) Creed (Africa) and Caste 

(Asia) affect peace and harmony in man-woman relationships.  The rigid structure of 

social systems deprive man and woman what they really deserve so the partners as a 

result estrange from each other leading to rain. 

 

3.  The theme of sexual incompatibility and its evil result:     M-W 

relationship also suffers on account of sexual incompatibility.  In addition to this, the 

evils of marriage system complicate and worsen it.  Social rigidities hardly allow man 

to reconcile his differences. 

 The existential thinkers Sartre and Jaspers are of the same view when they 

emphasize on the virtues of love, fidelity, equality, respect, regard and mutual 

understanding between married partners. 

In this way - M-W relationship on the ground of psychological social and sexual 

factors fails and leads to estrangement or ruin. 

 Just the same - Man's relationship with society is found to be on decline. 

Existential thinkers opine that M-society relation will succeed if virtues like love 

faith, friendship, sacrifice, broad mindedness, mutual understanding, respect and 

regard are adopted.  This mode of social relationship is characterized by 'I-Thou' in 

existentialist terminology, being peaceful co-existence between individual and 

society.  If these virtues are neglected, a happy relationship between an individual and 
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society will be impossible.  So an individual must try to adjust with larger community 

in order to achieve his objects.  In this regard the poet JAKOB VAN MARLAN says: 

"Two words exist in the world, mine and thine.  If they could be suppressed peace 

would reign and all would be free." 

 If a social being man requires a good society being a social animal his 

cognitive activity is not an end itself but is intended to sub-serve the needs of his 

purposive life.  He is not a mere "Spectator" in the world.  Man's existence and 

attainment of essence is closely related to the social phenomenal. 

 This involvement of man with others is fundamental for the realization of self 

hood and transcendental bliss. 

 On many occasions, man's relationship with society is not at all easy and 

worthwhile.  This is because of the hostility of society towards a flourishing 

individual.  As an individual, man is also irresponsible for his failure to succeed in 

interpersonal relationship.  This ambition to lead a luxurious life even at the cost of 

others spoils automatically his relationship with community.  Two factors 'society's 

indifference' and 'personal greed for domination' strain interpersonal relationship and 

bring hostility and ruin.  

 It's true that man's relationship with his community will not be in perfect in 

harmony.  If there is no proper understanding between an individual and community 

the relationship may fail. 

 Existentialist thinkers uphold man's alienation from society, as they think man, 

to lead a free and responsible life should alienate himself from, society which is an 

'arrested mode of life'.  In Jasper's view non-alienation and abyss of nothingness.  

Hence he considers alienation “a means of encounter with transdence." 

 Karl Jaspers qt. by G. Srinivasan, Philosophical perspective: East and West. 

 Sartre opines that life in society is something 'unbecoming' of the dignity of 

man. 

 Heidegger regards alienation, a necessary condition for a responsible life.  

Here a kind of ethical alienation where the individual becomes aware of his 

individuality and freedom is insisted upon as the most desirable condition of human 

life. 

 In the situation of dread, anxiety anguish nothingness man seems to be in 

confusion.  He feels despair when he has to take decision of immense consequence.  
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Heidegger observes such man, "The whole world seems to be shipping away from 

oneself in this mood of dread" 

 Martin Heidegger qt. by G. Srinivasan, Philosophical perspective. 

 Man's alienation from society becomes indispensable because of society's 

hostility towards his progress and enlightenment. 

 

 

 

 

MAN AND HIS OWN SELF 

 When nature and society fails to support man, he tries to seek consolation in 

his own conscience, will power and action.  In his detachment from Nature and 

Society he tries to make his life meaningful.  It is depend upon man whether he 

should achieve perfection in life with the help of existing social order of life or 

alienation to himself from his self. 

 According to Jaspers life is a possible reality which can reach comprehensible 

transdence only through a final surrendering of reason.  Though this position puts man 

under psychological tension, it certainly induces him to lead a higher level of 

existence but in isolation. 

 People who have alienated themselves from society due to their non-

adjustment or maladjustment lead a solitary life without any control over their self; 

they are a house divided against itself - contradictory and paradoxical.  They are 

neither alien to console themselves in crisis nor capable of doing anything 

worthwhile.  Nor alive to revive lost virtues and restore to good position.  Kierkegaard 

calls such man an imitation, a number a cipher in the crowd without any sense of 

realism in himself.  To him this condition "........... at last leads him away from himself 

so what he perishes in the dread" 

Linkegaard qt. by Laxmi Saxena, Encounter with Transcendence. 

 Sartre calls him a man of had faith, while Marcel says such man's life is like a 

'dilapidated' old house or chronic rheumatism.  Heidegger terms such man Dasman 

and Nietzsche Helot.  According to these thinkers life without deep personal 

commitments is no life for an individual for the enrichment on his existence. 

 An alienated man unsteady in Nature threatened by anxiety, dread, anguish 

and nothingness remains in psychic tension.  This is because of his emotional conflict 
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between inner conscience and outer action which disintegrate his mode of survival.  

The suicidal condition tends to reduce him to a state of Dasman or Helot.  In 

existential ethic, the people who are termed Dasman or Helot are sunk an unauthentic 

mode of existence because of their conflict between inner conscience and 

commitment.  Their inability to achieve things which they desire leads them to 

despair.  Thus man's failure to achieve a harmonious sexual personal and social 

relationship culminates in his utter self - alienation, advances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


